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The Art of Virtua Fighter
Without Yu Suzuki, Sega would be dead. As head of R&D for

Sega's Amusement Division, Yu Suzuki is to Sega what

Shigeru Miyamoto (the creator of Mario and Donkey Kong)

is to Nintendo. Put simply, he creates the lifeblood of the

company — and he is indispensable. Without the trickle

down of Suzuki's coin-op classics from the arcades to

Saturn, Sega would lack its killer weapons with which to

battle Sony's PlayStation.

Yu Suzuki's list of credits as head of Sega's AM2 team
reads like a rundown of arcade gaming's greatest hits. From

1985's pioneering trio of Hang On, Space Harrier, and Out

Run, through the evolution of 1987's After Burner into

1990's G-LOC and R-360, Suzuki's AM2 team has blazed a

trail that others only did their best to follow.

Then in 1992, he changed gaming forever with Virtua

Racing. Overnight, "polygons" became the buzz-word of an

industry, and VFs successor, Daytona USA, still provides

the best wheel-spin the gaming world has to offer.

But Suzuki and AM2 will be best remembered for the

creation of the Virtua Fighter series in 1993. An instant

classic, Virtua Fighter is arguably the most significant game
of the 1990s. It epitomizes Suzuki's skill of finding the

perfect blend of state-of-the-art technology with solid

gameplay (a trick perhaps only learned in the development

of games for the cut-throat world of arcades). Virtua Fighter

is the biggest game in Japan since Super Mario World. It's

fast. It's beautiful. And yes, it's probably art.

In November of 1995, Yu Suzuki's Saturn conversion of

Virtua Fighter 2 will near its completion, Virtua Striker and

Virtua Cop 2 await their arcade debuts and, perhaps most
importantly, Virtua Fighter 3 looms in the near future. Never

before has Suzuki's output been so prolific. And never before

has the future of Sega weighed so heavily on his shoulders.

But important though Suzuki is, there are others like

him. Others that run the games industry from behind the

scenes. In an exclusive expose, NEXT Generation names
the Top 75 movers and shakers in the business. Some may
surprise you. Some may annoy you. All have influenced you.

Power Players starts on page 48.
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Sega's AM2 Arcade division has been responsible for the longest uninterrupted
string of arcade hits in history. Yu Suzuki is head ofAM2, and without his games,
Sega's battle against Sony's PlayStation would already be lost. NEXT Generation
tracked down Suzuki-san in Tokyo to talk about his games, his visions on the
future, and to find out why... ^^



talking

"No competitor strikes me as a particular

threat, but in the domestic consumer
market, Sony is doing very well,

considering that this is the company's
first time entering the game business"

I year ago,Yu Suzuki's comments about

the difficulties programmers

experienced in taking advantage of the

' Saturn's dual CPUs sounded the first

warning sign that Sega's latest 32-bit gaming

system might not be the revolutionary

breakthrough for which people had hoped. For

many American gamers, this was their first

introduction to Mr. Suzuki.

Although intimately familiar with Mr. Suzuki's

games, from Space Harrier to Hang On to Virtua

Racing to Virtua Fighter 2, he remains fairly

anonymous in the United States, a far cry from

Japan, where he holds celebrity status on par with

any rock star or other pop hero. While Mr.

Suzuki has been the subject of extensive media

coverage in Japan, this interview may be the first

chance for American gamers to get a look inside

the mind of Sega's resident genius.

AM2's games
NG: Why is it that you have produced so many

driving games in your career?

Mr. Suzuki: Sports cars are extremely popular

not only among gamers, but among most men in

general. Thus, developing realistic driving games is

the best way to satisfy that large audience. That's

the reason we develop so many racing games.

NG: Which AM2 game are you most proud of?

Mr. Suzuki: Of all my games, my favorite is Virtua

Fighter 2. First of all, I think the 3D computer

graphics were well received as a new medium of

expression. Put another way, I think this added a

sense of reality to each punch and kick that

wasn't there in previous games.

As well as expressing human motion, it also

made it possible to feel the weight of each

movement. Also, an element that I personally like

is the counter moves. Up until now, the player

simply held the guard button and couldn't attack

during that time. But in VF2, skillful use of the

guard button enables you to go on the offensive

with a counterattack, and this adds significantly to

the depth of the game.

NG: Are you always proud of your games?

Mr. Suzuki: Of course. The development of

each game holds many memories, and while I

don't like to use the word "proud," I'm very happy

with each of my games.

NG: Which of your games do you think was the

most impressive at its time of launch?

Mr. Suzuki: Hong On, developed in July 1985. It

was a project I started shortly after joining the

company, and it helped to revolutionize the table-

type videogames of that period.

And obviously, I was happy that some of our

new ideas were received well.

NG: Can you explain the differences and
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Yu Suzuki Is treated

with rock star status In

Japan, where his trips

to arcades are mobbed

Sega Japan's HQ in

Tokyo, home to Yu

Suzuki and the world's

hottest arcade team

relationships between AM2
and the other AM divisions?

Mr. Suzuki: AtSega,AMI

through AM3 make

videogames. Each

department's unique

characteristics can be seen in

their games. In the case of

AM2 the result is a large

number of realtime, 3D
computer graphic arcade

games oriented toward high-

end machines. There is an

aggressive effort to share technology between the

departments, but these departments communicate

and behave in a way that the uniqueness of each is

preserved quite well.

NG: How much freedom does Sega give AM2 in

terms of financial and creative freedom?

Mr. Suzuki: All departments are treated the same.

NG: How important is AM2 to Sega's success?

Mr. Suzuki: Please interview someone besides me
for this question!

Virtua Fighter 3
NG: What can we expect from VF3?

Mr. Suzuki: Virtua Fighter 3 will be

a game in which the fighting is

closer to actual martial arts,

with character motions that

are more realistic than either

VFI or VF2. We are obviously

proceeding with the aim of surpassing

VF2. And we're investigating the specifics now, but

unless it surpasses VF2, we can't call it 3. I can't

comment further, except to say that we will make a

game that lives up to users' expectations.

NG: In Virtua Fighter 2 and 3, the characters are

modeled in 3D and the camera angles are 3D as well.

but the action that the user controls takes place

along a 2D plane.

You can't, for example, attack from the side—
like in Toshinden. Will this change in Virtua Fighter 3?

Mr. Suzuki: The fact that the game is 2D from the

player's perspective probably won't change in VF3. If

the viewpoint changes rapidly

during gameplay, the player

can't concentrate on the game

and it's difficult to keep up

with the situation your

character is in, as in the game

you've mentioned. I can't say

anything for certain because

the final decision hasn't been

made, but I think VF3 will

remain 2D in the sense that

VF2 is. During replays,

however, we would like to use

many effective 3D viewpoints to recreate the action.

NG: Will all the characters from VF2 be in VF3>

Mr. Suzuki: All of the characters from VF2 will

appear in VF3. We are also considering adding some

new characters, although I can't specify how many

yet or who they are. The characters' moves are also

confidential at this point. But we will definitely

include new moves.

NG: Will Virtua Fighter 3 remain a three-button

game, or will the addition of new moves require a

move to a four or six button configuration?

Mr. Suzuki: I don't think this will change. The

button count on the game pads should remain a

three-button, eight-directional system.

If we consider ease-of-play as the most

important aspect, I think the fewer buttons the

better. I believe one of the basic tenets for arcade

games is that people of any age can play and enjoy

them to a certain extent. Therefore, I think we will

stick with the current three-button system.

NG: VF I was set in Japan, VF2 had a more Chinese

feel, where will VF3 be set?

Mr. Suzuki: This is a good question. The setting is

actually not decided at this point, but it will certainly

be at least as beautiful and as smooth as VF2's

backgrounds and scenery

Personal
NG: You must own a cool set of

wheels. What kind of car

do you drive?

Mr. Suzuki: I drive a

Lamborghini Diablo. I also

have a Mazda MX-7.

NG: What do you like

best about making games?

Mr. Suzuki: One of the things I like best about this

industry is that what I create is evaluated by players.

There is a direct link with the user, and I like the

feeling of tension that gives the creators. I also

place great hope in the emergence of the next

generation of creators, with their various talents.

NG: Do you prefer programming or playing games?

Mr. Suzuki: I enjoy programming more. And I

can't think of any particular reason why. In my case,

I enjoy creating the game, but my level of interest

drops once the game is completed.

NG: Do you play videogames in your spare time?

Mr. Suzuki: I rarely play videogames in my spare

time. Rather than videogames, I am interested in

movies and theme parks. Movies by Disney and

Spielberg, for example, and attractions such as

Disney's "Tower of Terror," and "Alien Encounter."

NG: Why do you like movies and theme parks

more than videogames?

Mr. Suzuki: Theme parks and movies provide

different perspectives for me, and I can absorb

energy from the different genres. My favorite theme

park is Disney World in Florida.

NG: Have you ever tried to integrate elements

from theme parks and videogames together?

Mr. Suzuki: Afterburner and Hong On are two

games we developed in the past in which the

machines themselves moved.

AM R&D DEPT.#2
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NG: Do you still work on programming and

design yourself, or is your job mainly management?

Mr. Suzuki: My role is mostly management, but I

check on the programming and design all the time,

and sometimes do some myself.

NG: Are you, personally, more important to Sega

than Shigeru Miyamoto is to Nintendo?

Mr. Suzuki: I do not know.

Game Design
NG: Can you create games on 32-bit platforms

that can't be done on 16-bit. Not just graphically,

but in terms of how the gameplay works?

Mr. Suzuki: A game is not wholly dependent on

the specifications of the hardware. If the basic

concept is solid, whether the hardware is 16- or

32-bit shouldn't matter.

NG: Do you think that as hardware power

increases, it enables programmers to be less

efficient in their coding? Are today's programmers

as talented as those of 10 years ago?

Mr. Suzuki: It is true that the increased power

of the hardware does make it easier to program in

a certain respect. But the efficiency and structure

of the final program are both largely dependent on

the abilities of the individual programmer. So

while it has become easier in certain ways, the

reality of the process is still highly dependent on

manpower. The comparison with programmers of

10 years ago is difficult because of the change in

hardware power, but I don't think there has been

a dramatic change in the quality of developers.

NG: What are the biggest difficulties when

making games based on real fife?

Mr. Suzuki: When making a simulation game, we

always face limitations because of the gap between

The artwork featured on NG's cover Is part of a

larger collection released on a Saturn CD In Japan

the hardware's abilities and

reality. There are many things

that are technically impossible

to duplicate in a game.

But if we don't concern

ourselves with reality {and by

reality, I mean things like the

expression of Gs of

acceleration on the body, or

the "feel" of worn tires when

driving), almost any game can

be made. To express those

elements would be very

difficult. My personal policy is

to do the best we can under those circumstances,

and that policy has not changed with the shift to

3D computer graphics.

Beginning with Hong On, I have have been

working on simulation-type games now for 10

years, but my policy has not changed in that time.

NG: Do you believe in the pursuit of realism in

games for realism's own sake?

Mr. Suzuki: No. It's extremely easy to make a

simulator. The real key to success is building in

strong gameplay elements. But overall, the way

the objects and characters move in a game are

equally important and necessary.

NG: What do you concentrate on first when

creating a game?

Mr Suzuki: In general I emphasize the gameplay

elements. Once peak efficiency at that stage has

been reached, we move on to the graphic

elements. But ultimately, the balance between the

two is important to success.

NG: When is it constructive to give personalities

to game characters {i.e. Virtua Fighter), and when is

it best to leave games without any "human touch"

(i.e. Daytona USA)?

Mr Suzuki: We did try to include a human

touch with Daytona. For example, the inclusion of

the pit crew added a touch of reality to the game.

Working with Saturn
NG: Back in '94, during the creation of Daytona

for Saturn, you said that "Trying to program two

CPUs has its problems. The two CPUs start at

the same time but there's a delay when one has to

wait for the other to catch up. One very fast

central processor would be preferable."

Do you still stick by this statement?

Mr. Suzuki: This comment itself is inaccurate,

but what I said was that it is more difficult to

create effective programs and operating systems

for a multi-CPU system. It is possible for some
talented programmers to draw out the full

potential power of two CPUs, but it is not an ideal

environment for the average programmer.

I think the ideal system would be a single

CPU producing the power of multiple CPUs.

NG: How difficult do you think it is for third

party developers to work with Saturn?

Mr. Suzuki: The newest version of the operating

Yu Suzuki is notoriously

difficult to gain access to.

Luckily he reads NG...

"If it's

possible to

link the
user's
brainwave
responses to
the game
character's

movements,
the character
would
become the
ultimate
second self"
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The influence of Yu Suzuki's 1985 QutRun can still be seen in today's driving games. The open
roads and branching paths of Nintendo's Cru/s'n' USA were invented by AM2 10 years ago

"I enjoy
creating
games, but
my level of
interest drops
once the
game is

completed"

The AM2 team Is not only

responsible for arcade

development, but for the

Saturn conversions, too

system and development support system [Sega

Graphics Library] that Sega will release is very

powerful and it should make it easier than ever

before to make games for the Saturn.

NG: From a technology perspective, what is the

Saturn's edge in the hardware wars?

Mr. Suzuki: I feel that the most important

function in a game is realtime image processing.

The Saturn hardware is strong in terms of

interactively performing that kind of processing.

NG: Do you believe that so far we have seen

only a fraction of Saturn's potential power?

Mr. Suzuki: Yes, I think so.

The competition
NG: Which of Sega's and AM2's competitors do

you watch most closely?

Mr. Suzuki: No competitor strikes me as a

particular threat, but in the domestic consumer

market, sales for both the Saturn and PlayStation

are doing very well. Sony is doing very well,

considering that this is the company's first time

entering the game business.

NG: What do you think of competitors' games

like Tekken and Toshinden 7
.

Mr. Suzuki: Each game has its own unique

characteristics, and seem like good games. The
whole genre of fighting games is a very rewarding

one, and I would like to continue trying various

approaches to it.

NG: Are you looking forward to the release of

Ultra 64 with fear or anticipation?

Mr. Suzuki: I'm tired of waiting, and I hope

Nintendo releases it soon.

NG: How intense is the rivalry between Namco
and Sega's arcade divisions?

Mr. Suzuki: I've never really thought about it, so

I can't comment.

The future
NG: What is the future for Virtual Reality?

Mr. Suzuki: I think virtual reality technology will

become widespread in theme parks and suburban

attractions. After that, it will spread to

amusement facilities. And finally, it will reach

consumer businesses. But I don't think virtual

reality automatically means an HMD [head-

mounted display]. I think HMDs will make it into

the home, but attractions that use large, curved

screen displays and high-quality motion capture

systems will arrive sooner and then spread out

from suburban attractions.

NG: What do you think the future holds for

arcade games, over the next 10 years?

Mr. Suzuki: Ten years is too far in the future for

me to comment on, but in the next two years I

think hardware will continue to evolve. This may

take the form of higher image quality to the point

of approaching reality, or more advanced

interfaces — there are many things to be done.

But while the evolution of hardware is

important, it's meaningless unless the software

keeps up with it. The software must therefore

evolve as well.

NG: What is the next technological step beyond

yet more complex 3D graphics?

Mr. Suzuki: Personally, I would like to explore

the unknown possibilities of interface systems.

Currently, most games are built around three

buttons and a lever. But in the future, if it

becomes possible to link the user's brainwave

responses to the game character's movements, the

character would become the ultimate second self.

NG: What future projects are you working on?

Mr. Suzuki: Virtua Cop 2 for the arcade; Vinua

Cop and VF2 on Saturn; VF 3 for the arcade, and a

fighting game called Fighting Vipers for the arcade.

NG: How does Fighting Vipers compare to VF21

Mr. Suzuki: FV is characterized by a fighting style

without ring-outs. We received comments about

the ring-outs in VF indicating different changes, and

so for FVthe fighting can continue mercilessly.

NG: Are you glad to be working for Sega as

videogames continue to evolve and to grow into

the 21st Century?
r**ata

Mr. Suzuki: Yes. to

Posing with Sarah Bryant, NG's cover star, Suzuki

refuses to confirm if she is based on a real person
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What's new in the world of computer and video gaming

US defense corp holds
The world's

largest military

contractor is

proving crucial to

Sega's strategy

key to plans

Saturn 2 will use
Lockheed Martin's

R3D/100 chipset for Its

advanced 3D abilities

I midst the furor surrounding the

I launch of the Saturn in the

I Western hemisphere, NEXT
Generation has uncovered details of a

follow-up machine under development

at one of Sega's affiliate companies.

Florida-based defense and NASA
contractor Lockheed Martin — pioneer

of the graphics technology used in

Sega's Model 1 and Model 2 arcade

boards — has been working on

technology for a higher-specification

Saturn system since last September.

It's believed that this second

generation machine will be made
available to developers late next year.

It S MOT unusual for a company
in the business of selling videogames

hardware to begin work on a

successor system before the release

of its market-ready hardware.

However, in the case of the Saturn,

the tide of disappointment that

swelled from developers and internal

staff over the machine's fundamental

shortfalls and architectural

untidiness has forced Sega to

adopt a strategy that may
result in the original machine

{which is still well under a

year old) being prematurely

upgraded or perhaps even

phased out altogether.

The original Saturn was subject to

a host of development hiccups.

Shortly after Sony's announcement of

the PlayStation back in November

1994, Sega scrambled to complete a

LOCKHEED MARTIN

After developing the Model 2 board (Desert Tank, above) and the

Model 3 board for Sega, Lockheed Marietta Is now working on Saturn 2

working with

Hitachi to increase the

specification of the

Saturn it had planned

(which included just a

single SH-2 and was closer to what
eventuafly became the 32X). The

resulting hardware was a concoction of

silicon that has failed to endear Sega

to its developers. When Sega got its

first glimpse of what Sony had in store,

it immediately looked for a way out.

The decision to procure the

expertise of graphics specialist

Lockheed Martin was based on the

company's previous achievements,

•7f
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Lockheed

Martin has
been working

with Sega on
technology

for a higher-

specification

Saturn

system since

last year

including the co-development of the

Model 1 {Virtua Racing) and Model 2

(Daytona USA) boards and its range of

Real3D polygon chips. Sega Initially

approached Lockheed Martin in the fall

of 1994 to design a new gamebox that

would replace the Saturn — which was
due to ship two months later in Japan

— but due to the strong relationship

between Sega and Hitachi (which

enjoys support from many of Sega of

Japan's VPs) it never happened.

NOW Sega has conceded

internally that Saturn will face tough

competition from the PlayStation and

will not be able to match the onslaught

from the Ultra 64 in 1996. Lockheed

Martin has therefore been given the

go-ahead to start work on Saturn 2,

although it's not yet known exactly

what form it will take. The current

understanding is that the system will

be a standalone console, but it's

possible that Sega could save money

by using the existing Saturn as an I/O

device, CD drive, and power supply.

Although Sega is making great efforts to

Improve the quality of the Saturn's 3D
(latest VF2 shots, left, and above), the

system may find It tough going in 1996

As with Sega's coin-op IG boards,

Lockheed Martin will be concentrating

on the graphics side of Saturn 2,

providing a R3D/100 graphics chip

which includes both a geometry

processor and a graphics processor.

It's quite possible that Hitachi will

supply the front end (possibly

PowerPC-based) — it was rumored that

Yu Suzuki and other Sega coin-op

honchos had wanted Lockheed Martin

to handle the whole project, but this

was vetoed internally because of

delays with LMC's development of the

Model 3 IG board.

The division of Lockheed Martin

Corporation responsible for Saturn 2

and other IG (image generation)

hardware is the Information Systems

group, headquartered in Orlando. Fla.

This group was originally part of

General Electric Aerospace and was
located in Daytona Beach, Fla (across

the street from the Daytona

International Speedway). After the

completion of the Model 1 arcade

board, GE Aerospace was bought out

by Martin Marietta and was integrated

into the Orlando Information Systems

group. Martin Marietta merged with

aerospace giant Lockheed last April.

LMC's involvement
with Sega dates back to General

Electric 's co-development of the Model

1 board first used in Virtua Racing.

When Sega's own engineers failed to

make significant progress toward an

advanced texture-mapping version of

their leading IG board (which would

Hasbro kills

$59m VR set
Hasbro's plans for a home

virtual reality game

machine (see NG 7) have

been scrapped, with the

company stating that chip

costs were too high to

enable a mass-market

price. Based on Argonaut's

BRender software, the VR
project has cost Hasbro an

estimated $59 million

since development started

in 1992 — $36 million in

1995 alone.

These images were taken from a single-frame renderer, register compatible

with the R3D/PRO-10O0, running on a Sun workstation. The final Model 3

board will offer unrivaled low-cost 3D performance
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Model 3
In most IG (image

generation) hardware

there are two parts: a

"host" that basically runs

the game (in the case of

Sega's Model 3 board this

is a Hitachi-designed

PowerPC front end), and a

graphics part that draws

the scene. The host runs

the 3D world, performing

the collision and telling

the graphics hardware

(which does the rendering,

texture, lighting, etc.)

where to put the polygons.

Lockheed Martin's

R3D7PRO-1000 chip is

expected to be arranged in

parallel in the Model 3

board, with each chip

capable of rendering

750,000 textured, shaded,

fogged, and anti-aliased

polygons every second.

Roll on, Vidua Fighter 3...

become Model 2), the US company
was called in to lend assistance, and

Model 2 appeared in early 1994. At

the time, it was known that Yu Suzuki

was eager to give the whole project to

Lockheed Martin, not just the IG side.

As well as the development of

Saturn 2, LMC has been central to the

work on Model 3 — Sega's hugely

delayed successor to the technology

behind Daytona USA and Sega Rally.

This ultra high-end board was
supposed to be ready in time for three

Model 3 games due for release this

year. As well as Virtua Fighter 3, NEXT
Generation has learned that the

watered-down Indy 500 (see page

136) was originally targeted for Model

3, but delays in the board's progress

meant it was coded up for Model 2
instead. It is also understood that

Lockheed Martin is still working on

Model 3 prototypes, with testing still

some way off.

Whereas Model 2 was a

combination of Sega's Model 1

polygon engine technology and a

Martin Marietta-designed texture-

mapping board, Model 3 has little in

common with its forerunner. It is based

on LMC's high-end R3D/PR0-1000 —
a high-specification chip designed for

low-cost, high-end visual simulations

and capable of delivering 750,000

textured polygons on screen — which

is unrelated to the R3D/100 destined

for inclusion in Saturn 2. It also uses a

Hitachi-designed PowerPC host board.

There appears to be little doubt

that, when it finally appears, Model 3

wilt be the most powerful low-cost IG

board in existence, despite the ground

Daytona USA (top left) and
Sega Rally (above) are

examples of the quality of

textured 3D that can be

achieved on Martin Marietta's

Model 2 board (far left).

Namco's System Super 22
(Rave Racer, left) is the

leading coin-op IG

gained by home entertainment

systems currently in development. One

expert close to the project

commented: "Model 3 was created for

one thing, and one thing only — to

push lots of textured polygons for as

few dollars as possible. Nothing

compares to it on those terms."

Where Model 3 win leave

new high-tech rivals such as 3D0's M2
for dust is in the amount of RAM
available. NEXT Generation's contact

points out: "You can build a box that

can pump three million polygons only if

you have enough RAM to store 300
million polygons' worth of models. It

doesn't mean anything for a machine

to be able to MlP-map textures if you

don't have enough VRAM to store

multiple copies of each map at

different resolutions."

Since Model 3 is now unlikely to

appear until the 1996 JAMMA show in

Tokyo (and with Model 4 already being

specced up), it seems iikely that

Sega's arch-rival Namco could get a

considerable head start in the

entertainment IG arena with its

rumored System 23 board. More
details on this will probably surface at

JAMMA '95. Expect a full report in

next month's NEXT Generation,

on sale November 21st. <®

VF2.1
Just released in Japan is

the first official update of

the phenomenally

successful Virtua Fighter

2 coin-op. Sporting

slightly different graphics

and even more balanced

characters, it seems to be

intended as nothing more

than a curiosity for the

VF2-mad Japanese

market. Don't be too

surprised if this version

never makes it to your

local arcade.
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ECTS: Sony and Sega

battle in EuropeThe European

Computer Trade

Show is the fall's

biggest game
exhibition. So who
showed out best?

London Is the center of

the European game
industry, and ECTS is the

European equivalent of

LA's E* show In May

The ECTS Is used by

game developers to sho

off product and build

hype. Everything Is on
show, and for sale

he European game industry's

bi-annual trade bash took place

in mid-September at Olympia in

London and gave the industry its first

proper taste of what's to come from

Sega, Sony, 3D0, Nintendo, and the

other major players over the crucial

months to the holiday season.

As with the

spring event, Sony's

PlayStation

dominated with an

enormous stand

covering one end of

the hall, and the full

range of UK PAL

PlayStation games
on display

amounting to 45
from Sony alone (the

UK lags the US in

number of titles, due to the necessary

conversion to UK TV standards).

A particular point of interest

was the debut of the PlayStation

version of Id's Doom, which looked

faster than the original PC versions.

Jay Wilbur from Id was also on hand to

demonstrate the company's new title,

Quake for the PC.

Sega once again shunned

the show proper and laid on a

bus to their nearby European

Headquarters, where the

emphasis of its efforts was
firmly on the impressive-looking

Vlltua Fighter 2 and Sega Rally

for the Saturn.

Acclaim looked happy to

remain a big fish in an ever-

shrinking 16-bit pond as its line-

up included Batman Forever and

Mortal Kombat 3. It did emphasize its

commitment to PlayStation and Saturn

as well, with Alien Trilogy available for

both platforms around December.

After a recent tricky trading

period, Virgin was looking to bounce

back with an innovative cinema-

inspired stand and a game catalog

(including some titles picked up from

US developers) including Cyberia 2,

Heart of Darkness, and LucasArts'

Rebel Assault 2 on CD-ROM. The 16-

bit consoles saw Shiny's Earthworm

Jim 2 and Cool Spot 3 while the

PlayStation has Black-Op's' Agile

Warriorto look forward to.

Electronic Arts had a strong line-

up with FIFA 96 (all formats) plus

PlayStation conversions of Madden 96,

Wing Commander III, Theme Park, Hi-

Octane, and PGA Tour 96.

EA's eagerly-awaited $10 million

development of Wing Commander IV

received a great deal of interest as did

Crusader: No Remorse, both Origin

titles for the PC CD-ROM.

The 3D0 Company, looking in

danger of being squeezed by Sega and

Sony, looked to reassure with its

message, "Don't sell a dodo, sell

3D0." Emphasizing 3D0's upgradability

with M2 seems like one of the few

options the firm has at the moment.
Rumors continue to circulate around

possible 3D0 buy-outs or licensing

moves involving the likes of Sega and

Matsushita. All parties remained quiet.

Nintendo relied purely on Killer

Instinct and Diddy's Kong Quest, both

for the Super NES, to draw in the

crowds. Ultra 64 was not on show.

Probably the biggest exhibitor of

the show was Ocean's demonstration

stand (and bar), which helped attract

people to the likes of Worms (all

formats), the highly anticipated TFX:

EF2000 combat sim, the almost-

hazardous result of the Waterworld

license, and Doom for the Super NES.

PerhapS the real message
from this ECTS is that the en masse
corporate takeover of the game
industry is nearly complete. Most

smaller publishing houses have now

been swallowed up or have cut

exclusive deals with larger ones. The

next generation appears to

have marked more than just a

shift from 16- to 32-bit.

JAMMA Show
Meanwhile, in Chiba,

Japan, JAMMA (the

Japanese Amusement

Machine Manufacturers

Association) held its own

annual trade show. The

show provided a further

battleground for Namco
and Sega's increasing

rivalry, with Namco

previewing a Virtua Cop-

style shooter and Sega

promoting Sky Target, its

Afterburner \sh answer to

Namco's Air Combat
No sign of Ultra 64 or

Virtua Fighter 3. Shame.

Expect the complete

show report next month.

But in the meanwhile,

here are some highlights.

Namco's Soul Edge for

the PlayStation/System

11 (top) and Time CrMs
(middle). Sega's boring

Sky Target (above)
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Electronic giants
It looks like peace

may break out in

the big battle for

the next generation

CD-ROM format

battle on

Both of the

now CD-ROM
formats offor huge
leaps in performance

Good Humor
Philips' Gerry Wirtz was

in good form at the Berlin

show. NEXT Generation

warned him that if two

engineers went into a

meeting with two

different ideas, they

usually came out with five

new ones. Without a

change of expression he

said, "That is simply not

true. Philips' engineers

are much more creative

than that. They will come

out with at least 20."

he two bitterly opposing camps
of the ongoing Digital Video

Disc format wars now seem
ready to talk to each other. The main

players are Philips and Sony, the

inventors of the CD on one side with a

system called Multimedia CD (MMCD)
and Time Warner, Toshiba, and

Matsushita (the world's largest

electronics company, best

known for its Panasonic

brand) with Super Density

CD (SD) on the other.

MMCD has a capacity of

3.7 GB and SD a capacity

of 5 GB. Both offer double

ayered discs with around

double the capacity. Both are

promising recordable technologies in

the future. SD uses two thin discs

bonded together while MMCD uses

more conventional technology. MMCD
says SD will be more expensive, and

the other side says it will not. The

arguments continue.

And while the technologies

were originally very much aimed at the

living room, as a replacement for the

prerecorded video cassette, it is the

computer industry that seems to be

the one that's banging some sense

into the companies' heads.

The biggest aspect that has

changed is that the computing

community has said both formats are

great but the one thing they cannot

have is a format war in the CD-ROM

The industry is keen to avoid i

Betamax conflict that placed ;

format war similar to the VHS versus

drag on the growth of the video business

marketplace — that will kill the

market stone dead.

In April five computer companies —
IBM, Apple, Compaq, Hewlett Packard,

and Microsoft — formed an ad-hoc

group to make requirements for the

computer industry and on August 14

issued a press release saying that both

technologies met almost all of their

requirements, with a few exceptions.

"But since there are still two

formats instead of a single unified

proposal," the press release reads,

"the first of the experts'

recommendations — that there be only

one format — remains unfulfilled."

Overall the two systems

have more similarities than

differences, but up until now neither

side has been willing to compromise.

That was until the big International

Funk Ausstellung consumer electronics

show in Berlin in August. There for the

first time Philips said it had written to

the SD camp suggesting discussions.

Henk Bodt, executive vice president of

Philips Electronics, said everything

was up for negotiation. For the SD
camp, Warren Lieberfarb, president of

Warner Home Video — when asked

what was the most important part of

the SD technology — answered that

he wanted to preserve in negotiations

"a single format." But the biggest

dilemma is how exactly to reach an

agreement in time.

The SD camp has been adamant

that it wants to launch in the middle of

next year. MMCD say it wants to

launch before the winter holiday,

although there are now rumors that it

plans to launch first in Japan in late

1996 and the rest of the world in

1997. In any case, there are some
very serious negotiations still to be

done and a single format is likely to

take months to arrive.

[f the discussions carry on in the

good humor with which they started, it

is just possible that the SD group will

hit its launch deadline. But the

engineering lead time for such a

new and sophisticated product

is considerable.

Data
stream

Digital Karaoke,

EBooh, Video CD,

Projected worldwide

revenue from CD-ROM
s in 1995:

lie RAM
shipped worldwide for

556,000,000,000,000

Ankle injuries to NEXT

<aB



will NEVER be the SAME AGAIN.

nber what video games were like before Sega? Neither do we. Now we're coming to your computer. Actually, it's the ol

way around. Thanks to the Pentium processor's speed and Windows' 95's compatibility, PCs have finally reached the level

takes to run pulse-quickening, adrenaline-pumping Sega games. And with more video, higher-resolution graphics and b

animation, the games are even better in the PC format. You already have a hot computer. Now feed it the hottest gam

(And just between us, aren't games the real reason you got a personal computer?)
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The first Windows 95
But why are there

so few at launch?

And where are all

the rest? A NEXT
Generation report

games arrive
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Windows 95 adds new ease of use to the

traditionally complicated PC Interface

Reality Bytes' Havoc is

one of the first Windows
95 titles that takes

advantage of the

DfrectPlay API's TCP/IP

protocols

or years, the PC has occupied

a curious place in gaming. On

one hand, the PC's versatile

power and the wider control options of

the keyboard have enabled more
complete and complex games than the

consoles. At the same time, the

difficulty of actually getting PC games
to run has kept it from achieving

mainstream gaming success.

Now, with the introduction of

^^^^^__„„ Microsoft's Mac-like

Windows 95, all that

has changed. Win 95
features new easy

installation

procedures for

software and

hardware, and, more

significantly for game
developers (and

players), a new

games SDK (Software

Development Kit).

The SDK consists

of five application

program interfaces:

' DirectDraw,

RealityLab, DirectSound, Directlnput,

and DirectPlay (rumor has it the Direct

metaphor at Microsoft's Game SDK
development group has carried over

into other names, too —
DirectCafeteria, DirectParking Lot,

etc). DirectDraw enables writing

directly to the VRAM, inside a window.

RealityLab is a 3D polygon rendering

engine. DirectSound offers reduced

latency (under 50 milliseconds) and an

excellent mixer. Directlnput, perhaps

the greatest advance, finally enables

PCs to support digital joysticks. No
longer will accessory manufacturers

have to cajole companies into writing

drivers for their products — as long as

they include a Win95 Directlnput

driver, their devices will work with

Win95 games. Finally, DirectPlay

offers easy network support, over

LANs, modems and the Internet.

The APIs should eventually let

$3000 PCs play games as well as

$300 console systems, but Microsoft

is "not looking too closely" at the first

crop of games bearing the Win95 logo.

According to one developer, "If you're

NT compatible or use WinG, you can

get the [Win95] logo [displayed on

your product packaging]. So a lot of

the early games are not going to be

taking advantage of the next step stuff

the SDK can do, like heavy network

support." He continues, "The large

software publishers shied away from

touching the [advanced elements of

the SDK], because when you get into

bed with Microsoft and this stuff,

you're taking a risk with ship cycles."

Reaction among developers

has been mixed. "Our game couldn't

have been written under Windows
3.1," said one developer. "We couldn't

get the performance we needed. We
took advantage of DirectDraw,

DirectSound, and Directlmput APIs."

Others are not so sure. "I know a lot of

people who don't want to bother

programming Windows because of all

the overhead of the system and the

SDK. They're all going to move to

consoles, where you can access every

bit of the machine," said another

developer. "As a game programmer,

personally, I like to access everything,

know how every bit works. Now we're

going to have to put our stuff into a

'black box.' It's kind of disconcerting

to have that control taken away from

you. I've never used an SDK before,

and I wish there wasn't a monopoly on

this, I wish there were other options."

Others are concerned about the

high system requirements needed to

take advantage of Win95 games "They

say it's optimized for high powered

systems. That's kind of a joke." said

one long time games programmer.

But overall, Win95 promises to

solve a lot of problems that have

plagued the PC since the beginnings of

DOS. Gamers should simply expect a

host of sub-par games along with the

gems as developers move their years

of coding experience over

to a new platform.

Designed for

Microsoft8

Windows95

Namco has signed a deal with Microsoft

to port PlayStation titles to Wln95

Macworld 95
he 1995 Macworld Expo

was not the place to go if

you're looking for hot

new computer games.

Held in Boston, MA, the

focus was on productivity

software and new

hardware, not games.

Still, the most

innovative game on show

was Galapagos, by Anark.

In this third-person

perspective game players

train Mendel (a spider-

like artificial life form)

how to cross through

vast and dangerous 3-D

landscapes. It's a lengthy

process that involves

treats and punishments.

Parsoft demonstrated

A-10 Attack!, a very

attractive flight simulator

featuring the ugliest of

all aircraft, the A-10

"Tank Buster" Warthog.

Meanwhile Cyberflix

has an intriguing new 3-D

adventure game called

Titani&A Journey Out of

Time, set on the ill-fated

cruise ship. In this game,

players must interview

passengers and solve

puzzles and uncover

secret plans to win.

Doom knockoffs

played a big part at

Macworld. Havoc, which

looks similar to Descent,

is 3 Doom-alike that's

both VR and network

compatible. The game

comes with a duplicate

CD so that opponents can

clash right out of the

box. Cool.
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Siggraph looks to
Siggraph 95

shows off the

new graphics

technology for

games of the

future

graphic future

Siggraph demonstrates the graphics tools of the future. The video games
industry widely regards It as one of the most important events each year

Qor five days in August the Los

Angeles Convention Center

plays host to Siggraph, a

celebration of computer graphics.

Silicon Graphics (SGI) predictably

had the largest stand of all. Its

corporate presence has risen

dramatically since the merger with

what is now Alias/Wavefront. At

Siggraph, it announced its vision of the

future: Project Maya. In what will be

one of the major initiatives of the

next few years, SGI's aim is to re-

invent computer art. The crux of this

initiative is to integrate all the

disparate standards and return artists

to a natural environment conducive to

work. Rather than struggle with

interfaces and mice, the artist will be

enabled to draw naturally and use the

computer as an accessory. Key to this

quest will be Alias/Wavefront, and the

latest incarnation of PowerAnimator

software was on display with a reel of

footage demonstrating its power.

Nintendo, SGI's Ultra 64 partner,

was also there by proxy. A completed

Ultra 64 motherboard running a

smooth flight sim graphic demo was on

display at NEC's booth. NEC's

International attendance

rose 4054 to 6,000 from

last year, indicative of

computer graphics

increasing accessibility

SIGGRAPH 95

involvement is linked to the Rambus
memory subsystem used by U64.

High end arcade companies

fought it out to win the title of the

best IG. Digital's new AlphaStation

was operating with Evans &
Sutherland's Freedom Series IG's to

great effect. The large tiered stand

enabled people to play and race

together although it's unlikely that

you'll ever see one in your local

arcade. More realistic a proposition is

VWE's BattleTech multiplayer game.

Motion Capture was one

of the fastest growing exhibitor fields

[NG 10], with Motion Analysis' optical

system given a public work out every

half hour. The technology is already

relatively mainstream and quality

lowish cost magnetic systems like

Ascension's Flock of Birds can only

accelerate this trend.

But perhaps the biggest new
entrant to Siggraph was the PC.

Autodesk unveiled its latest version of

3DStudio, and since the takeover by

Microsoft, Softimage's rendering

products have been migrating to the

PC. Its superb animation software

could theoretically soon grace

household PCs. But in case you can't

draw or don't have the time Viewpoint

DataLabs specializes in modeling

objects for clients. Its database now

stretches to thousands of objects

ranging from flies to buildings. During

NEXT Generation's visit one

programmer from Origin was shopping

for a new spaceship.

But the highlight of the show was
the Electronic Theater, a collection of

75 pre-rendered animation eels ranging

from the bizarre to the awe-inspiring.

Those who said computer graphics

could never compete with eel art were

forced to eat their words. In just 10

years electronic visualization has

progressed from crude sprites to entire

films made from Os and Is. fT**?
Where will it be in another 10? MrM

Sega's PC
games arrive
As reported in NG 10,

Sega has set up its awn

PC publishing division. It

has also cut a deal with

NVidia, a multimedia

accelerator chip

manufacturer, to include

versions of VF Remix and

Panzer Dragoon with

hardware containing its

chips, such as Diamond's

EDGE 3D. Here are some

of the first screenshots.

As well as Daytona USA
and VF Remix, Papyrus'

NASCAR Racing Is also

getting the NVidia

:
(above)
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breaking

movers&
A monthly look at business news affecting the gaming world

Christopher V. Sherman is the

publisher of MMWIRE, the leading

daily news service on the business

of interactive entertainment.

MMWIRE ONLINE can be found at

http://www.mmwire.com

by Christopher V. Sherman

IS SEGA SWEATING OVER SONY?
NEWSLINE: As Sony launches the

PlayStation, rumors continue that Sega

and 3D0 are talking about some kind of deal.

BOTTOMLfNE: NEXT Generation has

confirmation that senior level officials at 3D0

and Sega Enterprises are indeed talking about

some kind of deal (as reported in NG 9), though

It is unknown as to what shape it might take.

Sources say the deal is not imminent and a

range of possibilities are being evaluated. At

the time of going to press, well-placed sources

say Sega has sold only 60,000 Saturns In the

US (Sega officially claims 120,000 units). Sony

sold over 100,000 PlayStations on day one.

ROCKET SCIENCE ADDS NEW FUEL
NEWSLINE: Rocket Science Games has

formed a new publishing division, StarHill

Productions, with the distinct charter to publish

third party products.

B O T T O M L I N E : The darling marriage of

Hollywood and Silicon Valley has had a tough go

of it. StarHill makes sense because it leverages

Rocket's established distribution channels and

reaches a demographic beyond the type of

players that enjoy Rocket's action games.

CREATIVE DRAWS 3D LINE IN THE

SAND
NEWSLINE: On November 1, Creative

Labs Inc. introduced the 3D Blaster ($349 PC),

a graphics display card with hardware

accelerated 3D rasterization, which is based

upon the GLINT 3D processor from 3Dlabs Inc.

This 3D Blaster delivers 640x480 resolution by

16-bit color at 30 frames per second (fps) and

Creative has licensed Criterion's RenderWare

device driver for 3D Blaster.

BOTTOMLINE: It's do or die time for

Creative. The creator of the Sound Blaster audio

line has seen earnings shrink in recent quarters

as the upgrade kit market dries up and newcomers

such as Diamond Multimedia grab market share. The

business plan calls for one million units sold

worldwide in the first year. Officials say 20 to 35

titles are scheduled to be on shelves for the holiday

season. An initial six games will be bundled with the

card at launch.

VIACOM PULLS OUT ITS WALLET
NEWSLINE: Viacom New Media has taken a

minority equity investment in Looking Glass

Technologies Inc. Additionally, Viacom says it will sell

Spelling Entertainment Group Inc. but will acquire

Spelling's interest in Virgin Interactive Entertainment

Ltd, the multimedia software unit that Spelling

acquired in the fall of 1994.

BOTTOMLINE: Viacom was one of the early

investors in interactive entertainment with its

acquisition of ICOM Simulations several years ago.

The Looking Glass investment is the first direct

interactive Investment Viacom since the ICOM days.

The key Looking Glass asset? Its 3D capabilities.

Don't expect to see Viacom doling out many more

videogame licenses to Its properties with this kind of

production power in-house. Looking Glass already has

dibs on the "Star Trek: Voyager" property.

ARISTO JOINS THE GAME
NEWSLINE: Aristo International Corp., an

investment group with ambitions to become a

"player" in the videogame industry, has completed

the purchase of videogame development house

Borta Inc. for $10 million in cash and Aristo

common stock.

BOTTOMLINE: Aristo has got millions

more in its pockets and is currently shopping

around for additional investments. A closer look at

the Borta acquisition reveals that Atari founder

Nolan Bushnell resides on Borta's board of

directors. He's there for a reason, too. Borta is

developing several products for Bushnell's new

company which are expected to be released later

this fall. And who is looking at backing

Nolan's new company? Aristo, of course. LL^\

The great

Ultra 64
giveaway

The revelation that the

finished Ultra 64 will be

on display at the

Famicom Space World

(Shoshinkai) show on

November 25-26 is as

good an indication of

Nintendo's intentions as

anything that has

emerged from the

Nintendo camp since the

64bit saga began.

Promising that 100

playable machines will be

on display with ten

playable games means

that the machine is now

all but certain to be

launched in Japan in

December - as Hiroshi

Yamauchi hinted to the

Japanese business press

in early May.

Nintendo has also

announced it will give

delegates the chance to

win 100 Ultra Famicom

units and 300 games on

completion of a

questionnaire at the

show. This implies that

there will he three games

ready to coincide with

the launch in Japan. No

details have yet emerged

about which games they

are, but everything should

become clear soon. Ultra

Mario, anyone...
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breaking

Arcadia
inside news analysis from the coin-op scene

Marcus Webb is

the editor-in-chief

of RePlay

magazine, the US'

leading trade

amusement
magazine

by Marcus Webb

Tekken 2 alms to build on

the original's success at

the arcades and at home

Sega's indy 500 burns

rubber, but the Saturn

conversion won't be easy

Wrestling games are

perennial arcade

favorites with "the kids"

Saturn Gets a Moon
At the AMOA (Amusement Machine

Operators Association) Expo in New
Orleans (Sept. 21-23), American

arcade owners got their first look at

the long promised "Titan" system, it's

the sister unit (or more accurately, a

coin-op satellite) of Sega's "Saturn"

home videogame system. Titan has

already been out for several months in

Japan, reportedly enjoyed success

there, both Saturn and Titan use the

same basic hardware platform, so

Sega will be able to give prior arcade

runs to certain home games (many will

feature polygon graphics with texture-

mapped surfaces). These are titles

which might otherwise have been

exclusively for the home. Basically,

SNK's Neo Geo system has proved the

existence of a die-hard market for

lower-cost videogames in arcades and

Sega decided to grab a piece of it.

At first glance, it appeared Sega

could move 100% of its coin-op titles

through a series of configurations:

super-deluxe for Sega's Japanese

theme parks; then regular deluxe for

US. arcades; then software for Titan;

and (finally) software for Saturn.

However, that strategy could hurt

resale values of their trademark big

simulators for the arcade market, so

don't look for (say) Indy 500 to turn up

on Titan. Early US. titles for Titan are

expected to include Virtua Fighter

Remix, Final Arch(a baseball game),

and Golden Axe: the Duel (sequel to a

previous arcade hit, featuring mythic

characters in combat adventure).

Checking on Tekken 2
Namco America is out with its Tekken

2 sequel, another system 11 game
which continues the storyline where

the original left off. (Turns out the bad

guy, Heihachi, survived that final swan
dive off a cliff). The sequel boasts

some major upgrades and ingenious

features. Our favorite twist: "time-

release characters." A month after

installation, the game will start

introducing new selectable sub-boss

character at the rate of one per week.

Three weeks after the last sub-boss is

released, the "Main Boss" will become

le. A quantum leap in realistic, vivid graphics for

backgrounds and character alike is achieved via better proportions, a

combination of flat and glow shading for superior 3D impact, and all-

new backgrounds (in one setting the "main stage" is darkened while

characters are followed by two moving spotlights at all times).

Another Checkered Flag for Sega!
Sega's new deluxe driving simulator is called Indy 500 (see page

136), duplicating the famed Formula One racing event under license

from the Indianapolis Motor Speedway. An upgraded "CG model 2B"

graphics board is combined with a wide-vision monitor of more

peripheral vision (exclusively developed for Sega). Achieving a sort of

"forced-perspective effect" via wide-angle graphics, Indy 500 enables

you to see other cars coming up on the side, jockeying for position,

competing for strategic openings. Texture-mapping photorealism,

overlaid on 3D polygon objects, really puts you onto the Indy 500
raceway (you can choose two other tracks for variety). Graphics

features include Sega's familiar "zoom lens" option and "viewport":

at the touch of a button, players may jump back and forth among
several different perspectives on the action at any time during

gameplay. A brand-new interactive steering program lets players feel

the pulls of the tires as their cars scream around those turns. The

emphasis really is on realistic driving skills, too, because players

don't select from among a variety of cars. Instead, all players start

with automobiles of identical performance capability. This gives them

a chance to precisely compare driving skills.

Midway Body Slams it

Some time back, execs at Williams/Bally-Midway saw some
demographic profiles suggesting that the World Wrestling

Federation's pay-per-view TV matches pulfed a (mostly young, mostly

male) audience, of whom 85% are also videogame players. Lightbulb

time! Midway's WWF Wrestlemania (see page 191) is the result,

featuring nine real-life stars of the professional wrestling world.

"We decided to walk the fine line of a game where you whack
on the buttons and have cool moves happen for young audience,

combined with swirls and complex moves for the older fighting game
fan," said project leader Mark Turmell. "Our game includes

exaggerated fantasy and comedy action, and the now-typical hidden

characters, secret moves and other ploys which have proved so

successful in the fighting genre. But at the same time, Wrestlemania

has got a whole new feel from what's typically been done in a

fighting game." Lead artist/game designer Sal Divita worked hand-in-

bicep with the professional wrestlers, doing pile-driver moves and

falls on the mat in the factory's new digitalization studio. (Takes

courage, considering that Bam Bam Bigelow weighs in at more than

400 pound). With fewer backgrounds designers could devote more

computer memory to smooth, fluid character motion.

Game graphics bear a striking resemblance to watching a WWF
match on TV, at least until Doink the Clown suddenly grows a hand

10 times lifesize and begins slapping around his opponent with it.

Other characters include the Executioner, Yokzuna, Bret "Hit Man"
Hart, the Undertaker, Razor Ramon, Lex Luger and Shawn Michaels,

all portrayed with their real- life specialty moves, holds and antics.

One feature players will love: racking up enough power on the

"combo meter" allows you to execute a almost endless string «-»-w3

of combination special moves for a shattering climax. *X?S
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breaking

Gaming on the Internet

Bernard Yee has

contributed to USA Today

and writes regularly for

PC Gamer, PC Magazine,

and has written several

books on gaming

by Bernard Yee

MA was going to write about X

T ^A Band, the multiplayer (actually,

Jfc^* riead to head) game service for

Super NES and Sega Genesis systems,

but I've been doing a lot of research into

the online gaming market and 1 thought I

should share with you what I've found.

It/S the neXt big thing. Really

it is. Everyone's getting involved,from

smaller software developers like Papyrus

and Domark (which you've read about

here), new startups (like DWANGO) to

huge media companies like Time Warner.

What does this mean? Well, prepare

for an onslaught of games that can be

played over a network — and if it can be

played over a network, it can be

played over new on-line services like

DWANGO, M Path and Total

Entertainment Network. (More on M
Path and TEN later). So it should come
as no surprise that games like Terminal

Velocity and Doom are popping up on
these dedicated game services.

Just tiow big is online gaming
becoming?. Well, it's not huge now, not

by console or even PC entertainment/

multimedia market standards, but

everyone's looking this way. Cyberspace

is the final frontier for making money on

computer games, a vast unexplored

territory filled with millions of 'Net

denizens — each and every one a

potential customer.

I Write this On the eve on the

Sony Playstation roll out at the Sony
Building in New York City, after having

played a little Virtua Fighter on my Sega
Saturn and the question that strikes me
is, where do console games fit into the

on-line gaming explosion?

I'm not sure that they do, yet; not in

their present form. Nintendo has been

playing with satellite and telephone line

link ups of its 8-bit and 16-bit hardware

for years, but only over limited Japanese

networks; My Sega has a port that looks

suspiciously like I might be able to hook

up a modem there someday (and Sega
has recently announced that such a

device will be available in Japan early

next year); Atari's Jaguar supposedly has

a modem in the works and 3D0 had once

planned a modem but now has more

important things to worry about (like M2
and trying to keep its tenuous foothold in

the exploding 32 bit games market).

How do X-Band users, without

keyboards, communicate? Very, very

slowly — and tediously. Keyboard's are

vital, and perhaps key to the whole online

question. They are so important that X-

Band plans on selling a cheap one, along

with its 2400 bps (slow — but ultra low

latency delays) modem.
Communication is where it's at for

on-line gaming, and all on-line surfers to

begin with. So that makes existing

console setups pretty crippled when it

comes to getting on-line (communicating

online with a joypad is comparable to

Communicating online

with a joypad is

comparable to trying to

wall-paper a house
through the mail slot

trying to wall-paper a house through the

mail slot). No matter how many polygons

your Playstation can push, a lowly 286
(or 8086) machine can type a letter a
helluva lot faster than you can. Which
brings me to the point that may get me
lots of flak from my fellow editors at

NEXT Generation and maybe some of you.

I've gotten some e-mail asking me
what (thought was the ultimate on-line

gaming platform. Ready? The IBM PC
compatible — or maybe I should call it

the Intel x86 compatible. Why? It's a

question of hardware. First, let's start

with the 28.8k v.34 modem. Just about

the fastest speed an analog telephone

line can support. Sure, the TV has cable,

with much greater throughput, but don't

expect your cable network to be

upgraded to two way communication

anytime soon. The PC platform is maxxed
out right now with the Pentium 133 Mhz,

but look out for Cyrix's Ml, the first real

competition to the Intel super CPU to

arrive. (AMD will follow too, but NexGen's

586 was a bust). PCs are getting faster

at a dizzying pace. Sound? Try listening

to a wavetable Roland, mated to a
SoundBlaster 16. Great digital sound and

music. I'd take an NEC six-speed CD-ROM
drive over the double speed units in the

Playstation, 3D0 and Saturn any day.

Gobs of hard drive storage and system

memory. The only area consoles have it

over the PC is graphics, but with the new
3D hardware graphics accelerators

(Matrox and Diamond will be first to

market) that won'ttast either.

Why iS any Of this important to

on-line gaming? You want to move data

back and forth and create compelling

environments for us to play in. The

hardware lets us do it, and the modem
lets us taik. The PC is great for creating

a complex environment for us to play in,

you and I. Hell, Virtua Fighter ana

Toshinden are great, great games, but

their multiplayer aspect is best exercised

by a friend in the same room.

Sid Meier's Civilization, or

Activision's MechWarrior 2? Now we're

getting somewhere. Rumor has it that

Meier's working on a space game that

will allow hundreds of players. Origin has

the next generation of Ultimas, Multimas

(guess what that stands for). Bullfrog's

working on an RPG that will learn how
you play your character -— when you log

off, the computer will continue playing in

your style! Imagine, life in a World where

you're not sure who's real and who's

computer Al. EA says in a year its games,

will be multiplayer ready.

These are sophisticated

environments, and they aren't running on

a Saturn. Heck, even SimUtrohics and

Time Warner's joint project Modus
Operandi, a murder mystery game, is fully

text-driven. And that requires a keyboard.

As Jerry Garcia might have said,- :

what a long, strange trip it will '

|

__W_
be. Don't let it pass you by. *-tH

BernardY@pipeline.com

BernardY@aoi.com

75300.3625@compuserve.com
QuestBuster@geis.genie.com
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ONLY THE BEST ARE GRANTED

SUPER POWER MOVES!
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M

T
E. HONDA'S HUNDRED HAND SLAP-
LIKE YOU'VE NEVER SEEN BEFORE! \
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*****

SAWADA, ALL-NEW CHARACTER
FROM THE MOVIE!

THE ONE. THE ONLY.

THE ULTIMATE WAY TO PLAY STREET FIGHTER: THE MOVIE

ON SATURN AND PLAYSTATION "!

Kiss your butt good-bye when you take to the streets in the toughest street

fighting game ever! Featuring never-before-possible attack and super combo

moves, plus full motion video and digitized characters straight from the movie.

Street Fighter: The Movie: The ultimate street fight begins!

CAPCOM SEGA
SATURN >1«laim



Generator
by Mark James Ramshaw
As the hand-held market
attempts to catch a

second wind, we take our

monthly freefall into the
ever evolving world of the
development community

i a long time since portabl

s were the center of atterr

portable consumer b

licated. If you look at the market there's a wh
. hnology out there, from the Game Boy on, and it jus.. .._

on selling. It's not a segment we feel is going to go away, and

9 which the Nomad will push further, offering 16-bit

s hand-held gaming to users."

Approximately the same size as the Game Gear, Nomad
,ive high resoluti" "

"

"We're not, however, dropping the Game Gear." __.

e believe the two can co-exist, and with Nomad's
npatibility. it helps existing users by working with

y of games, whiie non-Genesis o

And what of the Nomad's rival, tl

interesting technology and a different -.,,_

experience," admits Kremer. "But whether people will be
willing to pay ["under $200"] for it i

II get simply bee

ket it as a portable, when it's designed to be
.. _ .abletop."

But. though the Nomad boasts full Genesis compatibility

ns for TV and an extra joypad (effectively

mesis AND a hand-held in one), the expected— :

-aliy go f~—
line Stokes points out. "If j

_ _' a Nomad, th

little more and buy yourself a Playstation." And as to

Nintendo's efforts? "Sorry, no, the Virtual Boy is just too

painful on the eyes."

The harsh red 3D display of the Virtual Boy is a cause of

concern for many. It's rumored that Nintendo pumped morti

into developing the static 3D display rather than a VR syst

, over litigatii

wearing headsets. But as Ga. _, ,

now works at BMG Interactive s

display is something I'm wary of. tr

people to sue for damage if it's

does Gary see hand-helds i

yeah. With the Game Gear the real problem was a

negligible battery life. Game Boys were far rr

si Sega's :

unfriendly, a

[Sin: "I do think htar j ietd£

ily for certain styles of gam-

are arguably actually bett-; "

trickery. Vat a Ptaysfca to play some
.-

"> -
'.

:

s. da you?' He's got a point.

Datebook
October

Autodesk University, October 29 to November 2; San Francisco at the

Moscone Convention Center. Open to public, this conference provides

classes on multimedia topics, a broad range of CAD tools, and

techniques enabled by AutoCAD and its related applications. Special

events includes the first annual "Planet Studio" Multimedia Awards

and Electronic Festival. For more information call: (415) 905-4994.

Fall Internet World on October 30 to November 2 at Boston, MA.

This show is open to the public and is set up for individuals seeking

to take advantage of the global commercial info infrastructure.

Exhibitors will include software developers, game developers,

network administrators, information designers, webmasters, and

many others. For information call 1 (800) 632-5537.

November
Fall VR World is from November 28 to December 1 at Boston, MA, at

the World Trade Center. This show is open to the public and is the

largest exhibition devoted exclusively to VR products and services.

More than 80 leading VR software, hardware, and marketing

companies will be available to demonstrate their products aimed at

the arcade, entertainment center, amusement parks, home,

architectural, medical, and design industries. Call 1 (203) 226-6967.

December
Home & Family Computing Supershow appears from December 8 to

10 at the Dallas Convention Center and December 15 to 17 at the

Moscone Center in San Francisco. Open to the public, this show is

designed to provide an easy way for families to learn about computer

and other high-tech products that emphasize education and

entertainment. For more information call: 1 (713) 974-5252.

January
Winter Consumer Electronics Show (Winter CES), on January 5 to 8

at Las Vegas Convention Center. This exhibit is not open to the

public. Winter CES serves as a showcase dedicated solely to

consumer electronic products that is the starting point for a portion

of each year's industry business. Approximately, 1,800 exhibitors of

industry manufacturers, retailers, wholesalers, importers/ex porters,

distributors, press representatives, and other industry members. For

information call 1 (703) 907-7624.

Internet World Canada '96 on January 9 to 12, 1996 at Toronto,

Canada. This show is open to the public and is set up for individuals

seeking to take full advantage of the global commercial information

infrastructure. Exhibitors will include software developers, game
developers, network administrators, information designers,

webmasters, and many others. For info call 1 (800) 632-5537.

because you haven't told us about it. Remedy the situation

(415) 696-1688, or FAX information to (415) 696-1678,

details to DATEBOOK, NEXT Generation, imagine Publishing Inc
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Back Issues
NEXT Generation is 10 issues old. Make sure your collection is complete, before copies sell out.

A complete set of NEXT Generation magazines is an invaluable resource to anybody seriously interested in the world
of computer and video games. Now is your chance to complete your collection

talking An interview with Trip Hawkins (President & CEO of The 3D0 Company) • ng hardware A comprehensive, in-depth look at all the next

generation systems ng special: The Violence Tapes. Four of the world's most controversial game developers in one virtual room

NG2
talking Shigeru Miyamoto (creator of Mario, Donkey Kong, Zelda, Pilot Wings) ng hardware Saturn: The complete story so far

ng special: Gaming on the information superhighway (aka "Joyriding") ng special Revival of the Fittest. Just why is retrogaming so popular?

NG3
talking Tom Kalinske (President & CEO, SOA) ng hardware: Does PlayStation live up to the hype? ng special: What's wrong with the PC? (Part one).

Can gaming on the PC survive? ng special: Making tracks (the noble art of game music') ng software Virtua Fighter. Saturn's fighting chance profiled

NG 4 talking Nolan Bushnell (the inventor of Pong, and founder of Atari) ng special: Atari: from boom to bust, and back again. The complete history

of the oldest videogame company in the world ng special: An audience with Gumpei Yokoi, the inventor of Nintendo's Virtual Boy and GameBoy
ng special: What's wrong with the PC? (Part two). Where is the PC game scene heading?

NG5
talking Steve Race (Sony Computer Entertainment's former president) ng hardware Ultra 64: the story so far. Nintendo's 64-bit collaboration with

Silicon Graphics is shrouded in secrecy. A 13-page expose, ng special: Apple: The Ripe Stuff. The story behind Apple's new game machine, the Pippin

talking Peter Molyneux (Bullfrog's leader and possibly the smartest guy in gaming) ng hardware M2: 3D0 bites back. On paper, Trip Hawkins' M2 is

10 times more powerful than the PlayStation." But can 3D0 make it work? ng special PlayStation's Disciples: A look at how PS-X games are made

NG7
talking Sam Tramiel: Atari talks back (Atari's President & CEO) ng hardware 3D0: Past, Present, and Future. What has 3D0 achieved so far, and

what does the future hold for Trip Hawkins' vision? ng special Electronic Entertainment Exposition (E3)
— the definitive show report

NG8
talking Howard Lincoln: Why the hell has Nintendo delayed Ultra 64? ng hardware Sega Saturn: What the TV commercials don't tell you...NG special

Japanese RPGs: coming to a game machine near you ng software: Previews of PlayStation's two-player link-up

NG9
talking So which 32-bit system is Electronic Arts betting on? An interview with EA's VP Bing Gordon ng special Reality Check:The Future or Virtual
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Whereas game graphics and sound

continually improve, the ways computers

actually play against humans have changed very

little. NEXT Generation talks to developers

about pushing game AI to its limits, and how the

real trick is teaching computers to play dumb

hat is Artificial

Intelligence (AI)?

The term may

conjure up images of

Arthur C. Clarke's

HAL or William

Gibson's Wintermute, but the

reality is quite different.

Marvin Minsky of MIT provides

the best definition in Margaret

Boden's book Artificial

Intelligence and Natural Man,

calling it "the science of making

machines do things that would

require intelligence if done by

men." If you have ever played a

one- player game involving the

defeat of enemies, you've faced

an AI, however rudimentary.

The origins of ai

closely parallel the development

of the digital computer itself.

Names like Alan Turing and John

von Neumann, early computer

pioneers, also developed early

theories of AI. ItwasTuring

who developed what is

considered the seminal test for

a true artificial intelligence.

Basically, the Turing Test involves

a human conversing via tele-

type with a computer and a

human. If he or she cannot tell

which is the computer and

which is the human, we can say

that the computer is, for al

practical purposes, truly

intelligent. Researchers have

laid foot on many avenues in

the quest to build an

intelligent machine. Some
favor simulating a neural

Photo: K. Whitmore. Tony Stone Images
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network on a computer.

Others have tried creating

programs that approach

intelligence symbolically or by

following a simple set of

premade rules. Despite big

promises

(researchers

in the 1950s

predicted a

machine that

would pass the

Turing Test by

960), the quest

for Al has made,

at best, limited

progress toward

the ultimate goal

of creating a true,

thinking machine.

car; or total domination

of a limited virtual world

with pre-set boundaries, like,

for example, a game.

Turing developed a

chess-playing algorithm that,

Consider the difficulty

inherent in a computer

understanding something as

simple for a human as the

different connotations of the

word "Take." The code needed

for a computer to understand

the differences between the

phrases "take a bath, take a

hike, take a dollar," and "don't

take that from him," is not

trivial, to say nothing of the

many other ambiguous words

and phrases in the English

language. In order to make

computers seem intelligent to

an average observer, massive

amounts of data are needed —
and even data entry can be a

problem. Structural decisions

need to be made. Should you

just introduce information into

the program, or should you

design the computer to learn

facts for itself?

Al's greatest successes are

not rn attempting to make a

computer intelligence that can

function in the real world, but

rather in total domination of a

single problem, whether it's

alphanumeric character

recognition — without Al, we'd

have no OCR (optical

character recognition); a-rules

based "expert system" that can

answer questions or solve

problems involving a specific

topic, like how to diagnose and

treat a blood disease or fix a

Bullfrog's Dungeon Keeper is

one of the most advanced
examples of artificial life

available for home c

typically, he used without a

computer; and chess has,

subsequently continued to be

a benchmark Al exercise (see

sidebar, pg. 37). But the first

purely electronic game that

most people associate withAI

is Adventure, and it's more
famous progeny, Zork.

Although theAl of the game

wasn't incredibly advanced,

"we knew our environment

and created our environment

instead of trying to do

something really complicated

like teaching a robot to climb

stairs," says co-author Dave

Lebling. The game's sentence

parser, which enabled the user

to interact with the game in

plain English sentences instead

of two-word commands,

literally stunned the world.

Here was a game that

interacted with you nearly as

well as a human.

Covered prominently

in the popular press, Zork

brought electronic gaming out

of university campuses and

into the public consciousness.

In fact, games are one of the

few means by which Al has

made it out of the lab at all.

"It's probably been the
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most lucrative use for Al,"

says Lebling. "But I don't

think what is being done in

games is anywhere the state-

of-the-art in Al. Developers

have taken the state-of-the-

art and pared it down to

what you can do rapidly in a

game and what you can do

feasibly in a real environment.

Videogames are kind of the

domestication of academic Al

'.'

As with any other

form of computer logic, Al

breaks down to a series of

mathematical computations in

the end. Each decision the

computer makes is based on

the current value of a given

set of registers. The tricky

part comes in deciding how
and when to look at those

registers, how they interact

with each other, what happens

when they reach a certain

value, and keeping track of the

entire mess while still running

the rest of the program fall of

the video, sound, and input

devices) without ruining or

altering the performance of

the overall product.

In strategy games or

RPGs, registers take the form

of different human-like

characteristics, like fear, a value

that will determine how likely

danger for the sake of

another. Some RPGs also

need to keep track of how
a given NPC (nonplaying

character) feels about the

player, which is also handled

by a set of registers that

I mathematically represent how
likely that character is to help

out, based on past interaction

with the character. When the

player angers the character in

question, a specific value for

reaction is lowered by the

amount appropriate for the

negative action — a few points

for being overly curious, many

points for killing his mother.

The next time the player

comes in contact with this

character, the base percentage

chance that the computer will

help the player out is modified

by the reaction value, and a

decision is made. In this way,

the computer is still able to

represent the somewhat

random actions of humans

while maintaining a tie with

actions of the past— a

character you have made angry

may still help you, but is less

likely to do so than if you had

been kind.

Sid Meier's Civilization

pits you against various

personalities ranging from
trustworthy and peaceful to

vindictive and warlike

the foe is to run from a

battle; aggression, how likely a

foe is to attack without

provocation; and even loyalty,

how likely an ally is to put

him or herself into

Lifelike personalities can

be emulated by careful

determination of what actions

cause what changes in

value— a gruff old

man may appreciate

you being belligerent

to him. whereas being

overly kind may make

him think of you as a

sycophant. The

more values there

are to be checked,

' the more lifelike

and three-

dimensional an artificial lifeform

can be simulated. Unfortunately,

continually checking all of these

values can slow gameplay to a

crawl, not to mention the

amount of time it takes in

development. Unlike Al projects

in research centers and

universities, the goal of these

game Als is not to fool people

into thinking that they are

CIVILIZED Al:
Strategy Games

:ade and strategy games use very i

se the fast-;

i arcade game or a flight simi

i Al algorithm smart

nice of the game or a

: of rules that will give the computer an

its human opponents,

games like Civilization and Railroad

_ames considered to

in Al), strategy veteran Sid Meier explains ho

Dtnputer opponents worth playing agai

zation players face a hunch of other gi __,..

ipete

rectly.The game
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dealing with a real

person, but to create a more
realistic set of characters with

which players can interact.

who are smart enough

to hide around corners to

set up ambushes.

While still void of fully

Independent decisions,

football Al Is advancing

Arcade games like

Doom use a much simpler

system of intelligence, but one

that also attempts to mirror

human response. Monsters

that have the character in their

field of view will rush forward

(taking the shortest path

available between them and

their opponent) and attack

using whatever weapons they

have available. To keep this

from breaking down into a

large mass of demons flooding

through the caverns following

you wherever you go, the

programmers have given the

beasts the equivalent of sight

and hearing. If you move into

an area from behind the

field of view of the

monsters contained

therein, the registers

that determine whether

or not the creatures are

currently attack remain

off. In terms of

enemies' hearing

capabilities, the game

determines the

distance a given

beast can hear, and

1 any gunshots or

ft screams that take

K place within that

^ft field will force the creature

into attack mode. Al in Descent

offers a few more tricks, like

enemies that are smart enough

to run when they've taken too

much damage, and opponents

Military sims,
such as flight simulators or

tank combat games use

sophisticated systems to

prevent the computer from

knowing too much, and from

being too predictable. If the

computer knows the absolute

best strategy to win every

given conflict, and it follows

out that strategy flawlessly,

human players will at first find

that the computer is

impossible to beat (this is not

fun) and will eventually find

the counter strategy to the

computer's tactics and will be

able to win every time (this is

also not fun). The answer is to

create an Al that is limited in

its decision making to

information that lies directly

around it, just like a human

opponent. Even though the

computer knows that you are

hiding around the next hill, the

Al for an individual tank must

not be allowed to

acknowledge your presence

until you are within visual

range, show up on radar, or

make some sort of signal that

you are there. After this, the

computer must have some
sort of random movement and

Master of Orion requires players to engage in

subtle diplomacy with alien races capable of

becoming amiable or hateful toward players

combat choices thrown in.

The thing that makes humans

so hard to beat in long runs

of any game (including war)

is that they are capable of

making decisions that aren't
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necessarily wise. By adding

these flights of fancy to a

simulation, computers are

more fun to play against for

beginners because they are

capable of making mistakes,

and more fun for veterans

because they are harder to

predict InAl.the

beginnings of simulating

human behavior is always

adding the random element.

Populous Is an example of

great Al used for solid

gameplay. Walkers wander,

reproduce, and die while you
watch on as a benevolent god

The SportS sim uses

an interesting set of

conditionals, or statements,

that let the computer choose

from a list of different actions

depending on outside stimulus.

In football, for example, the

computer must first decide

what play to call. If it's third

down and long, the computer

will almost certainly call for a

passing play. If it's first and

goal, it knows to attempt, for

instance, the short run. On a

very basic level, all the

computer is doing here is

running through an extremely

long set of "if-then"

statements tailored to make

the same sort of decisions as

the coach of that particular

team. Once on the field, each

of the computer players

begins by following the basic

pattern in the play that was

called, with additional

instructions to react to

circumstances around them

as they arise. A receiver

will run out his pattern,

and then begin trying to

stay open by avoiding any

defenders. A safety will stay

back and try to stop long

runs, but may not be willing

to come in to stop a short

one. As in role-playing games,

several statistic registers are

often used to determine how

tough a player is, how fast they

can get through holes, and

how aggressive they are on

defense.

Artificial
intelligence is also

capable of creating

new game genres

that players have

never had

experience with

before. Where
better and faster

video brought us the

interactive movie, a

class of game that offers up

fantastic images with very little

emphasis on gameplay, Al has

the potential to be used in a

manner that will create games

that are not only fully

interactive with the player, but

also mold themselves to that

person's wants and needs. One
example of research being done

in this direction is Tech Magic's

Dogz:Your Computer Pet. Dogz

gives the user a pet that acts

and responds just as real animal

would, within the confines of a

computer world. As with an

RPG, Dogz is actually using a

complex set of registers to

compute how the dog will react

in any given situation, combined

with a random factor that

ensures that the animal doesn't

follow static patterns. There's

more here than just standard

screen saver behavior though,

the development team has given

the user the ability to reward

the virtual pet with treats. The

dog will eventually make

connections between doing

certain tricks and getting certain

treats, and becomes more likely

to perform those acts it knows

its master appreciates. Andrew

Mayer, the director on the
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project, explains: "It's real

Al. If you quit giving treats

for certain tricks, then the

dog will start trying to do

other things

to get tricks."

The game will

also include

mood swings for

the dogs, which

make them

more or less likely

to want to play

certain games on

certain days.

"There are
waveforms in the

programming that we
poll to get moods... the dog can

be happy one day, grumpy the

next day, and is affected, in part,

by events around them." While

this is not a game in the

traditional sense, the basic idea

behind the program opens up

sorts of possibilities for new
game-like titles. Imagine a

version of SimCity where each

individual in the city works out

a daily life, affected by poor

work conditions to be more

likely to riot or commit crimes

or has an urge to personally

run for mayor, or even

competes with others for

contracts on public buildings.

The possibilities for the future

seem nearly endless.

So where's it all headed? In

spite of terrific advances in

processor speed, graphics, and

sound in the past few years,

game Al seems, for the most

part, locked in place. Bullfrog's

Peter Molyneux explains part of

the problem. "It's an incredibly

tricky area. If you look at all of

the developments in the

computer game industry in the

last three to five years, they've

been mainly in the graphic area.

We've got some amazing

texture-mapping routines and

some awesome Gouraud

shading and they're extremely

fast and that's great, but what

are we going to fill those

detailed worlds with?"

around, we can create

worlds that you can fly over.

we can create offices and

houses that you walk

Though it seems simplistic,

Doom uses basic Al routines to

determine when enemies are

aware of the player's presence

Molyneux adds: "We can

now create cities that you can fly

through. But if we're just

going to have cardboard

cutout characters that you are

choreographed around — in

this world that you have

complete freedom of

movement— they're

essentially going to be boring."

Molyneux does, however,

offer a solution. "So it's the

advancement of artificial

intelligence that is going to be

the issue in the next three to

five years. That is a huge

problem, much more than

vectors and 3D stuff. With

those things, you've got a

flagpole that you're going to

head for and you can say, 'OK,

we want this resolution of

graphics running at this frame

rate,' but with Al there's no

flagpole. There's no ultimate

objective to head for. You

need to get people believing

that they're walking through a

real world, or suspend their

disbelief. Most of Al's

challenge is making people

believe that these are real

characters like a kid believes

in cartoon characters, and

that is extremely hard to do."

To this end, many companies

including Bullfrog are

nvesting heavily in game Al

research in order to deliver
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what may very well be the

next great age of computer

gaming. "The area that will

take a lot more work, and

really is most interesting, is

good intelligent opponents

and collaborators in a game,"

says Dave Lebling. "If you're

playing a Batt/eTech type of

game in which you've got a

bunch of 'mechs going after

somebody, it's all very good if

you've got a bunch of friends

who can play the 'mechs on

your team and the other

team. But what would be

even better is if you could play

as the leader of the group and

give orders, and have

computer teammates carry

them out in a reasonably

intelligent way."

Even as online
services offer games that are

faster and cheaper to play,

there must come the

realization that there

always be times when players

will be alone with their

computers. If no one has

spent any time trying to create

opponents that will give them

a believable challenge, then ail

of the forward progress in

creating more realistic worlds

will have been wasted. There

is an entirely new "species" of

game waiting for computers to

be able to perform human-like

functions that have been

previously thought to be

impossible. Imagine an RPG
where all NPCs converse so

realistically that you cannot tell

them from real humans; space

combat opponents who feel

anger, sadness, and fear at the

loss of a comrade; a sports

game in which all of the players

think and react exactly like the

human players they represent;

games that can tailor

themselves to be more

entertaining just by monitoring

your style of play. This is where

the future of gaming lies: in

creating new worlds where the

player is only one of many

intelligences, not the

greatest by any means. (jTii

AUTOPILOTS:
Flight Sim Games

enemies who fight bach against humans as if

a they were real people. Essentially, this means

opers must spend a great deal of time learning

low humans fly, how they fight, and what forces they

--- withstand and still be able to perform their basic

neuvers. For example, if a computer plane is in a

dogfight, and the quickest way for it to attack the

player is by dropping into an inverted 9G turn, the

artificial intelligence needs to know that this

•"" disable the pilot, even if the aircraft

e of the motion.

Chris Tector, producer of Interactive Magic's

.- Rangers, explains: "The way we started was by

reading some books on flight and tactics, since

stly doing a flight-

ised by fighters in combat. In Chuck Yeager's Air

bat by EA, the celebra"

ct just as those craft did. By using set

;rns of AI like this, the team was able to

e fliqht experiences that would mirror

wn if the player reacted just like the

11 would offer a realistic fight even if the

ried to do something different.

Combat simulators receive more research

attention than any other form of game AI, due

mostly to huge projects run by governmental

Bill Stealy, formerly a military pilot, i
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We name the 75

most important

people in the games

industry of 1995

They're all here: the most powerful

money men, the most inspired

creative geniuses, the most ferocious

of boardroom tigers — the 75 most

important and influential players in

the business of making videogames

s always a business doing pleasure with you." Thus spoke

-liss Mona in The Best little Whorehouse In Texas. The same can

ie said of the (albeit more sober— and legal) gaming

I business. While we all enjoy the challenge and recreation of

playing videogames, behind the scenes Is a $ 1 6 billion industry

— bigger than the movie industry, bigger than the music

|
industry, and growing at an astounding rate. So who really pulls

the strings? Who really shapes videogaming's future?

In compiling the following list, NEXT Generation's editors have endeavored

to paint an accurate representation of "Who's Who?" as it stands today. In doing

this, we have followed a few guidelines. First, we have only included those who
dramatically shaped videogaming's past, who also have an active involvement today

(for example, it would be inappropriate to honor Eugene Jarvis for the creation of

Defender and not the creator of, say Pac-Man, were Jarvis still not actively involved

with the creation of arcade games). Second, we erred on the side of creative talent,

as opposed to more bus iness-oriented savvy. Third, we tended to credit those who
have pushed the gaming world in a new direction, at the sacrifice of those who may

have done examplary work in established fields and genres.

Inevitably, however, by such a list's very nature, many of the people highlighted

here are merely representatives of a larger team, and many stand on the shoulders of

others. It's also inevitable that the list is incomplete— we look forward to hearing

your views on whom we have cruelly neglected to credit. But enough qualifications.

Ultimately the buck has to stop somewhere, and what follows is the complete

picture, as NEXT Generation humbly sees it
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David Braben
Founder & Managing Director

Frontier Developments

Cambridge, England

Career Highlights:

Dfte (1 982)

What's the big deal?:

In 1 982 games were either shoot-em-ups or, frankly,

primitive text adventures. David Braben's Site

changed all that for good. It was one of the very first

games to feature 3D graphics, but more importantly it

challenged the definition of what a computer game

was. Elite was a sprawling epic involving strategy,

thought, space-trading, but relatively little shooting and

very little text. It was a complete universe built in an

8-bit world. There are at least two members of

NEXT Generation's editorial staff who believe Elite is

still possibly the greatest computer game ever.

At the time, however, many software houses

found it too challenging. It was turned down more
than once because there were no lives to be lost, no

score, and no obvious start, middle, or end. But come
its eventual release for the BBC Micro, it was critically

acclaimed from day one. It's since been released on

16-bit platforms (not as good as the original) and

there have been two follow-ups, Frontier and first

Encounters. Braben has now abandoned his arduous

one-man-band approach to development and his team

of 10 at Frontier have several projects in the pipeline

for PC CD-ROM, PlayStation, and Sega's Saturn.

Least likely career move:
A platform game.

Most likely career move:
More games, more from the Elite series, more (if only

cult) success.

Rich Hilleman

VP Product Development

Electronic Arts

San Mateo, CA, US

Career Highlights:

John Madden Football (1991)

What's the big deal?:

From an unlikely background at the government's

Nevada Test Site, Hilleman joined EA in the mid-'80s

and made his name with Chuck Yeager's Flight Trainer. It

was only when Hilleman switched to sports sims,

however, that he established himself as one of the key

figures in EA's phenomenal in-house team. He
designed and produced the first console versions of

John Madden Football and NHL Hockey. Both of them

brought a new sense of realism and excitement to 16-

bit consoles, making sports sims possibly the most

popular category in the global games market.

Least likely career move:
Head back to Nevada.

Most likely career move:
Hilleman's on "a mission to make interactive movies a

major software category." Good luck to him.

The most Inspired creative genius in the world of computer and video gaming? it's hard to

deny it. Shlgeru Miyamoto is the brains behind the world's most popular and enduring games

THE WIZARD
Shigeru Miyamoto
Head of Software R&D
Nintendo Corporate Ltd.

Kyoto, Japan

Career Highlights:

Creator of Mario, Zelda. and Donkey Kong. Creative force behind PilotWings, F-Zero, Super Mario Kart

Mario games have sold more than 1 15 million units worldwide.

Whafsthebig deal?:

He's the most successful game developer in history. He has a unique and brilliant mind as well as an

unparalleled grasp of what gamers want to play. In Mario he has created one of the most popular

children's characters ever. He joined Nintendo in 1 977 and designed his first arcade game. Donkey

Kong, in 1980. In 1984 he was asked to design a game for the NES. He went back to DK and pulled

out the unlikely hero, a short fat mustached plumber called Mario, to star (with newly created brother

Luigi) in Super Mario Bros. It was what the NES was invented for and helped establish the system as

the most popular console in the world. Super Mario Bros, games have so far sold I 1 5 million units

around the world, Miyamoto's other series, The Legend ofZelda, is also hugely popular. His latest

Super NES game, Yoshi's Island: Super Mario World 2 could well be his best ever and he's already

working on Ultra 64 Mario and Zelda games that will hopefully be ready for the console's launch.

Miyamoto is arguably Nintendo's most vital employee, and it's certainly safe to say that the firm's

success would never have hit such stratospheric levels without his input. A popular analogy is to

describe him as the Steven Spielberg of gaming, combining unprecedented mass market appeal with

almost unwavering critical acclaim.

Least likely career move:
Bye bye Mario.

Most likely career move:
Voshi's Island emerges as a glorious last hurrah on Super NES. Mario and Zelda then leap into die next

y and do for the Ultra 64 what they did for the NES and Super NES: i.e. sell it.

What's the big deal?:

Having designed pinball tables for Atari in the mid-

70s, Eugene moved to Williams, got bitten by the

Space Invaders bug and designed Defender, the firm's

first-ever videogame. If he had done nothing else, he

would still have warranted a place in any list of

videogame notables — a claim that will only be

validated come the inevitable renewal of Defender

Eugene Jarvis

Game Director

Williams

Chicago, IL, US

Career Highlights:

Defender ( 1 980), Cruis'n' USA (1994)
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fever on Jaguar this holiday season. Jarvis reckons

that in its time, it has probably gobbled more than $1

billion, and it remains one of the most playable games

ever to hit an arcade.

Last year, however, Jarvis added to his legacy

with the launch of Cruis'n' USA— arguably neck-and-

neck with Doytono USA as the most popular driving

game of 1994. He's currently overseeing the

development of an Ultra 64 game by Williams' San

Diego team, a game that is destined to become one

of the key titles for Nintendo at launch. Jarvis is also

currently working on a sequel to Cruis'n' which will

hit arcades next summer (and probably the Ultra 64

next holiday season '96). He has no plans to move

over to home videogame development but his

designs and concepts will no doubt be translated into

some of the hottest games of the next generation.

Least likely career move:
Jarvis is dead against any sort of position that

includes overseeing, or a hands-off role.

Most likely career move:
Blow Cruis'n' USA away with a superb sequel, continue

to produce arcade classics that drip through onto

home consoles.

Al Lowe
Game Designer

Sierra On-Line

Coaresgold, CA, US

Career Highlights:

The Leisure Suit Lorry series.

What's the big deal?:

Yes, Leisure Suit Larry. Don't laugh. It's widely

believed that Larry (Leisure Suit and all) is the most

widely played computer game character ever, thanks

to the game's early introduction, its multitude of

sequels, and good old-fashioned piracy. So where did

Larry come from?

Al Lowe joined Sierra in 1982 and during his

first few years at the company put in some solid

work on titles such as The Black Cauldron and

Roberta Williams' Kings Quest III. In 1 987, however,

his first solo project. Leisure Suit Lorry in the Land of

the Lounge Lizards, made him a star in his own right.

The game introduced the concept of "adult

software," though it was neither shocking nor

sophisticated it was set in an obviously adult world

and dealt with adult themes — getting laid, mainly. It

won the SPA (Software Publishers' Association}

award for Best Adventure Game of the Year. The

series is now up to W: Shape Up or Slip Out ( 1 994)

and has notched up sales of around $ I million.

Least likely career move:
Take life, or anything, too seriously.

Most likely career move:
A new game, Tbrin 's Passoge, is due in November and

Lorry will reappear in 1996.

Sid Meier
VP Development

Microprose

Hunt Valley, MD, USA

Career Highlights:

F-15 Strike Eagle (1985), Railroad Tycoon (1990).

Civilization
(

1 99
1
), Pirates ( 1 983)

What's the big deal?:

Meier was an original co-founder of MicroProse back

in 1 982, but has never made the move upstairs to

corporate-ville. Instead, he remains a prolific

developer of some of the best games in this veteran

publisher's catalog. His first hit project was F-IS

Strike Eagle (the first in a series which has now gone

through the $ I million sales barrier). His finest

achievement was probably the release of build-your-

own-empire title Civilization in 1 99 1 . A sequel

Colonization in 1994 was also successful and

Cvilization for Networks arrived on shelves in

September 1994.

Least likely career move:
Move upstairs to corporate-ville.

Most likely career move:
Apparently he's mulling over a

Sid Meier earns his place in computer
gaming's hall of fame almost on the back of

just one game, Civilization

Jeff Minter
Founder

Llamasoft

Santa Clara, CA, USA

Career Highlights:

Tempest 2000 and Defender 2000 (Jaguar)

What's the big deal?:

Minter is one of the more bizarre characters involved

in game development. Huge commercial success has

always eluded him but then it's never been his

number one goal. He has. however, built a reputation

as an inspired creator of rather odd but always

playable cult classics — many of which reflect his

dubious obsession with llamas and camels.

He began writing games in the early '80s

during the English home computer boom and had a

number of hits on his own label, Llamasoft His

profile dipped a bit in the late '80s and early '90s

when he worked in the shareware arena, but when

Atari launched the jaguar, Minter re-emerged as the

platform's leading developer with Tempest 2000 and

Defender 2000. The trappings of Minter games aren't

for all, but the gameplay at their heart is spot on.

Least likely career move:
A haircut

Most likely career move:
Minter will always do his own thing and it will usually

involve camels, llamas, gameplay and, for the time

being, Jaguars.

Jeff Minter is one of the few developers to

have truly supported Atari's Jaguar. His

reworking* of old classics are must buys

Peter Molyneux
Founder and Managing Director

Bullfrog Productions

Guildford, England

Career Highlights:

Populous, Theme Park, Magic Carpet, Syndicate,

and High Oaone

What's the big deal?:

Since its formation in 1 987 Peter Molyneux s Bullfrog

has earned a reputation as one of the most

consistently innovative and imaginative development

teams in the world. Its first title, Papulous, created a

whole new genre, the "God" game. Standards have

hardly slipped since.

Theme Park was many critics' Game of the Year

in 1994. All of its titles have been published by

Electronic Arts so far, and earlier this year the ties

between the two were made permanent when the

publisher bought the developer in a deal thought to

be worth around $40 million. Peter Molyneux

Peter Molyneux, interviewed In NG 6, has
consistently pushed Al and graphics further

than any other PC or console developer
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remains, however, very much the man at the helm.

Least likely career move:
Movie licenses and sports sims don't loom large.

Most likely career move:
Originality, imagination, and increasingly better Al

remain the watch words as Molyneux makes himself

as at home on the next generation of consoles as he

is in the PC CD-ROM environment.

Alexei Pajitnov

Game Designer

Spectrum Holobyte

Alameda, CA, US

Career Highlights:
Tetris (1 988)

What's the big deal?:

For many people, Tetris is the most playable game

ever created. One famous businessman flying from

London to New York looked out of his window as

the plane approached the famous Manhattan skyline

and started imagining the right shapes to drop into

the gaps. That's the sort of grip Tetris has had on

otherwise sane individuals since it was first released

on home computers in 1 988 and on NES and

Gameboy a year later.

Its roots can be traced back to the mid-'80s

and to behind the Iron Curtain — when it was still

firmly closed Working at the Computer Center of

the Moscow Academy of Science, Pajitnov became

interested in Pentominoes — geometric puzzles

featuring interlocking T and L shapes. He set about

creating a computer version and called itT and L

shapes. He distributed it amongst all his colleagues

and it became massively popular throughout the

Academy and, soon, in offices all over Moscow. Word
spread to the West and it sparked the most

desperate and protracted scramble for the rights to

any game ever produced.

Nintendo, perhaps inevitably, won the day.

Tetris has since become the most popular Gameboy

title of all time and undoubtedly helped the hand held

achieve its incredible popularity. Pajitnov now lives

and works in the United States where he is

contracted to Spectrum Holobyte.

Most likely career move:
Move back to the U.S.S.R.

Most likely career move:
Presumably he'd like to do something that stops him

being known as "that Tetris dude."

John Romero
Co-founder and Game Designer, Id

software

Mesquite,TX,US

Career Highlights:

Doom (1993)

What's the big deal?:

As the designer of Id's Doom, Romero has arguably

done more than anyone to establish the PC as a truly

all-around game machine; not just a home for worthy

flight sims or adventure games but a platform for real

blood-thunder-action games with the emphasis on

blood. It was written around a breakthrough 3D
graphics engine and, using first person perspective, it

placed players in as action-packed a combat game as

has graced any console. It's impossible to calculate

how many people have played Doom as it was

available exclusively on shareware long before it came

to retail and is almost certainly the most pirated

game of all time.

Retail versions are available on Jaguar, Super

NES, Mac, and 32X. Ultra 64, 3DO, PlayStation and

Saturn versions are currently in development. Back

on the PC there's already been Doom 2 (1994)

released at retail and a third and similar game in the

series, Heretic, available through shareware and shops.

But the real excitement is building up for next year's

release, Quake, which will introduce an all-new Id

engine. Universal is currently planning a Doom movie.

Least Likely Career Move:
Disney beckons? We don't think so.

Most Likely Career Move:
Quake will be both bloody and brilliant Bloody

brilliant, in fact.

Tim Schafer
Project Leader, LucasArts

San Rafael, CA, US

Career Highlights:
Secret of Alonxey Island, Secret ofMonkey Island II, Day

of the Tentacle, and FuW Throttle

What's the big deal?:

You want an interactive movie? Tim Schafer's been

GOLDEN BOY
Dave Perry
President & Lead Programmer

Shiny Entertainment

Laguna Beach, CA, US

Career Highlights:

Earthworm jim, Aladdin, Cool Spot, Global Gladiators

What's the big deal?

An all-around nice guy sin le-handedly responsible for s

Shiny Entertainment's Dave Perry (left) gets

to grips with some poor unfortunate loser. The
gaming world should look to Shiny's

forthcoming 32-bit and 64-bit releases for

some good oT fashioned fun gameplay

platform's finest hours, the rise ofVirgin, and the

renaissance of Disney's fortunes (well, almost).

Gearing up for an assault on the 32-bit world, he

has gathered around him some of the most top-

notch game creators the world has to offer (when

he can get them off the beach). Recently sold out

to Interplay for loads of cash.

Perry often seems to benefit and suffer from a game press who
seemingly can't hype him or his products enough. Is all the hype justified?

Well, probably not But that's not the point the fact is that the press and

gamsrs love him. NEXT Generation's opinion as to Perry's PR secrets?

Always return phone calls, don't make promises you can't keep, and show a

genuine interest in whomever you're talking to. Sounds easy? So how come
hardly any actual PR people (let alone presidents and lead programmers) In

the industry do the same?

Least Likely career move:
Surfs into the sunset and is never seen again.

Most likely career move:
Shifting seamlessly into the 32-bit age, he will take the platform game where

platform games have never been before.
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making them for years. Except that his are

compelling, funny, addictive, challenging, and (get this}

interactive. And they cost 10 times less to make than

the majority of FMV crap churned out this year.

Schafer got his break when LucasArts needed

creative minds to work with SCUM, the proprietary

language in which LucasArts graphic adventure games

are written. Tim Schafer, who had recently graduated

from college, was selected as a "SCUM -let" (i.e. one

who works with SCUM).

He began as an assistant designer working on

The Secret of Monkey Island. Two projects later,

Schafer and Dave Grossman (another programmer)

were allowed to build their own game. They created

Day of the Tentacle; Schafer was responsible for

writing and design. Tim's first solo piece
—

"I did it

all on my own with about 30 other people"— was

Full Throttle. He both designed the game and wrote

all of the dialogue.

Least Likely Career Move:
Becomes a pioneer of FMV.

Most Likely Career Move:
Will continue to find new ways to develop game

characters and humor.

Tim & Chris Stamper
Joint founders & Managing Directors

Rare

Warwickshire, England

Career Highlights:

Killer Instinct, Donkey Kong Country, Knight Lore (1983),

JetPac (1981)

What's the big deal?:

Rare is perhaps the only company in the world who
could claim to be vital to the mighty Nintendo

(Silicon Graphics might — only might -— be able to

claim the honor, too). So vital, in fact, that Nintendo

forked out millions of dollars to buy a 25% share in

the developer earlier this year, ensuring continued

support for all its formats.

When the Stamper brothers first entered the

game business in the early '80s. it was as a publisher

called Ultimate Play the Game, developing tides for

8-bit home computers. When the NES started taking

off, the switched-on Stampers set up a new division,

Rare, to reverse engineer the hardware and produce

carts for it — even though they didn't have a license.

Nintendo initially frowned on such rogue activity but

when it saw the end product it was impressed

enough to make Rare the first western company with

an official developer's license. The Stampers

abandoned publishing, concentrated on development,

ditched the Ultimate name, and Rare was established

as the whole company.

It's since produced more than 90 NES,

Gameboy or Super NES titles including Botttetoods

and WWFWresOemanio. There's no doubt, however,

that Rare reached a new level of success in

developing Donkey Kong Country for the Super NES. It

was a massive leap forward for 1 6-bit gaming and has

become the fastest selling videogame of all time.

Global sales currently stand somewhere North of 7.5

million units. This year Donkey Kong Land has already

hit the Gameboy and Diddy Kong's Quest (DKC2) is

lined up for the Super NES this November.

Rare has also completed a Super NES version

of its No. I arcade hit Kilter Instinct which is due in

October and should set new 16-bit standards. Rare

was the first development team signed up by

Nintendo for its Ultra 64 "Dream Team." A new
version of Killer Instinct should be ready for the 64-bit

system at launch.

MR. BIG SHOT
Chris Roberts
Executive Producer,

Origin

Austin, TX, US

Career Highlights:

Wing Commander series (original published 1989)

What's the big deal?:

Flight sims are a large slice of the staple diet of

most PC gamers. For most people it's a Wing

Commander game that remains the benchmark.

Wing Commander first appeared in 1 989, and to

date, more than 2 million Wing Commander

games have been sold worldwide. The latest

version, Wing Commander III: Heart oftheTiger

has already chipped in with more than 500,000

since its release just before year's end '94.

Roberts remains very much at the head of

all Wing Commander development, and therefore

in charge of one of the largest development

budgets in the gaming world. Wing Commander

IV is due out this December and it's a safe bet

that it will be another top notch addition to one

of the most enduring and respected self-created

franchises in the gaming industry.

Least likely career move:
Stray too far from flight sims.

Most likely career move:
Carry on "Winging it."

Many people talk about the merging of

Hollywood and Silicon Valley, but Chris

ne of the few to actually do it

Least likely career move:
To apply for a job at Atari.

Most likely career move:
A couple more big bangs on Super NES and then lead

the way on Ultra 64. A Rareware label is also on the

way as the Stampers finally move back to publishing.

J.W. "Wild Bill" Stealey
Chairman

Interactive Magic

Raleigh, NC, US

Career Highlights:

Co-founder and former Chairman of MicroProse, and

fighter pilot (really)

What's the big deal?:

Software salesman extraordinaire who wallpapered

software stores with MicroProse games and has most

recently sold several hundred thousand copies of

Apache — the first game from Interactive Magic.

A challenge over a videogame transformed

General Instrument sales man/National Guard fighter

pilot Stealey into a software entrepreneur. Stealey

played videogames with fellow Gl employee Sid Meier,

and on one occasion, Stealey bet Meier a quarter he

could beat him at Red Baron. He lost. "Fighter pilots,"

of course, "don't like to be out-bragged," says Stealey,

so when Meier said Red Boron wasn't really a great

game, Stealey challenged him to make a better one.

Meier created Hellcat Ace and the two men quit their

jobs to form MicroProse.

A fan of flight, golf, and racing simulations,

Stealey insists all his games feature 3D graphics.

Does he want to dabble in RPGs and adventure

games? "Bite me, kick me, throw me from an

airplane," he says he'd prefer. "There are other big

companies that do those games perfectly well."

Least Likely Career Move:
Arcade games.

Most Likely Career Move:
Will drive Interactive Magic to new levels of realism

in military simulations.

Roberta Williams

Co-founder & Game Designer

Sierra On-Line

Coaresgold, CA, US

Career Highlights:

Founded Sierra in 1980. First King's Quest game

published in 1984.

What's the big deal?:

With husband Ken, Roberta Williams founded On
Line Systems (Sierra was added and Systems dropped

a couple of years later) in 1 980 with the release of

Mystery House, one of the first computer games ever

to combine graphics and text. In 1984 she designed

King's Quest I: Quest for the Crown which became

perhaps the most renowned innovative of 3D
adventures as we know them today. So far the series

has reached seven (The Prince/ess Bride) and has

notched up worldwide sales of more than 3 million.
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SPEED DEMON

Nobody has pushed arcade gaming as far as Yu Suzuki, and Suzuki just keeps on pushing.

Virtua Fighter 3 Is easily the most anticipated game of 1996 — bigger, faster, more...

Yu Suzuki
Chief Manager, R&D Amusement Division

Sega Japan

Tokyo, Japan

Career Highlights:

Hang On ( 1 985), Space Harrier { 1 985). Outrun ( 1 986). After Burner ( 1 987). Power Drift ( i 988). G-LOC

( 1 990), R-360 ( 1 990). Virtua Racing { 1 992). Virtua Fighter { 1 993). Daytana USA ( 1 994). Virtue Cop ( 1 994).

Virtua Fighter 2 ( 1 994). Wrtuo Striker ( 1 995). Wrtuo Cop 2 ( 1 995)

What's the big deal?:

Check out the list of credits. Yu Suzuki and (most notably) his AM2 team are responsible for some of

arcade gaming's finest hours. Although it was the likes of Namco, Capcom, and Atari who started the

arcade phenomena, it is without question that Sega takes the credit for keeping it exciting since.

Suzuki is treated like a rock star in japan, and rivals Nintendo's Shigeru Miyamoto in terms of

following. He drives a red Ferrari, and enjoys the lifestyle that his success has earned him. Often

outspoken. Suzuki is never one to unnecessarily tow the corporate line ("Trying to program two

CPU's has its problems." he groaned back in 1994, during the Saturn conversion of Daytona USA. 'The

two CPUs start at the same time but there's a delay when one has to wait for the other to catch up.

One very fast centra! processor would be preferable").

But his track record enables him the freedom to say and do as he wishes. And luckily for Sega,

this has resulted in a lifeblood of consistently killer titles. Virtua Fighter redefined the fighting game.

Virtua Racing offers arguably the best arcade drive to this day. Virtua Fighter 2 is the most graphically

sophisticated arcade game in history. And Suzuki-san shows no sign of slowing down. An ir

with Yu Suzuki begins on page 6.

Least likely career move;
Platform games and shooters.

Most likely career move:
Wrtuo Fighter 3 lives up to hopes. Which is n small ambition.

Williams latest project is Phantasmagoria, a massive

3D horror game on seven separate CDs.

Least likely career move:
Produce an Ultra 64 game. (Nintendo has decreed

that all games must be 8 MB or less.)

Most likely career move:
The Quest continues.

Will Wright
Living Legend

Maxis

Orinda, CA,US

Career Highlights:

SimCity and Raid on Bungling Bay

What's the big deal?:

Will Wright was building robots as a "serious hobby"

and going to school on and off when a friend sold

him an Apple II. His first game was Roid on Bungling

Bay, a game in which players flew over islands and

dropped bombs.

"I had developed this editor to make the

islands, and I found that I was having a lot more fun

creating the islands than playing the games

themselves," remembers Will. This led to more
sophisticated editors which led to an interest in city

planning. He set up a program to test his city

planning ideas, "a guinea pig, which later became the

precursor to SimCrty," says Wright.

It's been said that there have only ever been

two novels ever written, and that every thing else is

just a rewrite. The same maxim has been applied to

videogames, and Will Wright's SimCity has to be

regarded as one of the originals.

Least Likely Career Move:
Gives up designing and becomes a full-time suit.

Most Likely Career Move:
Continues to experiment with other genres of

gaming, but eventually realizes that his interest is in

creating complex simulations,

Hirokazu Yasuhara
Game Designer

Sega Technical Institute

San Mateo, CA, US

Career Highlights:
Sonic the Hedgehog { 1 99

1

)

What's the big deal?:

Five years ago, before Tom Kalinske joined Sega, a

young programmer named Hirokazu Yasuhara decided

to make a game for Sega that could compete with

Morio, Nintendo's popular mascot.

"Super Mario Bros, was a two-button game, so I

wanted to make a one-button game, a simple game,"

argued Yasuhara. And that is exactly what he did

Yasuhara took a character created by Masato

Os hima and incorporated a new ultra-fast data

processing scheme called "blast processing," (the

marketing guys loved it— they didn't have the

faintest idea what it was, exactly, but boy did it sound

cool) to create Sonic the Hedgehog. Sonic not only

became Sega's mascot, he personified the company's

new image: brash, young, arrogant — and fast on its

feet. Playing off the blue rodent's speed, attitude, and

popularity, Sonic was Sega's main weapon in the 1 6-bit

war. Sega's success is now videogame history.

Sure, the game was no Super Morio Bros,

underneath the surface, there were few hidden tricks

or bonuses, and playing the game a second time rarely

revealed anything new. But it is impossible to deny

the fun of speeding Sonic over the ramps and loops

that made up each level — and fun's what

videogaming's all about, right? At least, it should be.

Sonic's personal success (or should that be the

success of Masato Oshima and Hirokazu Yasuhara?)

came in 1993 when the US"Q" ratings, which

indicate the popularity of movie stars, politicians, and

other public figures, indicated that while Nintendo's

Alorio was still more popular than Mickey Mouse,

Sonic The Hedgehog topped them both.

Least Likely Career Move:
Slow-moving games.

Most Likely Career Move:
Yet more and more bizarre side-kicks (a two-tailed

fox? An echidna?) to accompany Sonic on his

continued battles with the evil Dr. Robotnik.
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Hisashi Kaneko
President

NEC Corporation

Tokyo, Japan

Career Highlights:

PC Engine, NEC FX, a $43 billion global enterprise,

employs 148,000 people worldwide.

What's the big deal?:

What's $1 billion? The difference in size between

Sony and NEC, that's what. NEC is a huge, huge

corporation maintaining a network of 88 consolidate

subsidiaries, 63 manufacturing plants, and 370 sales

offices. The company manufactures and markets more

than 15,000 different products in more than 150

countries. In terms of its global sales, this company

ranks among the highest: second in semiconductors,

third in computers, and seventh in communication

equipment. Nothing to scoff at.

NEC produced the PC Engine game system —
a console which still enjoys a small, but consistently

fanatical following in the US and Japan. The 32-bit

NEC FX enjoys small success in Japan, seemingly

lacking NEC's full support. But NEC's influence

stretches far above and beyond its immediate

videogame products. As a leading semiconductor

manufacturer, the company's influence is there from

A company the size of NEC influences the

game industry in many ways, from chip

manufacturing to videogame system design

the cradle to the grave of every aspect of computing.

Least likely career move:
Makes moves to trouble Sony, Sega, and Nintendo in

the videogame market.

Most likely career move:
Remains a powerful, behind-the-scenes influence. In

the words of NEC's own corporate literature,"NEC
will continue to build on its vast experience, global

vision, and cutting-edge technologies to lead the

world community into the 21st century and beyond."

Marty Kitizawa

President

SNK Corporation

Tokyo, Japan

Career Highlights:

Formed SNK Corporation (1988); Neo-Geo (1990).

What's the big deal?:

In 1990, SNK launched two Neo-Geo systems, the

arcade Multi-Video System (MVS) and the Neo-Geo
home system (HS). Dismissing a similar Nintendo

product as unsuccessful, Neo-Geo spokespeople

claim that the MVS was the first successful multigame

system to hit the arcades. Though the first Neo-Geo
Home System saw limited sales, SNK released a

CD-based unit this fall which retails at $399.

Least Likely Career Move:
Return to cartridges.

Most Likely Career Move:
Very scrappy but poorly funded and distributed, SNK
will continue publishing to the core audience of

Neo-Geo fanatics who can't get enough 2D fighters.
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THE FAMILY
Sam & Jack Tramiel
President (Sam) and Chairman of the Board (Jack), Atari

Corp., Sunnyvale, CA, US

Took over Atari {i 984). Launched Jaguar (1993), Successfully negotiated a

large legal settlement from Nintendo (earfy '90s). Successfully negotiated a

large legal settlement from Sega (1994).

What's the big deal?:

When JackTramiel bought Atari in 1984 from theTime Warner group, the

videogame bubble had burst and the firm was hemorrhaging money. He
steered the company from videogaming to home computing with the launch

of the ST. a respected 1 6-bit machine that enjoyed considerable success in

Europe and, globally, in the professional music market. In the early '90s, with

Jack ensconced in a more backseat role and his son Sam in control, the firm

stepped back into the console market with the 64-bit (ish) cart-based Jaguar.

It is Atari's attempt to take on Nintendo, Sega (both of whom it has fought in

legal battles over copyrights and alleged monopolistic business practices), and

Sony in the next generation marketplace. While being slightly held back by

smaller financial muscles and a lack of immediate third party software support,

the Jaguar has nevertheless sold more than 150,000 machines worldwide and

Atari is confident of hitting 500.000 by the end of the year.

The price has recendy been slashed from $250 to $ 1 50. A Mark 2 Jag

with a built-in CD drive is due later in the year. After nearly 25 years in the

business. Atari remains a contender.

Least likely career move;
Fire the company lawyer.

Most likely career move:
Keep playing the price card and hope that Mark 2 brings a whole new v.

o gamers.
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Olaf Olafsson

New York, NY, US

Career Highlights:

rndi's the big deal.-:

nent of the $44 billion Sony Corporation goes all the way to the top, and then

1 going (rumors that President Bill Clinton is applying to Sony for a pror" '-

tiated). You have to stop somewhere, though, and in imn

i and Sony software development activities in the US and

Howard Lincoln & Minoru
Arakawa
Chairman (Lincoln) & President (Arakawa)

Nintendo of America

Seattle, WA, US

Career Highlights:

More than a third of all US homes have a Nintendo

machine. (Bizarre fact: In 1954 Howard Lincoln was

the model for a Norman Rockwell painting).

What's the big deal?:

In 1985 when Nintendo entered the US home
videogame market, there was no home videogame

market, just the spectacular boom-and-faust remnants

of an industry that had left everyone wary. With

Arakawa and Lincoln at the helm and the odds

stacked against them, Nintendo of America brilliantly

laid the foundations for the sprawling, multifaceted

beast that now likes to be known as the interactive

entertainment business. Yes, Sega worked wonders

on 16-bit and, sure, Sony"s looking hot, but it all began

with Arakawa, Lincoln, and Nintendo.

Least likely career move:
Succumb to Sega or Sony.

Most likely career move:
Keep the Super NES hot this Christmas and then

really turn up the heat with Ultra 64 next year.

Arakawa is expected to eventually take over as

President of Nintendo in Japan.

Working out of New York. Olafsson repo^

CEO of Sony Corporation of America. Whom
the president of Sony Computer Entertainment of America will report to Olaf.

Anything beyond this !

the web of Sony's pletnora or

Although suffering from a major cash hemorrhage as the result of its al

venture into movie production, Sony still has huge muscles. Olafsson get- *

If Sony is a castle, then Olafsson is in charge of the game room. It was C
ie $48 million acquisition of game developers Psygnosis (responsible fi

WipeOut and Destruction Derby), set up the US PlayStation operation and (not lea

I the PlayStation party at the

Most likely caree

Olafs

Howard Lincoln and Minoru Arakawa are possibly still the two most powerful men in the US game
industry, but their influence Is under threat from Sony. Lincoln (above) is interviewed in NG 8
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Hayao Nakayama
President

Sega of Japan

Tokyo, Japan

Career Highlights:
Overall head of Sega.

What's the big deal?:

Although Sega's biggest successes have been outside

of Japan, both the US and European Sega operations

ultimate!/ report back to the Sega Enterprises HQ
in Tokyo. It's in Japan where the majority of Sega's

hardware development, cartridge manufacturing, and,

perhaps most importantly, key software development

takes place. Sega's arcade division is very much the

creative engine room of Sega's success, and it's a little

known fact that the blue hedgehog who took the US
1 6-bit world by storm originally spoke in Japanese.

Mr. Nakayama still takes a very active role in

Sega's day-to-day activities. It's rumored that he

personally stormed to the consumer research and

development departments to chastise his team after

first hearing of the power of Sony's PlayStation. And

despite the success of Kalinske's US operation and

the simitar success enjoyed by Sega Europe under

Nick Alexander, Sega remains a company with its

roots very firmly in Japan.

Least likely career move:
Yields control to Sega's Euro' and US subsidiaries.

Teruhlsa Tokunaka, the man who oversaw
what is arguably Sony's most successful

Japanese launch since the Walkman

Most likely career move:
It's long been rumored that Sega's long-term plan is

to move out of the home hardware business, and

instead fall back on its strength of software creation

and the arcade industry. As part of this trend, look

for Sega's location-based entertainment center

business to grow. A deal with 3DO has also been

rumored for a long time, possibly regarding M2
technology for Saturn 2. Conjecture aside, however,

one thing's for sure: Hayao Nakayama will be very

much at the center of Sega's business.

Teruhisa "Terry" Tokunaka
President

Sony Computer Entertainment

Tokyo, Japan

Career Highlights:

Masterminded Japanese launch of PlayStation.

What's the big deal?:

From a standing start,Terry Tokunaka has managed to

race to the front of the pack in the toughest

videogaming market in the world, that of Japan. The

PlayStation is currently neck-and-neck with Saturn

(actually, both machines are winning — depending on

whom you talk to) with installed bases of well over a

million units and climbing fast.

It was Tokunaka who announced to the world

the release details of PlayStation in October of last

year, revealing that PlayStation would launch within a

week of Saturn, and at a significantly lower price. It

was Tokunaka who installed the innovative system of

bypassing Sony's traditional distribution channels in

Japan and selling PlayStations direct to retailers —
thus cutting the grey import business to a minimum.

And it is Tokunaka who has continued to steer the

progress of what many industry analysts regard as

Sony's most successful launch since the Walkman.

Least likely career move:
Goes down to Sega without a struggle.

Most likely career move:
Will continue to fight tooth and nail with Sega for

Japanese market share.
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Robert Allen

Chairman

AT&T
New Jersey, NJ, US

Career Highlights:

Chairman of the largest telecommunications

company in the world (1988 - present)

What's the big deal?:

A year or so ago AT&T seemed to be cooling toward

games. It abandoned plans to fund a modem device

to work with Sega's Genesis and sold its stake in The

3DO Company (scrapping its prototype multiplayer

in the process). The firm remains, however, with 90

million online customers and most certainly will be

the key player in the field of interactive

entertainment during the next decade.

If a publisher wants to deliver direct to homes, it

wants to talk to AT&T, the biggest cable company in

the world. On top of that, the firm has a joint

venture with Silicon Graphics called Integrated Digital

Solutions, which aims to provide hardware and

software for interactive online multimedia systems in

the home. It is also the owner of the ImagiNation

Network with more than 50,000 subscribers able to

access games and information as well as form online

"'communities of interest'"— which almost certainly

isn't as sinister as it sounds; and it has set up AT&T

AT&T's head Robert Allen's Influence on the

game Industry will only Increase as online

gaming and the Internet continues to grow

WorldNet Services to give its c

hand onto the Net.

Oh, and it owns a small share in Spectrum

Holobyte. Its revenues in 1 994 topped $75 billion

That's, like, a lot of cash.

Least likely career move:
Free telephone calls any time, any where!

Most likely career move:
To pick and choose the content providers which v

inevitably gain access to the awesome AT&T
s infrastructure.

Frank J. Biondi
President & CEO
Viacom

New York, NY, US

Career Highlights:
Viacom completed acquisition of Paramount

Communications in July 1994, creating one of the

world's largest entertainment companies.

What's the big deal?:

Viacom owns MTV networks. Showtime networks,

Simon & Schuster Publishers, Paramount

Communications, Paramount Parks, movie screens in

s, cable systems serving I . I million

1 2 television stations, and (obviously)

Viacom Interactive Media. It also owns Blockbuster.

And Blockbuster owns Virgin Interactive

Entertainment and happens to be a major investor in

Catapult Entertainment.

Just like Sony, the Viacom empire just keeps on

growing. And pulling the strings at the top is Frank

Biondi. (Actually,Viacom itself is a wholly owned

subsidiary of National Amusements, Inc.— but we
won't go into this right now). Viacom's influence on

the interactive entertainment industry— both actual

and potential — is huge. And as communications

plays a larger and larger part of people's lives, its

influence just has to strengthen.

Viacom's influence continues to grow as a

result of both acquisitions and the game
industry's move into mainstream media

Least likely career move:
Fails to capitalize on

Most likely career move:
Remains largely invisible, but continues tt

growing influence over all aspects of the

t industry.

Steve Case
President

America On-Line (AOL)

Vienna, VA, US

Career Highlights:
Three million subscribers and climbing. Fast.

What's the big deal?:

America On-Line is the fastest growing, single largest

inlty in the US. Earlier this year, it

special

extended its domain to include the Internet,

resulting in a flood of "newbies" cascading onto the

World Wide Web. Internet snobs may hate it, but

AOL's subscriber base just keeps on growing. If the

online world continues to expand (as most experts

predict it will), then AOL is sitting on a gold mine. In

any new industry, it's the rush for early marketshare

and mindshare that secures ultimate success. And

right now AOL is king of the hill, perfectly positioned

to provide the virtual playing fields for whatever

online gaming phenomenon eventually emerges.

Other than the giant CompuServe (still bigger

on a world scale, but not growing as fast). AOL's

main competition is currently taking two forms.

First, the Microsoft Network (MSN) is set to take off

in true Microsoft style as a result of its bundling with

Windows 95 (at the time of going to press, an

"unfair competition" court case is pending). Second,

Web browsers such as NetScape and Mosaic are

enabling increasingly easy Web access — the ease of

use factor being AOL's main appeal.

Least likely career move:
Surrenders without a serious fight to Microsoft.

Most likely career move:
AOL's recently launched Games Channel proves to

be just the tip of the iceberg. Online gaming has a

massive future, and AOL— if only by sheer brute

force — very well could be the organization to bring

it to mass market.

Tom A. Jermoluk
President & COO
Silicon Graphics Industries

Mountain View, CA, US

Career Highlights:
Signed deal with Nintendo in 1993 to develop

internal technology for Ultra 64, Is industry's

pre-eminent provider of development hardware.

What's the big deal?:

When Tom Jermoluk joined Silicon Graphics in 1 986,

he probably didn't expect to make game systems.

With an MS in computer science fromVirgtniaTech,

Jermoluk's first project was to help design a new

CPU and bus architecture for workstation class

hardware. Jermoluk's foray into electronic games

began in 1 992, with the development of the Reality

Silicon Graphics' President Tom Jermoluk, seen

demonstrating the Ultra 64 chipset at the

Consumer Electronics Show in January of 1995
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Engine, a version of which would later become the

heart of the Nintendo's Ultra 64. The partnership

with Nintendo was inked in earl/ 1993 (it's no secret

that Silicon Graphics' technology had been presented

to a number of other game hardware manufacturers)

and the deal became public that August.

Ultra 64 (for the moment at least, however) is

simply the tip of the iceberg. Silicon Graphics

provides the best development tools for the world's

interactive entertainment, special effects, and CAD
industries. The company is now also an active game

developer working in conjunction with Rocket

Science, among others.

Least Likely Career Move:
Gives up on the combination development and

administrative position and confines himself to

product development.

Most Likely Career Move:
Silicon Graphics is crammed to the roof with smart

(very smart) people. And they actually make cool

stuff (as opposed to simply being very good at

manufacturing, marketing, and distributing — like, for

instance, Acclaim).

Jermoluk is in the perfect position to lead SGI

to vet further greatness.

Gordon Moore & Andrew
Grove
Chairman (Moore) & President (Grove)

Intel

Santa Clara, CA, US

Career Highlights:

Having jointly founded Intel in 1 968, they developed

the chips that have driven the PC industry ever since.

What's the big deal?:

Intel inside, basically. It's not just an ad tag line, in the
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majority of cases it's also a fact. Intel chips have

been, are, and presumably will be at the heart of the

PC's continued growth.

Least likely career move:
Slow down.

Least likely career move:
P6. Faster, faster.faster...

Michael Spindler

President and CEO
Apple

Cupertino, CA, US

Career Highlights:

Apple is the second most popular computer format

in the world.

What's the big deal?:

Having begun with Apple Computers in 1 980 as the

marketing manager for European operations, Spindler

has seen considerable international experience.

Apple spokespeople are quick to point out their

computer's superiority is in multimedia, they do not

think of their system as a game platform. Dataquest

rates the Macintosh the number one multimedia

development platform and ranks Apple as the leading

personal computer vendor worldwide. However, the

firm's Pippin "multimedia player" — a TV plug-in

console based on a 66 MHz PowerPC 603 chip —
will undoubtedly become a significant (if not

PIayStation-troubling) game machine. The Pippin

technology is set to debut in Bandai's Power Player,

due for release early in 1996. And as shareware

gaming continues to proliferate for the Mac platform

(and some killer games like PegLeg and Maelstrom

become more available), games are only becoming a

more significant part of Apple's domain.

Least Likely Career Move:
Will force every Apple employee to where a suit

Most Likely Career Move:
Will devote the coming years to redefine Apple's

advantages in multimedia in light of advances made in

Win 95. Will see what happens with Pippin...

Masayoshi Takemara
Japanese Finance Minister

Tokyo, Japan

Career Highlights:

Controls the most successful economy in the world.

What's the big deal?:

With Sega, Nintendo, and Sony manufacturing some, if

not all, of their hardware and software in Japan, the

yen is the most important currency in the global

game market. When the yen is strong it costs other

companies (including US divisions of Sega, Nintendo,

and Sony) more money to buy goods and so prices

can be forced to rise at retail. This also has a huge

affect on release dates.

Earlier in the year the yen reached record levels

and put great pressure on the pricing of the Saturn

and PlayStation. Companies were paying higher and

higher dollar prices for goods even though the yen

price remained static. Takemara has subsequently

introduced a number of measures designed to

weaken the yen and so encourage trade with the US
and Europe. He has had considerable success so far

and the pressure is off pricing, for now. but the

relationship between the dollar and the yen n

vital, and Takemara remains the man in charge.

Least likely career move:
Let the yen slip from its position as videogaming's

chief currency.

Most likely career move:
To continue to make a lot of money. For his

country, of course.

F.A. Maljers

Chairman

Philips

Eindhoven, Netherlands

Career Highlights:

CD-i (we use the word "highlight" loosely). Abortive

deal with Nintendo to produce CD-ROM drive for

Super NES. Consumer electronics giant.

What's the big deal?:

Philips, much as Sony did before the launch of

PlayStation, has been stalking the game industry like a

hungry predator— without much tangible success

to date. CD-i started life as an ahead-of-its-time

multimedia player, but ended up an under-powered

game machine. The controversy surrounding the

deal with Nintendo is legendary (both Sony and

Philips announced that they had secured the

lucrative deal to produce the add-on on the same

day at CES in 1991), As it turned out, neither plan

reached fruition, and both Philips' and Sony's

ambitions to enter the home videogaming market

remained unfulfilled.

Philips has to remain a major player in the home
gaming industry however, simply by virtue of its size

and muscle within the consumer electronics

industry. The company's CD-ROM technology also

leads the world with its disc compression technology.

Least likely career move:
Leaves the videogame arena for good.

Most likely career move:
Rumors have been circulating for a long time that

Philips is eager to take another bite at the

videogame pie — it has been suggested that it came

close to purchasing The 3DO Company at one time.

More likefy for the company is a partnership with

another existing player.

Yoichi Morishita

President

Matsushita

Osaka, Japan

Career Highlights:

Initial investor in The 3DO Company. Produces

3DO MultiPlayer. Owns MCA (which in turn owns a

slice of Interplay).

What's the big deal?:

Matsushita (the parent company of Panasonic) is the

biggest consumer electronics company in the world.

It is much more than a simple electronics

manufacturer like Lucky Goldstar, Matsushita is also a

prominent developer of technology and has fingers

in all sorts of pies all over the world, creating an

entertainment empire that has an often intangible

affect on the interactive entertainment industry at all

stages of software and hardware production.

One of the initial investors in The 3DO
Company, Matsushita has plenty to gain by sticking

with 3DO for the long term, and has to be regarded

as the most likely producer of Hawkins & Co.'s M2
unit, if indeed it ever comes to market under the

present 3DO setup.

Least likely career move:
Withdraws from the interactive entertainment

industry completely.

Least likely career move:
Remains actively involved, if not with 3DO then with

another hardware partner.

Nam K. Woo
President

Lucky Goldstar Corp

Seoul, Korea

Career Highlights:

Manufacturer of 3DO Interactive MultiPlayer.

Consumer Electronics Giant.

What's the big deal?:

Epitomizing Korea's talent for producing ultra low-

cost consumer electronics goods. Lucky Goldstar

has to be considered a player in the world's

interactive entertainment industry by virtue of its

deal with 3DO to produce its Interactive

MultiPlayer. Although the design, marketing, and

evolution of the 3DO system remains very much

under the watchful eye of Hawkins & Co. in San

Mateo, CA, GoldStar has also run with the ball, to a

certain extent, by establishing in Seoul (Korea's

capital) a chain of 3DO-based amusement arcades.

Least likely career move:
Abandons 3DO in favor of its own, independently

produced game system (Goldstar's strength lies in

producing existing technology at low cost).

Most likely career move:
Continues to be the price-leader in 3DO hardware

manufacturing. Has announced plans to size up its

own software publishing division.

Michael Goldstein

CEO
Toys R Us

Paramus, NJ, US

Career Highlights:

The US' biggest toy and game retailer ( 1 995)

What's the big deal?:

Toys R Us may not be purely a videogame store, but

the sheer volume of goods that pass through its

doors each year (and especially the month between

Thanksgiving and Christmas) give it muscle enough

to spare for the videogame industry. Ironically, this

lack of specialization even earns it a few extra

points. Because Toys R Us offers no support for PC-

based systems, and is generally regarded as a toys

store, it manages to attract the game buyers that are

toughest to reach by the marketing men back at

Videogame Corp HQ.
Most of videogame sales go to the "silent

majority" of buyers who don't read videogame

magazines, don't register their software, and don't go

to the places that "traditional" gamers do. Instead,

their purchasing decisions are based more heavily on

word of mouth and (here's Toys R Us' trump card)

whatever it is that is displayed most prominently,

demonstrated most readily, and recommended most

heartily by the store itself.

Least likely career move:
Replaces its videogame stock with Pogs.

Most likely career move:
Ensures that the 32-bit videogame war is fought on

the shelves ofToys R Us stores.
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Stuart Dinsey
Editor-in-Chief

Computer Trade Weekly

Hrtchin.UK

Career Highlights:

Joined CTW 1986. Appointed Editor-in-Chief I

What's the big deal?:

Based just outside of London, CTW (as it is

known) is regarded by many as the ir

entertainment industry's bible. It is the only trade

title circulated throughout all major territories and sc

acts as a sort of global gauge for the market, both

setting and reflecting the tone. Its position of

prominence is maintained not only by the quality of

the editorial but by the quality of its readership — it

is taken at the head offices of all the major players

around the world.

Least likely career move:
Advertorials.

Most likely career move:
Continue to inform, impress, amuse, and annoy (and

in many cases, all four) the entire game market.

Jeffrey Griffiths

Senior VP Merchandising & Distribution

Electronics Boutique

West Chester, PA, US

Career Highlights:

More than 400 stores at s the US and Canada.

What's the big deal?:

Jeffrey Griffiths is ultimately responsible for Electronic

Boutique's buying decisions. He decides what

systems and games his stores will carry, which in turn

has a direct affect on the fates and fortunes of the

game manufacturers.

Electronics Boutique is the US' premiere

specialist game store — covering all formats and

systems. And if Jeffrey Griffiths don't like ya, ya ain't

gettin' in, baby...

Least likely career move:
Abandons game systems from its store lineup.

Most likely career move:
Continues to be the mainstream store-of-choice for

game enthusiasts,

Lee 5. Isgur

Managing Director

Jefferies & Company
San Francisco, CA, US

Career Highlights:

Analyst to the industry.

What's the big deal?:

Information is power. It follows, then, that those who
provide information hold considerable power.

Except, of course, that there are plenty of people

willing to sell you information, market research, sales

many

analysts and market

research companies out

there, and many different

people swear by many

different people. Jeffries & Company is one of the

more widely respected organizations, and is here

representing the business of providing information.

This information is used for product

development, sales, marketing efforts, business

analysis, and — last but not least — as a means of

finding out what the competition is up to. The game

industry couldn't function without it, and as the

financial stakes get higher, the analyst becomes yet

more important.

Least likely career move:
Analysts are always wary of going out on a limb. .

.

Most likely career move:
...but predicting a major trend far in advance is how
these guys make a living.

Michael Katz
President

Katz & Associates

San Francisco, CA, US

Career Highlights:

Headhunter (or should that be "recruiter"?) to the

videogaming world's rich and famous.

What's the big deal?:

A company can only ever be as good as the people it

employs. So how does one go about hiring the right

THE EXILE
Chris Crawford
Free-lance Game Developer

Santa Clara, CA, US

Career Highlights:

Founder of Computer Gaming

Conference

What's the big deal?:

Everybody in the game development

community knows who Chris Crawford

is, although it's a near certainty that you

won't find his name on the credits of

many games you own. Crawford has been

lurking on the fringes of the game
community for a number of years, and he

is regarded as a genius, has-been, or savior

of gaming, depending on whom you talk

to. Everybody has an opinion.

Crawford first made his name as a

programmer of 14 titles starting from

back in the early 1 980s (such as 1 985's

Eastern Front for the Atari-800) and the

author of four important books on game

development. Back in these early days of

game development he started an informal

get together in his home for a group of

his game-developing friends, an annual

meeting of minds and seminars that grew

into the Computer Game Developers

Conference. For a various political reasons, Crawford has slowly been ousted from the Conference's

Board of Directors, and made his final (official, at least) appearance at the meeting this last year.

Crawford is often outspoken, he usually holds an opinion contrary to the mainstream, and is

pretty much always a thorn in the side of any big business game company seeking to wow an audience

with its hot new technology. Dismissing the majority of interactive software currently on release as

"airy foam" at this year's CGDC, Crawford is a good old fashioned game man. He believes in

gameplay, not in graphics. And — surprising as it may seem — he is one of the few people in die

industry to shout about it, and is never afraid of being branded a Luddite.

Unfortunately for Crawford, his beliefs are also perhaps at the heart his professional problems.

Previously a text-book example of the one-man programming team, Crawford has found it hard to

apply his considerable talents to being part of a team structure. But as the days of the one-man

programming team fade into history, let's hope Chris Crawford stays alive and kicking.

Crawford puts a brave face on his exit from
1995's Computer Game Developers' Conference

Least likely career move:
Heads up a development team to churn out cookie

Most likely career move:
Remains the computer game devefopm

piatform games forAcclain

community's conscience. At least, to those
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Nolan Bushnell, waiting for lightning to strike a third ttme. Interviewed in NG 4, Bushnell

claims he has discovered how to get women interested In videogames. Stay tuned...

Nolan Bushnell
Founder

Atari

Sunnyvale, CA, US

Career Highlights:

Invented arcade gaming with Pong ( 1 972). launched 2600

home console in 1978. It sold more than 20 million units.

What's the big deal?:

Bushnell invented the videogame business the first time

around. Pong ( 1 972) was the first hit arcade game and the

2600 was the machine that led the late '70s home-game

boom. He founded Atari in 1 972 for $500 and sold it to

Time Warner in 1 977 for $28 million. A year later,

however, he (eft Atari (with pay-off and noncompetition

clause), unabfe to cope with the corporate constraints of

such a large company. For the next three years, while the

2600 was at the heart of what became a muitibillion dollar

industry, Bushnell watched as an outsider and built up the

278-strong Chuck E. Cheese pizza restaurant chain (it

later went bust). He continued to watch as the game

business in general (and Atari in particular) self-destructed,

producing ridiculous amounts of crappy games. !n 1983

Atari was responsible forWarner losing $283.4 million in

one quarter. Bushnell later re-emerged unconvincingly as

an evangelist for Commodore's ill-fated CDTV
This fall he will open the first E20O0 Entertainment

Center in Sunnyvale, CA. Covering nearly 40,000 square

feet, it will feature myriad interactive attractions. For

instance, dozens of aircraft can battle it out in the same

virtual sky. There will also be Future Sports, combining

elements of videogames and athletics.

Bushnell also, incidentally, turned down the chance to

be a partner in Apple when it was just two kids (Jobs and

Wozniak) designing prototypes in their garage.

Least likely career move:
Chuck E. Cheese 2: The Anchovy's Revenge.

Most likely career move:
The plan is for hundreds of E2000s all over the world, but

if that fails, well hey, how many o

industries have you invented lately?

people? By consulting NEXT Generation's Now
Hiring section of course, or by utilizing the services

of a headhunter such as Michael Katz.

A headhunter is basically a high-powered,

proactive recruiter. He or she will listen to your

employment needs, and then do his or her best to

meet them for you. recruiting staff from an existing

pool of those looking for work, or contacting those

who may be interested in a change of position. In an

industry as fast moving as that of the game industry,

quick staff turnover is generally considered a fact of

life — five years with the same organization is

regarded as somewhat of a long stretch.

Katz operates at the highest level of the game

industry, specializing in executive level appointments.

Least likely career move:
Finds himself without a job.

Most likely career move:
Continues to grease the wheels of the interactive

entertainment industry.

Kleiner, Perkins, Coffhil &
Beyers
Silicon Valley Venture Capitalists

Palo Alto, CA, US

Career Highlights:

Initial investor in The 3DO Company.

What's the big deal?:

Venture Capitalists help make things happen. They

provide the start-up capital for companies that have a

great idea, but no way of bringing the idea to market

without outside help. It's a risky business, of course,

and picking the right people to back is never easy.

For every Nolan Bushnell (he had to search far

and wide before he could convince friends, family, and

his bank to support Pong) or Steve Jobs and Steve

Wozniak (Apple suffered from a similar lack of initial

support until The Byte Shop agreed to take an order

of 50 Apple Is), there are ledger books full of

investments that never came close to paying off. The

skill of being a venture capitalist is being able to tell

the difference between the two at an early stage.
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THE WATCHER
Senator Joseph Lieberman, D-Conn
Chairman

Democratic Leadership Council

Connecticut, US

Career Highlights:

Pushed the videogame industry into establishing a ratings system ( 1 994).

What's the big deal?:

Senator Lieberman was the main political force behind the establishment of a ratings system for

videogames by the IDSA (Interactive Digital Software Association} last year. "We're here today to talk

about the nightmare before Christmas. Not the movie, but — unfortunately — the violent

videogames...," declared the heroic Senator, kicking off Che Congressional Intervention Bali rolling on

December 1 , 1 993 at a senate press conference. "Outraged" by Night Trap and Mortal Kombai, he

stated: "I really wish that we could ban them constitutionally," but in the end had to settle for the

imposition of a ratings system.

Although the Senator is

subsequently moved onto fresh

challenges — he single-handedly

exposed government waste in the form

of federal contracts that paid 67 cents

a page for photocopying services and

highway noise barrier projects that

were built along stretches of road

where nobody lived to hear the noise

— who knows when his attention will

next be turned toward the evil that is

videogaming...

Least likely career move:
Stars in the sequel to Mortal Kombat

The Movie.

Most likely career move:
Continues to laugh in the face of

government waste and tweak the nose

of Congressional inefficiencies.

Joe Lieberman, the man who
became the lightning rod of 1994'

s

outcry against videogame violence

Kleiner, Perkins, Coffhil & Beyers were one of

the initial investors in The 3DO Company, and as a

result, they made a lot of money. They are in this Top

75 to represent venture capitalists the world over.

Long may they thrive — it's their nurturing of the

creative spark that keeps the business on its toes.

Least likely career move:
Figures that there's nothing left to discover in the

world of videogames and retires.

Most likely career move:
Someone, somewhere out there (and in all

probability, the place will be a garage) is working on a

prototype ofThe Next Big Thing. It's simply the

e Capitalists' job to find it...

Doug Lowenstein
President

IDSA (Interactive Digital Software

Association)

Washington DC, US

Career Highlights:

Co-hosted Electronics Ei

Los Angeles, May 1995.

What's the big deal?:

In the words of Lowenstein himself, the IDSA

"Provides a voice for a tremendously important but

previously unrepresented segment of the

entertainment industry in the US." Similar in

function to the SPA (Software Publishers

Association), the IDSA has typically represented the

cartridge-oriented side of the interactive

entertainment industry— and as such has

occasionally been accused of being merely a tool for

the collective will of Sega and Nintendo.

These charges are largely unfounded, and even

critics cannot deny the success of the IDSA in co-

hosting the spectacularly successful Electronics

Entertainment Exposition (E
!

) in LA last May.

Often an individual game publisher or hardware

manufacturer will not have the muscle or resources

to campaign for itself, and often it is best for the

entire game industry to speak as one voice. This is

where the IDSA comes in. It played a central role in

the establishment of videogame ratings in 1 994, and

has successfully represented the industry as a whole

on Capitol Hill. It plans for an annual Ei to become

as essential to the game industry as the CES
(Consumer Electronics Show) was in the past So

far, it looks as if it has every chance of succeeding.

Least likely career move:
An IDSA press release entitled "It's true!

Videogames really do screw you up!"

Most likely career move:
The E' show becomes the game industry's most

high-profile annual gathering.

Ken Wasch
Chairman

SPA (Software Publishers Association)

Washington DC, US

Career Highlights:

More than 1,150 members, and climbing ( 1 995).

What's the big deal?:

There are two major trade organizations that

encompass the computer and videogaming world.

One is the IDSA (Interactive Digital Software

Association), the other is the SPA (Software

Publishers' Association). Whereas the IDSA

traditionally has tended to represent what was the

cartridge industry, the SPA caters for the more
computer-oriented publishers, developers,

distributors, and retailers.

Now in its 1 0th year, the SPA includes software

companies involved in the publishing of not only

games, but also business and education software. It

is actively involved in the ongoing war against piracy,

and is heavily involved in lobbying efforts on Capitol

Hill concerning issues such as competitiveness, game

ratings, cryptography, copyright legislation, as well as

domestic and international intellectual property

protection, among other notable items.

Probably the most high-profile and tangible

involvement of the SPA (at feast to the gamers on

the street) came in 1994 with the introduction of

game "ratings." With the imposition of ratings came

a chance to cooperate with the IDSA in creating an

industry-standard system of classification.

Unfortunately, this didn't happen. As Ken Wausch,

executive director of the SPA explains, "[the IDSA

system] ...would give the established and powerful

videogame companies the ability to control access

and retail channels. [Members of Congress] ...

never understood that or chose to ignore our [the

smaller, computer game-oriented publishers]

argument that we could not be grouped with the

videogame industry."

The SPA's system of ratings proved to take the

more mature approach. Instead of simply bowing

before the knee-jerk reactions of Senator Lieberman

et al and slapping "age restrictions" on game boxes

(thereby admitting that games were indeed

dangerous— something that has yet to be proved

[see related article in NG 10] — and simply

plucking numbers from the air), they instead came up

with a system that simply explained the contents of

each game, enabling purchasers to make their own,

informed buying decisions.

Least likely career move:
Appoints Howard Lincoln or Tom Kalinske as

Chairman of the SPA.

Most likely career move:
Continues to support, represent, and

PC game scene.



Martin Alper
President

Virgin Interactive Entertainment

Orange County, CA, US

Career Highlights:

Founded VIE 1983. sold 90% stake to Blockbuster

group for $165 million in 1994.

What's the big deal?:

In 1 983 Alper and friend Frank Herman (later to be

Sega's European boss) set up a company called

Mastertronic. which banged out two or three £ 1 ,99

cassette-loading games a week to a British market of

machines such as the C64 and Sinclair Spectrum.

Alper's now boss of one of the most successful and

critically acclaimed software publishers in the world

— and VIE looks to have made all the right moves to

guarantee a place among the 32-bit elite.

Along the way Mastertronic sold out to Richard

Branson's Virgin group, and Alper moved to the States

to set up the US office, which (along with a London-

based European HQ) has driven VIE to rise from the

ranks of the also-rans to stand alongside EA as one of

the most successful game publishers in the world.

Most recently Blockbuster bought a 90% share in the

company, providing a massive cash injection as well as

affiliation with the movie and TV divisions within the

entertainment giant's Spelling group. The wholly

owned, Las Vegas, NV-based development division

Westwood Studios is also a prize asset.

Least likely career move:
Let's hope "Beverly Hills 90210" Interactive isn't on

the Spelling agenda.

Most likely career move:
There used to be "better" jobs than being boss of

Virgin Interactive Entertainment, but now Alper can

argue a good case for being at the top of his

profession. He's staying put.

Jonathan Ellis &
Ian Hetherington
Joint Managing Directors

Sony Interactive

Liverpool, England

Career Highlights:

Lemmings ( 1 99
1
); sold out to Sony in 1 993; Wipeout,

and Destruction Derby (1 995).

What's the big deal?:

The company formerly known as Psygnosis made its

name in Europe in the mid-'80s as one of the most
imaginative and adventurous software houses

publishing for home computers such as Atari's ST and

Commodore's Amiga. Shadow of the Beast, released in

1988, was hailed by critics as a landmark and

cemented the firm's reputation as a publisher that

operated at the cutting edge.

That all changed, however, with the release of

Lemmings in 1991. It wasn't a breakthrough in

technological terms, but the gameplay was stunningly

original and amazingly addictive. So far, the original

and subsequent sequels have sold more than 4 million

units around the world. In 1993 Ellis and

Hetherington sold out to Sony, making Psygnosis a

part of the Sony Electronic Publishing division, and

have been involved in formulating the strategy behind

the European launch of

PlayStation. They remain,

however, very much in

charge of game

development. In August

the company changed its name to Sony Interactive.

It will undoubtedly emerge as one of the most

prolific and Innovative supporters of PlayStation —
they promise that there's plenty more where
Destruction Derby and Wipeout came from.

Least likely career move:
Strong Saturn support.

Most likely career move:
Strong PlayStation support

Brian Fargo
Founder & CEO
Interplay

Orange County, CA, US

Career Highlights:

Founded Interplay in 1983. Battfechess (1987). Sold

minority stake to the MCA/Universal group in 1994.

What's the big deal?:

Fargo is possibly the only CEO of a major game

software house who writes games. His latest

project. Stonekeep, has taken up the last four years of

his life and is finally due for release on CD-ROM this

November. Within the company it is referred to as

"Brian's baby." His devotion to gaming and struggle

for perfection permeates the whole company and, it

has to be said, pushes details such as release dates

well down Interplay's agenda. More often than not,

however, players and reviewers agree that the

product is worth the wait The giant MCA/Universal

corporation was impressed enough to take buy a

stake In 1 994. No financial details of what was

surely a multimillion dollar deal were ever disclosed

other than the fact that Fargo kept the majority

interest. He certainly continues to set the tone.

Earlier this year the firm acquired Shiny

Entertainment, the development group set up by

Dave Perry (ofVirgin/Disney's Aladdin feme) which

scored a huge hit with its first title, Earthworm jim.

Shiny's presence looks set to add a keenly

commercial edge to the Interplay group and help

make the publisher as big a deal on consoles as it

already is on PC.

Least likely career move:
Suits, spreadsheets, boardroom, boredom.

Most likely career move:
Stoneikeep 2 — but don't hold your breath.

Greg Fischbach
Chairman & CEO
Acclaim Entertainment

New York, NY, US

Career Highlights:
NBA Jam and Mortal Kombat series.

What's the big deal?:

Acclaim Is probably the most successful (financially, at

least) publisher of videogames in the world. Add PC
into the mix and the crown slips, but on consoles

Acclaim has been the Hit Factory of gaming for the

past few years.

Fischbach founded the company in 1987

publishing NES games. It has traditionally been a

slavish follower of the mass market formats rather

than a chaser of technology. Its speciality is big.

brash, overtly commercial and highly successful

videogames and it's never far away from the most

wanted licenses (historically: WWF, The Simpsons,

Terminator 2. Most recently; Batman Forever and judge

Dredd). It's also been adept at taking the hottest hits

from arcades into homes. Mortal Kombat I & 2 (more

than 10 million sales between them) and the NBA
jam series stand out.

Acclaim will publish Mortal Kombat III on Super

NES and Genesis this fell, Williams, the company

behind jam and Kombat, recently announced that it

will be developing and publishing its own home
versions of its arcade games for the next generation

itself, a move Acclaim countered by beefing up its

own in-house development capabilities and its own
motion-capture and blue-screen studios. It is also

branching out onto CD-ROM and gearing itself up

for a heavyweight assault on PlayStation and Saturn.

It recently set up a joint venture with cable giant

Tele-Communications Inc. (TCI) and so is well-placed

in the race to the forefront of electronic distribution.

Its most recent full year financial figures (ending

August 31, 1994) showed a turnover of $481 million

— a figure that nearly has been surpassed in the first

nine months of its current year.

Least likely career move:
Produce an innovative game.

Most likely career move:
Produce a bad selling game.

Kelly Flock

President

Sony Interactive Studios America

Foster City, CA, US

Career Highlights:

Marketing of Som & Max and Rebel Assault. Designed

Shanghai 2. Now heads up Sony's game development

What's the big deal?:

Few people have seen more sides of the computer

game industry than Kelly Flock. While working at

Activision, he worked on the marketing of

/Wechworrior and later designed Shanghai 2. He later

moved to LucasFilm, later called LucasArts, to work
in product development and marketing. In 1992. he

took over the marketing division.

Now Flocks working at Sony where he has the

challenging job of improving the reputation of the

company-formerly-known- as- 1mages oft. He says the

industry is in a state of change. "I see myself focusing

more on product. The industry's headed toward

massive productions and more internal synergy. I see

myself running Sony Development for a few more
years then taking off on my own."

Least Likely Career Move:
Sony-badged games get any worse.

Most Likely Career Move:
Improves Sony Development for a few more years

then takes off on his own.

Richard Garriott

Founder & Director of Development

Origin Systems

Austin, TX, US

Career Highlights:

The Ultima series

What's the big deal?:

Garriott is something of a character In the

development community. He likes to be known as
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Lord British, holds haunted house days in his Texas

mansion, and will apparently don medieval garb at the

drop of a helmet.

He founded Origin in 1979 and catapulted the

firm to global success with the Ultima series which

has become a smash hit in every major gameplaying

country in the world, particularly Japan where there

are Ultima cartoons, comic books, and even pop

songs. The series is now up to eight with episode

nine due for the holiday season next year ('96).

Garriott sold Origin to Electronic Arts and now has

a say in a wide variety of EA's development projects

but remains ultimately committed to the Origin label

and the Ultima series.

Least likely career move:
Lord British turns up wearing a woven cloak and

carrying a short, wooden sword.

Most likely career move:
The Ultima series is one of the most lucrative

product lines in the history of gaming. It certainly

won't scop at nine.

Bing Gordon, the larger-than-life head of EA's

development effort, poses for an NG photo

shoot to accompany his Interview In NG 9

Bing Gordon
Executive VP EA Studio

Electronic Arts

San Mateo, CA, US

Career Highlights:

Co-founded EA (1982), Head of EA Studio (1982-

present day).

What's the big deal?:

As the worldwide head honcho of EA Studios,

Gordon is in charge of the most prolific and

consistently brilliant development resource in gaming.

He has taken the firm from pioneering on the PC to

massive commercial and critical success on consoles

and now onto CD-ROM and into the next

generation. He is still a huge influence on EA's

output, working closely with the producers of each

and every title. EA's reputation for being not just the

biggest but the best game publisher in the world can

be attributed to Gordon's presence from day one.

Least likely career move:
Normy's Beach Babe-o-Rama 2 (Hey, we've all got

skeletons in the closet).

Most likely career move:
Will lead Electronic Arts to yet greater glory in the

32-bit arena (and will finally learn how to juggle).

Joel Hochberg
President

RARE & Coin It Co.

Miami, FL, US

Career Highlights:

Powerful arcade owner. First non-Japanese recipient

of investment from Nintendo. Created more than

60 8-bit NES games. Sold over 7 million 16-bit

cartridges in 1 994.

What's the big deal?:

Having been involved with coin-operated

entertainment long before the birth of the

videogame industry, Joel Hochberg has seen every

phase of the business. A young Nolan Bushnell

contacted Hochberg in the early '70s for advice after

launching a game called Pong...

Chris and Tim Stamper began working with

Hochberg in 1 979, converting Space Invader arcade

boards for the English market. Together, Hochberg

and the Stampers formed RARE Limited, a firm

which created popular titles for the 8-bit Sinclair

Spectrum. In the '80s, Hochberg approached

Nintendo's Minoru Arakawa about creating games

for the NES. Rare went on to create more than 60

games for the 8-bit NES and five games for the

Super NES including: Donkey Kong Country, Killer

Instinct, and Diddy's Kong Quest. Rare sold more than

7 million game cartridges last year and is expected

to sell more than 9 million this year.

Least Likely Career Move:
Saturn conversions.

Most Likely Career Move:
As one of Nintendo's two most favored partners

(only Silicon Graphics is closer) Hochberg and

Company will create drive games for the Ultra 64

and Virtual Boy systems.

Kagemasa Kozuki
President & CEO
Konami

Kobe, Japan

Career Highlights:

Frogger, Scramble, Double Dragon. Was Nintendo's

biggest NES licensee in 1991 following success of

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.

What's the big deal?:

Konami was founded back in 1 973, and is one of the

few and the proud who can lay claim to having "been

there from the beginning." Early Konami arcade hits

like Scramble and Frogger are every bit as classic as

Namco's Pac-Man, Williams' Defender, and Taito's

Space Invaders. And the company's steady success on

the home platforms has resulted in a sense of

pedigree that few other console-only companies can

equal. Konami was one of HiroshiYamauchi's original

Nintendo licensees, and the company benefitted

enormously. Konami's earnings exploded from $10

million in 1 987 to $300 million in 1 99 1 , culminating

with the runaway success of Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtles. Its success briefly elevated Konami to eighth

in the ranking of largest software producers in the

US (Microsoft remained number one).

Kagemasa Kozuki has been with the company

from the beginning, having been appointed CEO of

Konami Kogyo in 1 974. The company's US office

Konami must work hard to build Its status as

a major player. Games like Teenage Mutant

Ninja Turtles don't come along every day

reports back to Kobe, and Kozuki remains very much

at the head of Konami's operations. The

establishment of a US development resource (geared

up for the production of sports games), and the

promise of no fewer than 12 PlayStation games in

development, would indicate that Konami's glory days

aren't necessarily all behind it.

Least likely career move:
Frogger 2 (shame!).

Most likely career move:
Solid, competitive (although probably not too cutting-

edge) 32-bit arcade style games.

Gilman Louie
Founder

Spectrum HoloByte

Alameda, CA, US

Career Highlights:

Along with founding Spectrum, Louie created several

flight simulations (including the Folcon series) and

designed Super Teiris.

What's the big deal?:

When he was growing up, Louie's parents had the

philosophy that instead of buying games they should

make them. It seems that Gilman was a chip off of

the old block.

Always known for simulations. Spectrum

HoloByte's first product was a submarine simulation.

The company later licensed the infamous puzzle

game Tefris. Spectrum HoloByte recently merged

with MicroProse to become one of the biggest

companies in the game business.

"I think the biggest opportunity in the future

will be online gaming. Virtual worlds and

communities will become very important. Games
are a great way for individuals to become acquainted

with each other," comments Gilman.

Least Likely Career Move:
Gets hired as president of Sony.

Most Likely Career Move:
Settles back into the role as spiritual leader of

Spectrum HoloByte.
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The Hunt Continues

Fergus McGovern
Managing Director

Probe Software

London, England

Career Highlights:

Produced more than 450 games.

What's the big deal?:

Despite never having written a line of code in his

life, Fergus McGovern heads the largest independent

game development resource in the world. His talent

is attracting and keeping some of the finest talents in

the industry and working strictly to publishers'

deadlines — a rarity in the game business.

Probe's speciality is turning big name licenses

into quality titles. It has done excellent work over

the years for its clients, notably Acclaim, Sega, and

Virgin. In the last 1 years Probe has produced 450

games which between them have generated $ 1 .7

billion at retail around the world.

Least likely career move:
Publishing.

Most likely career move:
Probe's last 16-bit cart (FIFA '96 on Super NES) has

[ust been completed, but Probe is already working

on 32-bit games that will, in all probability, be as

successful as its 16-bit output.

Masaya Nakamura
Chairman & Founder

Namco
Tokyo, Japan

Career Highlights:

Poc-Alon, Galaxians. Dig Dug, Ridge Racer, and Tefcken

What's the big deal?:

According to Namco founder and chairman Masaya

Nakamura (Namco is actually an acronym of

NAkamura's Manufacturing COmpany) "Play is

culture." If this is so, then Namco has spread a lot

of culture, in the forms of Pac-Man, Galaxians, et al.

Namco was founded in 1955 as the

manufacturer of coin-operated children's rides, but it

was in the 1 970s that a little yellow dot named Pac-

Man changed Namco for good. It's now part of

videogaming folklore that the engineer responsible

for producing what is arguably the most popular

videogame of all time was rewarded just $3,500 for

his efforts by Nakamura. The engineer left the

company in disgust.

Namco's feud with Nintendo is almost as

legendary. It started in 1 98 1, when Nakamura

learned that it would lose its favorable developer

status from Nintendo. Now Namco is firmly allied

with Sony. Go figure.

Least Likely Career Move:
Grovel to Nintendo for a U64 developer's license.

Most Likely Career Move:
Uses the PlayStation as a vehicle to re-establish

Namco's position as a gaming powerhouse.

Larry Probst
President & CEO
Electronic Arts

San Mateo, CA, US

Career Highlights:

Joined EA in 1984 asVP of sales and distribution.

Promoted to top slot in 1991.

What's the big deal?:

Simply, Probst is the boss of the biggest publisher of

interactive entertainment in the world. He took

over as president when the firm's founder Trip

Hawkins decided to go and chase the dream with

3DO. The worry was that with Hawkins would go

the creative urge and entrepreneurial spirit that

defined the company. Four years later EA is still at

the top of the tree. Probst may not be as colorfuf a

character as his predecessor, but he does seem

adept at combining the freedom and daring of

creativity with the restraints and common sense of

a commercial operation.

Least likely career move:
Try and establish a global standard interactive

entertainment platform.

Most likely career move:
Why move?

Tom Zito

President

Digital Pictures

San Mateo, CA, US

Career Highlights:
The most controversial game of all time: Nighl Trap

( 1 992). Best-selling entertainment CD-ROM of its

time: Sewer Shark ( 1 99
1
). Producer of 20 FMV-

based games released so far and counting...

What's the big deal?:

It's a sure bet that Tom Zito's Digital Pictures will

outgrow the dubious honor bestowed upon Night

Trap, and the hollowness of Sewer Short's success

(the game was remarkably poor). But notoriety and

skeletons in the closet are simply the price of

pioneering, Zito would no doubt say, and these two

titles are a long way back in Digital Pictures' past.

Love or hate most FMV-based games (and —
it has to be said — most gamers hate them), it's

impossible to deny their salability. The genre has

continually struggled to justify itself through fair

weather (the whole "merging of Hollywood and

Silicon Valley" hype) and foul weather (the first fruits

of this ill-advised marriage). But survived it certainly

has, with many game developers just now beginning

to start scaling a learning curve that Digital Pictures

embarked upon five years ago.

Least likely career move:
Night Trap 2.

Most likely career move:
reTV (if and when it ever happens).

Digital Pictures' President and founder Tom
Zito, the industry's major pioneer and

evangelist for FMV in games

Only on Super NES® KONAMI.
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Ken Kutaragi

Director R&D Division

Sony Computer Entertainment

Tokyo, Japan

Career Highlights:

Designed the PlayStation chipset.

What's the big deal?:

Ken Kutagari has been with Sony for more than 20

years, and he first dipped his toe into the world of

videogames when he designed the abortive Sony

CD-ROM add-on for the Super NES. The PS-X

PlayStation project gave him his second chance to

create the ultimate game machine, however, and

many people around the world would say without

doubt that he has succeeded.

"The objective was a high-performance, low-

price videogame system which also had a design

that was easy to write games for," reveals Kutaragi.

"The technology came from an original idea to

create a synthesizer for graphics; something that

takes a basic graphic and then adds various effects

to it quickly and easily."

Work on the project didn't entirely go

without schedule-induced incident, however. "At the

peak we stayed up all night for several nights in a

row. We couldn't stop working because our work

was so interesting. The only problem was that our

office in Alasaka didn't have a bath in it. One of our

employees didn't wash for more that two weeks!"

Life on the cutting edge, ladies and gentlemen.

Least likely career move:
A 32- bit, "portable," "Virtual Reality." um, "thing."

Most likely career move:
In answer to "What new features would you like to

see in PlayStation 2?," Kutaragi replies,"Two things.

One is higher performance in computer graphics,

which benefit from faster and more compact

Ken Kutaragi, whose PlayStation is currently

regarded as the most complete and welt-

designed games machine ever assembled

integration of Silicon.

Within 10 years we will see

vivid computer graphics on

a TV screen which are

generated by 0.25 micron

silicon. This enables us to

have CG rendering power

of 1 million polygons a

second. That is equivalent

to a movie-quality image.

But the most important thing is that during the next

few years there will be widespread use of high-

bandwidth communications, which would be a feature

of future versions of PlayStation technology."

RJ Mical & David Needle
Vice Presidents & Fellows

The 3D0 Company
Redwood City, CA, US

Career Highlights:

Inventors of the Amiga, Lynx, and 3DO.

What's the big deal?:

It's true that of the machines that Mical and Needle

have created, only the Amiga has been a true global

mass market hit along the lines of the NES or Genesis.

But it's only fair to put forward the argument that this

is down to the marketing of the machines rather than

the quality of the product. Take the Lynx, technically

the best hand-held console seen so far, but trashed by

Nintendo's Gameboy through pricing, marketing, and

software support. And 3DO, when it was first seen

four years ago, was a giant step forward — it only

started stumbling when the men in suits got hold of it.

Least likely career move:
Become men in suits.

Most likely career move:
Recognition at retail for consistent brilliance in R&D
would be nice.

Gumpei Yokoi &
Masayuki Uemara
Heads of R&D
Nintendo

Kyoto, Japan

Career Highlights:

Invented Game & Watch, GameBoy, and Virtual Boy
(Yokoi). Created NES and Super NES (Uemara).

What's the big deal?:

Yokoi and Uemara were the R&D chiefs that took

Nintendo into the age of interactive entertainment—
and dragged the rest of the world with them. They

made their name in the domestic market with

gimmicky toys such as The Ultra Hand (simply a

mechanical gripping device) and The Love Tester (a

couple held hands while their free hands gripped the

handle of the Tester which measured how much "love"

was passing between them).

In the early '80s, however, inspired by machines

such as Atari's 2600, the two turned to videogames.

They headed up two separate teams. Yokoi's division

(R&D I) came up with the Gameboy and many of

Nintendo's biggest software hits. Uemara's team

(R&D 2, surprisingly enough) brought the NES and

Super NES to life. The NES remains the biggest selling

game machine in history. More recently Yokoi has

been behind Virtual Boy (and some say blots have

been introduced to copybooks for the first time).

Neither two were involved with the development of

the the (hopefully) upcoming Ultra 64.
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ft is rumored that Gumpei Yokoi's

reputation helped him steamroll Virtual Boy
through Nintendo's various objections

Least likely career move:
Produce a flawed, gimmicky, and ultimately

unsuccessful hardware platform, um, like...

Most likely career move:
. . .Virtual Boy. The next big thing?

Sim Wong Hoo
Chairman & CEO
Creative Technology Ltd

Singapore City, Singapore

Career Highlights:

Creative Labs' SoundBlaster, launched in 1 990, has

now soid in excess of 15 million units worldwide.

What's the big deal?:
The flexible, upgradeable nature of the PC has

enabled the growth of more than just a few billion

dollar spin-off companies. One of the single most

successful of these is Creative Technologies, the

Singapore-based parent company of Creative Labs,

the outfit responsible for the SoundBlaster range of

PC sound cards.

Founded by Sim Wong Hoo in 1981 with just

$6,000, in 1 994 Creative had its first $ I billion year

and now employs 2, 1 00 people worldwide.

Soundblaster accounts for seven out of 10 sound

card sales — a market dominance and penetration

that few other companies in any industry can come
close to matching (Mr. Gates & Co. excepted). Mr.

Sim was named Singapore's Businessman of the Year,

and in 1993 was presented with the ASEAN
Achievement Award for his accomplishments in

information technology. But Creative's biggest

success may still be to come. The graphics

accelerator card based on a derivative of the highly

acclaimed Glint chip, 3D Blaster is set to launch later

this fall. If Creative can achieve the same level of

success with 3D Blaster as with Sound Blaster, then

this success story is far from finished yet.

Least likely career move:
Creative's marketing, distribution, brand awareness,

and sales momentum fails to make the upcoming

3D Blaster a success.

Most likely career move:
Mr. Wong Hoo has to buy a larger house to

accommodate yet more awards.
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Dean DeBiase
President & CEO
The ImagiNation Network

Burlingame, CA, US

Career Highlights:

More than 60,000 gamers were signed up on the

INN as of July I, 1995.

What's the big deal?:

The ImagiNation Network is the world's first game-

only online environment. It was launched on May 6,

1991 as the Sierra Network, and subsequently

changed its name as the result of a deal with AT&T
(which took sole possession of the network on

November IS. 1994). Now (although 60,000

subscribers represent only 2% of America On-Line's

3 million subscribers) its 1 67 employees have an

unrivaled expertise in the field of online gaming, a

field that has to be seen as a high growth area.

Quite how ambitious Dean DeBiase and The

ImagiNation Network's challenge will be in the face

of a dedicated "Games Channel" from AOL and

whatever gaming applications Bill Gates may have

dreamed up for his Microsoft Network, is a

question for the money men at AT&T.

Least likely career move:
Dean Debiase and The ImagiNation Network
disappear without a trace.

Most likely career move:
The Network continues to expand as online gaming

:S to grow.

David Guldbrandsen
Head of technological development,

Scavenger

Los Angeles, CA, US

Career Highlights:

Sub-Terrania (1993) and Red Zone (1994)

What's the big deal?:

One of the fastest up-'n'-comers in the game industry

is Scavenger, an LA-based games producer with only

two real hits (and especially the excellent Thrust-clone

Sub-Terrania for the Genesis) to date. But further

success is almost much guaranteed, looking at the

company's line-up of forthcoming 32-bit releases (for

more details see page 161).

Daniel Small is president of Scavenger, and leads

a selection of talent from all over the world. Many of

David Guldbrandsen, Scavenger's head of

technological development, plans to take the

Saturn places no one's ever taken It before

the demo coders of the early I980's Amiga scene (a

prolific strain of the hacker gene) are now employed

as graphic specialists. One of these Europeans is

David Guldbrandsen, who heads up the technological

development for the entire range of Scavenger's titles.

As head of this creative melting pot, Guldbrandsen is

responsible for some of 1995's most exciting software

— software that not only looks great, but actually

CONNECTED

One of the most innovative videogame products of the

1990's was Catapult's XBand modem for the Genesis an

Super NES. President Adam Grosser is geared up to go

Adam Grosser
President

Catapult Entertainment

Cupertino, CA, US

Career Highlights:

Launch of XBand modem for Genesis and Super NES (1995).

What's the big deal?:

One of the single most exciting advances in home videogaming came in the form of

Catapult Entertainment's XBand modem earlier this year. Available for Genesis and Super

NES, the XBand enables 1 6-bit gamers the chance to enter a realtime online environment

(with e-mail Internee access) and be matched in games against other XBand owners across

the country. The modem technology itself is nothing revolutionary (although its ultra-low

latency is the key to its successful handling of realtime videogaming). but at just $ 1 9.99

(with subsequent pay-per-play charging), it's no surprise that support has grown to more

than 60,000 calls per day.

Adam Grosser heads up Catapult Entertainment, formerly having been seniorVP of

New Media at Sony Pictures and having served time at both LucasArts and Apple.

Catapult Entertainment is part of the ever-growing Blockbuster empire, and looks set to

move into the mainstream of 32-bit gaming with XBand networks planned for both

PlayStation and Saturn.

Least likely career move:
Misses the 32-bit explosion and launches its PlayStation network in 1998.

Most likely career move:
Proves to be one of the few true killer apps for the whole "online" experience. Redefines

the shape, size, and scope of home gaming. Gets award from AT&T and MCI.
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(get this) plays great, too. Into The Shadows, an SVGA
fighting game for PC, Vertigo and Amok for Saturn, plus

a couple of 32X titles ("The 32X is a great machine,

but it just didn't happen," argues Small) completes

Scavenger's 1 994 line-up.

"There are people in this office for 24 hours a

da/, seven days a week," explains Small. "It's a lifestyle.

This isn't a job. You don't do this kind of work if it's

not your life." But just looking at the quality of games

seen so far, it would seem that Guldbrandsen's

dedication is paying off.

Most likely career move:
Generic movie tie-ins.

Most likely career move:
A force to be reckoned with in the 32-bit age.

Scott Miller

President

Apogee Software Productions

Texas, CA, US

Career Highlights:

Castle Wolfenstein, Blakestone, Commander Keen, and

Rise of the Triad.

What's the big deal?:

Despite the commercial success of Apogee titles like

Commander Keen and Castle Wolfenstein. Scott Miller's

here for another reason. Miller's biggest

accomplishment is in marketing, as he takes credit for

starting the "Apogee model of marketing." He
believes you should "tantalize customers with 1 free

levels, than reel them in with two additional

episodes." Yes, it's the derivative of the shareware

system of software distribution that helped make Id

Software the success it is today.

Along with a growing line of successful

shareware tides.Apogee recently created the

powerful Build Engine, which it licensed to Capstone

for the game Tekwar.

Least Likely Career Move:
In light of Castle Wotfenstein's dismal performance on
the Atari Jaguar and Nintendo's Super NES, Miller

seems very unlikely to devote much time to

developing any cartridge games.

Most Likely Career Move:
Will expand his foray in game engine design.

Continue to exploit the "free" distribution that the

Internet and disk-swapping enables.

Jerry Wolosenko
Vice President, Sales and Marketing

Looking Glass Technology

Cambridge, MA, US

Career Highlights:

Developer of Chuck Yeager's Advanced Flight Trainer,

Ultima Underworld I and II. Links Pro. Publisher of

System Shock and Flight Unlimited.

What's the big deal?:

Looking Glass isn't just another new multimedia/game

company. It's earned the honor of being dubbed by

many as the "next big thing," having developed highly

successful games for Electronic Arts and Origin (to

name just two). Although founded by Paul Neurath

and Edward Lerner, it is Jerry Wolosenko who
perhaps best represents the company in 1 99S, as vice

president of sales and marketing.

Looking Glass Technologies published its first

game, Flight Unlimited, earlier this year and its safe to

say that (as long as you have the system power—

THE
PIONEERS

Taking the concept

of virtual reality and

turning It Into

marketable, playable

games — that's the

aim of Zombie
Entertainment's

Alexander and Long

Mark Long & Joanna Alexander
Co-founders & VPs
Zombie Virtual Reality Entertainment

Redmond, WA, US

Career Highlights:

Former members ofVPL (Jaron Lanier's pioneeringVR group). Founded Synthetic Environments

Group at Sarnoff Research Center.

What's the big deal?:

Alexander and Long decided to try their hand publishing virtual reality games while working for the

Synthetic Environments Group at the Sarnoff Research Center. They had already worked on the

biggest videogames of them all, debriefing Naval fighter pilots and Army aviators after piloting

simulated sortie runs.

Drawing on their technical backgrounds, Alexander and Long set up Zombie, one of the bright

new stars of computer gaming. Locus, its flagshipVR product, is slated for glory come its release this

fall. Long and Alexander have also developed VR equipment for other entertainment companies.

In the emerging field of software for homeVR, Zombie is definitely in the perfect position to

become a dominant force.

Least Likely Career Move:
Endorses Virtual Boy.

Most Likely Career Move:
Creates the killer software for the future homeVR system that Virtual Boy should have been.

486 won't cut it) there's never been a better flight

simulator created for home use. Terra Novo, the

company's second game is hotly anticipated and news

that Looking Glass was working with Viacom to

produce a "Star Trek:Voyager" game was greeted

with joy from both game fans (the end product could

actually be quite good) and "Star Trek" fans (the end

product could, ahem, actually be quite good) alike.

The company's commitment to quality, and an

idealism born of seeing its aims published (to varying

degrees of success) by other people for so long,

places Looking Glass well set to become a major

player in the 32-bit world.

Least likely career move:
The company returns to being a no-name developer

of games for other people's publishing labels.

Most likely career move:
Success in the 32-bit world and beyond, and ,—-w,

very possibly a few new flying games. T^J
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35 minutes of

video explains how

piss-boy Chauncey

saves the King and

is rewarded with

the old man's

Grimthwacker

(It's a sword).
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Forget about fields of dreams.

rakThe Horde , «?s more nke
little slaughter-house onthe prairie.

See, we've injected arcade-style,

belly-slitting fun into that

sleepy-ass commune you call home. And

between digging death pitS and.

hiring archers, enjoy seme

serious, gut-popping swordplay.

'Cause man, these neighbors

reaiiybitei

?, Available on Sesra Satuiif'-.



Daggerfall PC Sega Rally Saturn S.T.O.R.M. Saturn/PS-X/PC Chronomaster PC Virtua Fighter 2 Saturn I

Wings Arms Saturn Undermountain PC I ndy 500 Arcade Virtua Cop 2 Arcade Virtua Cop 2 Arcade

NEXT Generation's biggest-ever previews section

This month's massive alphas section is

extremely varied, packing limit-

pushing RPGs, three baseball games,

driving games, and more. Some
hopeful conversions may see the pre-

holiday shelves, including Sega's Virtua

Fighter 2, Virtua Cop 2, and Sega Rally.

For reviews of games currently available be

sure to check finals on page 168.

Sega's triumph brought home: More fighters,

moves, and polygons, polygons, polygons

If you've got a game machine, it's likely that these

guys have got the titles you've been looking for
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Daggerfall
Format: PC

Almost two years after the release of

Arena, Bethesda is preparing an epic

Publisher: Bethesda sequel that has the potential to change
Developer: Bethesda

Release Date: November

Origin: US
the world of PC games forever

The new look of the

character screens Is a

vast improvement over

the paper-doll feel of Its

predecessor, Arena

ole-playing games on

the PC have seen a

slow but steady

evolution over the

years. The kind of

growth that's taken

players from the basics of text-only

environments through the wire-frame

halls of dungeons to today's hybrid titles

attempting to pull in new

gamers by adding arcade

action to the mix.

All of that is about to

change. In its upcoming

epic, Daggerfall, Bethesda

has done nothing short of

creating another world,

one with its own

inhabitants, cultures, and

diseases; one in which you

are encouraged not so

much to solve a quest, but to explore, to

create, and in short, to five.

Daggerfatl's plotline is much more

complex than those in your average

retrieve-the-sword or rescue-the-

princess role-playing games. Basically,

Si-sria.1

k&
\

As players buy new arms,

they'll see accurate on-screen

representations of the weapon
they are currently carrying

(top). The Bestiary can be
used to pull up basic

information (that would be
known by just about
everybody) on the strange

inhabitants of the land (left)

One of the biggest improvements In Daggerfall over its predecessor is its

revolutionary handling of complex conversations with nonplayer characters

several stories go on simultaneously, and

depending on what kind of character

you are, and where and when you end up

in given places, you determine the one in

which you'll get wrapped up. In the city-

state of Daggerfall, a king looking for

vengeance returns from the grave with

an army of undead; Wayrest, a

mountainous, far-east land, is a town

plagued by orcish border incursions and

infighting among the wealthy; and in

Sentinel, a queen attempts to bring

peace to her war-torn land by arranging

her daughter's wedding. Even with all of

these events going on, it's easy to get so

completely involved each town's local

events that you may never even know

they're happening.

YOU Will SOOn be wrapped up

among the backstabbing dances of guild

leaders, mages, faeries, temple leaders,
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In addition to moving left

and right, players can

look up and down. This

comes In handy when
trying to traverse narrow

bridges like this one

Some enemies take the

form of mythological

creatures, and they can
make use of some rather

"attack" methods

knights, nobles, and even secret

societies, in which subtle political

changes occur in each village. Your

character will have a separate reaction

score for each one of these groups,

scores which change throughout the

game as you befriend new people, anger

others, or even make friends with

another's enemy. Merely navigating the

diplomatic labyrinths of each kingdom

is a game in and of itself, and the

changing reaction values insure that

every game you play will be different

after only a few hours. Variations in

what kind of character you play, and

how you personalize that alter-ego, will

affect every other event from the very

beginning of the story.

The first thing that is

noticeably different about Daggerfal!

from its predecessor, Arena, is its

improved character creation engine. As

in the first game, players can choose

from a list of individual classes that

range from basic choices such as knight,

mage, and thief; through the more

exotic selections of acrobat, assassin,

The special effects displayed when
casting spoils can be quite distracting,

MJt it's important to stay focused if you
want to come out come out live

Life without the all-crucial

weapon isn't too easy, but if

the local fauna gets too

close, you can still strike out

with your bare hands (above)

Many of your foes will attack with powerful magic instead of engaging you h

hand-to-hand combat. In many cases, you must on survive on wit alone

and sorcerer; to hybrid selections like

nightblade and ranger. And for those

who want a more personal creation,

Daggerfal! also includes a questionnaire

providing players with a set of moral

choices, and then chooses a character

class for the player that best suits his or

her temperament. If this still isn't

enough, players are able to personalize

their character even further with the

new class-creation system.

Dajrgeffa/fS class creation

routines enable players to not only get a

chance to build their characters exactly

as they want them, but also to get a

look at the complex inner workings of

the game. If you want to take on the

role of a nontraditional R PG character,

the interface enables you to name your

new class, select from a list of 38

different skills (including such diverse

talents as medical, etiquette, disguise,

back-stabbing, different colleges of

magic, and different languages), and

then choose disadvantages to balance

out your new archetype. The system is

both easy to use and completely open, so

it's easy for players to jump in and

create the kind of hero that they've

always imagined in a fantasy realm.

Once you've built your character,

you're ready to go exploring in the mind-

boggllngly massive world. Much like

Arena, adventurers in Daggerfal! can

spend countless hours exploring a world

Bethesda
has done
nothing

short of

creating

another
world, one
with its own
inhabitants,

cultures, and
diseases; in

which you're

encouraged
to explore,

create, and
in short, to

live
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The people you meet on

the street show a great

deal of variety, not only

in look, but also In

attitude and helpfulness

There are so
many details

placed into

the game
that it's as
easy to get

distracted

from your
true purpose
as it would
be in real life

that seems big enough to be real. And

quite unlike the earlier title, there are so

many exquisite details placed into the

game that it's as easy to get distracted

from your true purpose as it would be in

real life. If you wish, you can sit down by

the bank of a river and just watch and

listen as the sparkling water rushes by,

or look up at the sky and see the

patterns in the clouds.

Combat options , i

same level of realism, providing options

to learn the language of some of the

land's 40 different creatures and

become allies. The final touch of realism

is the game's memory, which will enable

the son of a nonplaying character, who

you helped in the distant past, to

remember your actions and to have a

positive reaction to you upon your first

meeting. There is as much to do and see

as there would be in a real fantasy

realm, and all of it is portrayed with the

fantastic graphics and effects made

capable by Bethesda's X-engine (which

will also be utilized in the company's

upcoming Terminator: Future Shock

and 10th Planet releases).

Early sketch work and monster concepts show some of the creative feel that

the design team was aiming for during the early stages of development

Scores of different positions and weapon stances are used in each monster animation
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If Bethesda
manages to

bring all of

the parts of

this title into

a playable

whole, then
Daggerfall

will be the

best RPG
ever made

Hidden doors can lead to

more treasure and

knowledge, but they may
also conceal some very

nasty surprises

The three-dimensional feel and look of DaggerfalFs dungeon levels can be somewhat
disorienting, especially at first, but this effect adds a new level of realism to the game

If Bethesda manages to bring all of

the parts of this title into a playable

whole, then Daggerfall wil I be the best

role-playing game ever made. The idea

of a completely immersive world in

which players have true

control over the lives of

their characters creates

play opportunities that

have never even been

broached before. The

main question left

though is whether or

not consumers will be

willing to enter into the

traditionally poor

selling RPG market to

experience the

open-ended game form.

If so, then it's possible we may see

future titles that will take players not

only into new fantasy realms, but into

adventures that take place al I

overtime and space-

When traversing long distances, players

can bring up a special travel map that

will enable them to avoid the tedium of

real-time voyages (above)

Made up of nine large

provinces, the land of Tamrlel

is big enough that most
adventurers will only see a

fraction of its total area
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24 megs. With rendered

graphics. Battery backup.

A hero and his shape-

changing dog. Ancient

civilizations, prehistoric

jungles, medieval king-

doms, futuristic cities.

All on one strange planet.

Discover the Secret of

Evermore. And remember

to put on your game

face, 'cause this one

ain't going to be pretty.
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Your ship has been overrun by aliens. Your comrades-in-arms have been captured.

And your souffle has been ruined. What do you do?

Grab your jetpack and rocket launcher and fry those suckers!

Pushing the bounds of3DO technologyPO'ed injects you into a fully-rendered

three-dimensional world and presents the most exciting and fast-paced first person

gaming experience available for home videogame players.

"

3DO

- Complete 6 degrees of freedom in a vast 3D world

- Extremely fast-paced seat-of-your-pants action

- 10 terrifying and truly ugly monsters

- Multiple weapons of destruction and gore to choose from, including "Missile-cam"

- Non-linear level connection of over 25 different, beautifully, texture-mapped,

exotic alien environments

- True physical motion modeling for smooth and intuitive controls

CHANNE
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Rally

e high that

Saturn Sega Rally's

graphics will leave the

disappointing Dayiona
USA conversion trailing

Sega Rally is

an example
of what Sega
does best—
design fast,

stunning, and
thoroughly

engrossing
arcade
simulations

here's no denying that

AM3 did a marvelous

job on the Sega Rally

coin-op. It's a prime

example of what Sega

does better than

anyone else: design fast, stunning, and

thoroughly engrossing arcade

simulations which combine wonderful

graphics and supreme payability.

The Saturn conversion makes its

debut at the end of the year, and is being

coded with the help of AM2's improved

3D libraries to maximize the number of

polygons on-screen and prevent the

same degree of scenery "pop-up" which

prompted criticism of the Saturn

Daytona USA conversion. So far at

least, it looks like it will be a more

impressive driving experience.

Although the graphics clearly have a

long way to go to match the coin-op's

detail-rich environments, there's still a

lot more work to be done. But as with

Daytona USA, the Japanese press Is

maintaining that the original game's

primary strengths — its control and

overall feel — have been admirably

replicated. Quite how much the

conversion will suffer from the lack of

the coin-op's superb reactive steering

wheel isn't yet known.

Expect a more thorough look at this

keenly awaited racer in a future

issue of NEXT Generation. LL*3

The definitive arcade off-road racer is

Saturn-bound. But will Sega's coders

steer clear of the potholes that dented

Daytona USA's credibility?

Format: Saturn

Publisher: Sega

Developer: Sega AM3
Release date: December

Origin: Japan

UHECK POIIV.'!
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The in-car perspective (top left)

should provide the most
exhilarating rids. Tho Lancia Delta

(above right) and Toyota Celica GT-

Four (left and above left) are

retained for the home version. New
features are presently being added
to extend drivers' lifespan



"The best reason to own a PlayStation"
- Ultimate Gamer

"Wild, stomach-twisting driving"
- Game Pro

"With WipeOut, the future really is now"
- Die Hard Game Fan

6 real-time 3D tracks
8 Anti-Gravity craft
Multiple strategic weapons
- Link-up cable option
- Cool sounds 8 FX

Totally killer graphics
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S.T.O.R.M

Some sequences take

place in the S.T.O.R.M.

(above), and In some
you control an individual

it (top)

Who you choose to send

on a particular extra-

vehicular mission can

dramatically alter the

course of the game

Format: PC CD-ROM
PlayStation

Saturn

Publisher: American

Softworks

Developer: Virtual Studio

Release Date: December '95

Origin: France

j

ne of the most

» ^m promising, if little

I hyped, games to come

H onto the scene in a~ while is American
' Softwork's S.T.O.R.M.

On the surface, this three-C D opus looks

to be a platform shooter with excellent

graphics. In reality though, S.T.O.R.M.

could be something significantly more.

Against a backdrop of an energy-

starved and dismally polluted Earth, the

plot puts you in control of the

S.T.O.R.M., an experimental sub sent to

investigate an explosion at a deep-sea

station. From there you embark on an

undersea quest that can dramatically

alter the planet's future.

The gameplay elements vary. There

are first-person exploration sequences

aboard the S.T.O.R.M., and side-

scrolling action sequences in which you

play one of the three aquanauts aboard

the sub. This isn't an Infocom or Sierra

level adventure, but there are some

definite puzzles, most of which aren't

too difficult. Many obstacles across the

27 levels have multiple solutions, with

some interesting consequences. For

instance, in one area, you can choose to

fight or avoid combat. Neither way is

more correct in the game, but if you

fight, the blood attracts sharks, with

whom you must then deal.

Another likable element is that each

of the three characters aboard the sub

has different characteristics — who you

send on a particular mission can

dramatically alter the course of the

game. You also have access to a

sophisticated computer, Annessa, who
offers advice before missions. You don't

have to follow her advice, and, in fact,

there are times when you shouldn't.

Can Virtual Studio take the

moribund side-scrolling action game

into the next generation?

Virtual Studio's graphics are

fantastic. The side-scrolling elements

convey greater detail than a pure first-

person game; enemies scale up from the

background, and don't just enter on the

left or right, a technique that's appeared

in only a few games (like Yoshi's Island)

up to this time.

In this melding of discreet types of

gameplay, ASC attempts to make the

total greater than the sum of its parts.

It hopes to end up with a story-driven

game both playable and fun. We won't

know whether it has pulled it off until

we see final product, but what we've

seen so far looks very encouraging.

Successful or not, it's efforts like these

that will establish a new 32-bit —

«

gaming paradigm. ^LzJ

The game provides you

information about the

status of your character
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Weapon I - Specialized Joystick

). Turbo speed feature heightens your ability to punish.

*i' Auto/Turbo feature designed to maximize firepower.

( \> Arcade control (microswitch technology] with 8 button layout.

il Rugged steel control stick and base.

A Slow motion feature and extra long cord.

PlayStation
4SCII
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PlayStation

our reputation is on the line. Let's face it — having your head

handed to you in a contest with your 12-year old cousin is

about as humiliating as getting caught staring lovingly

at your shop teacher. Get medieval on 'em! And

command the worship you deserve! These

Specialized controls give you the power

to stomp not only your cousin, but

any wannabe foolish enough to

#%@! with an Immortal like you!

PlayStation

Weapon II - Specialized Control Pad

A 360° control with directional disc.

I Economically designed controller, molded from ABS plastic.

configurable to all 8 action buttons.

O Auto/Turbo delivers infinite stream of intense firepower. t
M' Slow motion switch and extra long cord.

PlaySta.

I IWARE



INTERACTIVE MAGIC PRESENTS

You've Got Just Enough Time To Save The Galaxy
If You Play Smart!

® Your elite ranger force is on a critical mission: patrolling

the outer reaches of the galaxy. Like rangers of the old

west, your primary responsibilities are upholding law and

order, and protecting the galactic citizens. You're armed

with the latest weaponry and flying the finest 23rd century

starships. But time is not on your side!

(§) You're thrust into one life or death mission after another

andyou've got quick decisions to make. You can hyper-

space across the galaxy to protect a distant base . . . but

will you have enough fuel to return to protect the closer

ones?And how many enemy ships are attacking your

other bases? Can you get there in time?

(J) A detailed galacticmap helps you ID enemy strength and
positions, as well as navigate through the galaxy to engage

the enemy in one heart-pounding battle after another. But in

Star Rangers, you've got to shoot straight and think smart.

The citizens are looking for a hero . . .could it be you? — ._

l

Think smart . . .

_

To reach us:

E-mail - 751 62.1 202@CompuServe.Com
On Line - On CompuServe, GO GAMBPUB (Library 17)

INTERACTIVE MAGIC • PO Box 1 3491 Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 • Phone (919) 461-0948 © 1 995 Interactive Magic
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aWe see farther."
he photograph you see

on the left of this page

|

was part of a

revolutionary 1983

publicity and marketing

' campaign. Headlined

with the slogan "We see farther", it was

the first time a games advertisement

had featured software designers. And it

was one of the very first print

advertisements from a small start-up

company called Electronic Arts.

In 1982 W. M. (otherwise

known as Trip) Hawkins identified a

huge new market - that of game and

entertainment software for personal

computers. So Hawkins (then a

marketing executive at Apple Computer)

and a small group of associates started

up Electronic Arts with just ten

employees. Two years later, Electronic

Arts' Skyfox t'\t\e (designed for the

Apple II computer) became a number-

one bestseller. By 1986, the company

had become the number one developer

and supplier of interactive

entertainment software in the U.S.

Making a key strategic decision,

Electronic Arts established a direct

sales force, thereby sidestepping the

labyrinth of third-party distributors

favored by competitors. That sales force

helped track consumer trends, inventory,

and demand — crucial indicators in a

market considered both finicky and fast

moving. With its finger on the pulse of

the market, the company continued to

grow and prosper. Taking advantage of

fluxes in demand, it quickly developed

titles that became commercial successes

— titles like John Madden Football in

sports, Starflight in adventure, Chuck

Yeager's Advanced Flight Trainer in

simulations, Deluxe Paint in creativity,

and Pinball Construction Set in arcade.

In September 1989, Electronic Arts

went public with a market capitalization

of approximately $84 million.

Expanding globally, Electronic Arts

opened branches in Asia, Europe,

Australia, and throughout North

America. Aggressively seizing other

opportunities, the company also

acquired Distinctive Software (which

became Electronic Arts Canada, the

developers of FIFA Soccer), Origin

Systems (the Texas-based developer of

the Ultima and Wing Commander
series) and Bullfrog Productions (Peter

Molyneux's development company based

in Surrey, England). In September

1992, Electronic Arts joined with JVC's

subsidiary Victor Musical Industries

Inc. of Japan to form EA Victor, to

publish EA's games in Japan.

But the "software artists-

featured in the original "We see

farther" ad have now been superceded

by game makers dedicated to the 32-bit

age. And in this special section

sponsored by EA Studios, their _

^

work is profiled for the first time. LL£<

That
was then

Electronic Arts*
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This

Electronic Arts -

is now
oday Electronic Arts

and its Affiliated

Label companies have

sold more than 65

million units for

personal computers

and home entertainment systems. Over

248 titles have each generated more

than $1 million in sales, and 69 titles

have each generated more than $5

million in sales. Winning over 600

awards for creative and technological

quality and market appeal and

innovation, Electronic Arts is behind

only Sega and Nintendo in its bid to

become the world's leading provider of

interactive entertainment software.

EA Studios is one of

Electronic Arts' five publishing labels,

the others being EA Sports, Jane's

Combat Simulations, Origin and

Bullfrog. EA Studios believes that its

charge is to leverage its roots in EA to

create technologically superior

products for multiple platforms. In its

own words, "The group is made up of

talented and creative interactive

entertainment professionals worldwide

with long histories of creating

innovative games. EA Studios is

committed to building on these

successes in the future."

The division is in a strong position

to achieve its aims. Bing Gordon, EA's

head of production explains, "For Peter

Molyneux [Bullfrog], Don Mattrick

[EA Canada], Richard Hilleman

[originator of John Madden FootbalB,

Richard Gariott [Origin] and Scott Orr

[ EA Sports], to be able to get on the

phone or video conference and talk

over an issue and share technology —
there's an advantage that no one else

has and no one else is likely to get."

The gameS featured on the

following pages are EA Studios'

current portfolio of forthcoming

releases, and the fruits of its
f—«-o

quest for quality so far. ^jj



the 32-bit generation

102 rashing

Road Rash
The classic 16-bit racing game heads out on the

highway for its second 32-bit appearance

104 shocking

Shockwave Assault &
Shockwave 2
The 3D0 hit gets a graphic and gamepiay overhaul

for its debut on multiple new platforms

106 striking

The Strike Series
Attack helicopter-powered arcade action based on

the successful 16-bit Strike series

108 detecting

Psychic Detective
EA Studios' first attempt at creating an interactive

movie, in collaboration with Colossal Pictures

110 shredding

Shredfest
Snowboarding action in a Road Rash-style racing

game, starring pro boarders and pro music acts

Representing EA Studios' 32-bit generation: (Front row, left to

right): Tim Learmont (Software Engineer. Psychic Detective),

Jeff Smith (Art Director, Road Rash). David Stokes (Lead

Programmer, Road Rash). (Middle row, left to right): Don Veca

(Audio Engineer), Dan Gelsler (Software Engineer), Philippe

Tarbouriech (Senior Software Engineer, Shockwave Assault).

(Back row, left to right): Brent Iverson (Senior Software

Engineer), Jim Rushing (Director of Production Technology),

John Mauley (Senior Game Director, Strike)
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Road Rash
Format: PlayStation & Saturn

Publisher: EA Studios

Developer: EA Studios

Release Date: November (PlayStation)

Winter (Saturn)

The 16-bit and 3D0 motorcycle-racing classic

gets its motor running, and heads out on the

32-bit highway for a second time

Origin: US

Representing Team Road Rash: Randy Dillon (Software Engineer), Jeff Smith

(Art Director) and David Stokes (Lead Programmer)

The Road Rash 32-bit team consists of a core group of 4 engineers, 4

artists, 4 course designers, 2 game designers, 3 audio engineers, a

production team of 3, and a large group of "transient" members who would
join the team for anything from a week to a couple of months to help out In

specific areas. During video and photo shoots the ranks would swell with

EA employees and friends who could take the day off and try their chance
and get 15 minutes of videogame stardom

f EA Studios' upcoming

32-bit releases, Road

Rash and Shockwave

Assault share the

distinction of having

already appeared in

32-bit form. But although both games

have enjoyed success on the 3D0, Road

Rashior PlayStation and Saturn will

uniquely benefit from the additional

heritage and pedigree of having been

born of a bona fide 16-bit classic.

Road Rash was initially released for

the Genesis in 1991 to tremendous

critical acclaim. And EA Studios is

planning for the same back-to-basics

payability and concentration on

gameplay that made the original such a

hit to form the backbone of the game's

two newest versions.

That'S nOt tO say that the

two new titles won't make use of 32-bit

technology. Higher frame rates, more

intricately detailed courses and — of

course — a complete graphic overhaul

are planned. Real bikes, real riders, and

real obstacles were taken to a studio to

be blue-screen filmed, enabling digitized

One of the biggest differences between 16-bit and 32-bit Road Rash is the

sophistication of the between-race sequences, featuring video and music
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EA Studios is

planning for

the same
back-to-

basics

payability

and gameplay
that made
the original

Road Rash
such a hit to

form the
backbone of

these two
new 32-bit

versions

A rider takes a spill In downtown San
Francisco (top). It's this kind of business

(punching, kicking and assault with a
variety of deadly weapons) that makes
the occasional crash inevitable (above)

images of real-world objects and people

to be incorporated into the gameplay.

But perhaps the greatest difference

will be found in the audio department.

The potential for stereo, CD soundtracks

that the 32-bit systems bring to the

party is being exploited to the max. EA
Studios has secured a deal with A&M
Records to incorporate soundtracks and

videos from some of its top acts into the

game. The bands Paw, Swerved river,

Therapy?, Monster IVlagnet, and

Hammerbox will each provide between

one and three tracks, while Soundgarden

will provide four. The bands' music and

videos will play between races.

"The design challenge behind

Road Rash was to merge the energy and

presentation of music videos from

alternative rock bands with the action of

great videogames," claims Randy Breen,

the producer of Road Rash. He believes

that "The A&M Music bands chosen for

Road Rash have a musical style and

attitude very similar to the feel

of Road Rash."

What's for sure is that

racing through cities, canyon

I runs, and country backroads

I will never have felt as realistic.

| The 3 DO version was a leap

above 16-bit, and these two

new games are better stiff.

"The classic Road Rash

game for the Genesis proved to

be the world's favorite

motorcycle racing game,"

Breen remarks, "but the

synergy of sight and sound found in Road

Rash for the PlayStation and Saturn will

create a style and standard of

presentation second to none."

The 3DO version of Road
Rash enabled a quantum
leap in graphic

sophistication over the

16-bit original. The Saturn

and PlayStation versions

promise even more

Experienced Road Rash players know the

drill. The aim of the game is to complete

a series of races in as high position as

possible. This way, you earn cash with

which to buy faster and better bikes
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Shockwave 2 &
Shockwave Assault

Format: PlayStation, Macintosh,

3DO & Win 95
Publisher: EA Studios

Developer: EA Studios

Release Date: November (Macintosh

PlayStation & Win 95)

December (3DO)

Origin: US

Representing Team Shockwave: Erik Holden (3D Animator/Game Designer),

Don Woo (Art Director), Bob Rossman (Art Director), Philippe Tarnouriech

(Senior Software Engineer), Laurent Benes (Senior Software Engineer) and
Cyndi Hill (Project Manager)

More than 100 team members worldwide have joined efforts to create

three versions of Shockwave in three languages on five platforms. The
team has been working together for three years developing this franchise,

and during various stages of development the game team has used
services of: professional movie directors, professional actors, a best-

selling novelist/script writer, industry-leading software engineers, award-

winning audio composers, and top storyboard and computer graphic artists

The year is 2019 AD. Time for a heroic

F-177 pilot to single-handedly save the

world from an alien invasion force

rbiting earth is the

_ m UNS Omaha, the

H world's first aircraft

H carrier in space. The

^ experimental space

' platform has begun

operational testing of the new F-177

space fighter prototypes. But someone is

out there watching, and waiting ...

Thus begins the story behind

Shockwave, the game that has enjoyed

success on the 3D0 and is currently

preparing its PlayStation, Saturn, Mac,

and Windows 95 debut (under the name

of Shockwave Assault). A sequel for the

3D0 is also planned. The four versions

of Shockwave Assault will be

enhancements of the original, and will

also include the extra missions

previously only available on Operation

JumpGate — an add-on disc for the

original 3D0 version.

Essentially, Shockwave Assault is a

first-person shooter, with the emphasis

on arcade action rather than flight

simulation. The release of the PC version

marks EA Studios' first dedicated

Shockwave Assault

offers a wide selection of

terrains, featuring a large

variety of alien enemies

Electronic Arts*
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The battle arena is a

3D world, with game
limits defined by specific

mission parameters

Windows 95 project. "We have

integrated many new features into this

version of Shockwave Assault that take

full advantage of the enhancements in

Win 95 software," explains Philippe

Tarbouriech, the project director.

"Many of the 3D effects n

Shockwave Assault would not have been

possible under MS-DOS or Windows

3.1.," he continues. "In addition, Win 95

technology allows the PC to play

streaming video for the first time." An

important point, as Shockwave Assault

features plenty of video footage, serving

as both cut scenes and "live" updates of

your performance and enemy status. It

also takes full advantage of Win 95's

"Auto Play" feature. "Customers now

have ease of use and fast gameplay

comparable to dedicated videogame

systems," enthuses Tarbouriech.

Other features of the PlayStation and

Saturn versions enabled by 32-bit

technology is the stereo music featuring

Dolby Surround Sound, and photo-

realistic terrains. The team is hopeful

that the new versions will enjoy even

greater success than the 3D0 forebearer.

"We have integrated new features

into the PlayStation version of

Shockwave Assault taking into account

customer feedback and technical

advantages of the new system," explains

Tarbouriech. "For example, the cockpit

has been totally redesigned for better

viewing by the player, there are numerous

checkpoints throughout each mission,

and the user interface has been

redesigned to make it simpler to play."

This is one game series that

Shockwave
Assault
features a

large amount
of video

footage,

serving as
both cut

scenes and
"live" updates
of your
performance
and enemy
movements

Shockwave Zs introduction and cut

scenes are some of the most impressive

yet seen. These screens from the sequel

to the 3DO original game illustrate the

graphical improvements over the original

Your experimental F-177 ship comes
armed with cannon and missiles. The

view remains first person throughout
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The Strike Series
Format: PlayStation, Saturn &

Win 95
Publisher: EA Studios

Developer: EA Studios

Release Date: Summer '96

Take to the skies in your own personal attack chopper

as another 16-bit classic makes its 32-bit debut

Origin: US

Representing Team Strike: John Manley (Senior Game Director), Michael

Becker (Senior Art Director), Dan Hewitt (Software Engineer), David

Sullivan (Software Engineer) and Jay Friedman (Art Director)

The Strike team collectively has more than 100 years experience in the

videogame industry. All team members have creative Input Into the project

and the team is proud in its knowledge that everyone feels ownership over

its ultimate success. The team is dedicated to having fun in the process of

making the product. Their motto is "If we can't have fun while we're

making it, then how can we expect our customers to have fun while

they're playing it?" That sounds fair to NEXT Generation

he Strike series of

I games has been

|
successful on Genesis,

:
Super NES, Game Gear,

I and Game Boy. The 32-

' bit versions planned for

PlayStation, Saturn, and PC

CD-ROM promise more of "that proven

Strike recipe," as Game Director John

Manley describes, but a radical upgrade

in graphics, sound, and even a few

additions to the gameplay will be made.

First, 32-bit Strike wi\\ feature all

photo-realistic art: digitized

representations of real terrain, real

buildings, real weapons, and real people.

Interactive music will vary according to

game performance and the "mood" of

different sequences, while the CD-ROM
drive will be continue to pump out a

stereo soundtrack. As is visible in the

screen shots on the opposite page, the

new versions of Strike will feature a

wider range of views than the rigid

isometric 3D presentation of

its 16-bit predecessors. FMV
clips and cut scenes will divide

the action, serving as tactical

briefings, mission overviews,

and performance guides.

Strike will

feature all

photo-

realistic art:

digitized

images of

real terrain,

real

buildings,

real weapons,
and real

people

Graphics for the new Strike games have been sourced from real-world

tanks, planes, and weapons (above). Even the terrain la photo-reallstlc (left)
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As these screen shots

illustrate, the power of

the 32-bit systems have
enabled a wide degree of

game "camera" movement
around the 3D world

Electronic Arts*

G am ep I ay-wise, the new versions of

Strike will feature enhanced weapons

and a wide variety of targets. Heat-

seeking missiles, for example, are a

feature that the Strike team has been

keen to incorporate into the game from

the beginning. But only now has there

been enough spare processor power to

facilitate their inclusion without

detriment to the gamepiay's interactivity.

Of 3ll EA Studios' five new

games in production, the new Strike is

the furthest from completion, so game

details are thin on the ground. It's not

even known for sure which scenario

gamers will be presented with (so far,

16-bit Strike games have featured

desert, jungle, and urban environments).

Interestingly, world history has tended to

follow the games — and not vice versa.

"We have been successful in writing

scripts that eventually come true!"

Manley observes wryly. "We actually

wrote most of Desert Strike [the original

game, set in the Middle East, pitting

players against the army of an aggressive

dictator] before Desert Shield happened.

We were watching CNN at three in the

afternoon and all of a sudden it was like,

'Oh my god — it's happening!'"The

coincidence occurred again with part

three in the series, reveals Manley. "With

Urban Strike, we were writing about

scenarios involving car bombs in

Washington, and then the World Trade

Center bombing happened a week later."

The morale of this story? Unclear. But

perhaps, in the interest of world peace,

the Strike team should base future

projects on scenarios involving the ending

of world hunger. After they've

finished having fun blowing r"»0
things up, of course. Llij

Explosions have

traditionally played a
large role in Strike gan

With almost a year to go
until release, the Strike

team has plenty of time

in which to incorporate

the best possible visuals

into the game
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Psychic Detective
See the world through the eyes of a

psychic and solve a murder mystery in

EA Studios' first interactive movie

Representing Team Psychic Detective: Tim Learmont (Software Engineer),

Randy Moss (Software Engineer), Jim Simmons (Producer), Rfc Nell

(Assistant Producer), Lucy Bradshaw (Project Manager) and Fredrique

Guette (Video Colorist/Special Effects)

Psychic Detective was a massive project involving an equally massive group

of people. Colossal Pictures directed the filming which lasted for about six

weeks In San Francisco and Oakland. Since nothing like Psychic Detective

has been done before, the 21 people involved with the project at EA
Studios, 80 crew members, and 95 actors appealing in the product faced a

unique challenge. Gamers will get to play EA Studios response to this

challenge in November come Psychic Detective's release

Format: PlayStation,

PC & 3DO
Publisher: EA Studios

Developer: EA Studios

Release Date: November

Origin: US

[
he majority of FMV-
based interactive

movies thrust upon the

gaming public so far

have been
' fundamentally lacking

in rewarding gameplay. But then the

majority have come from start-up

"multimedia" companies — not

established game developers. So the

gaming world should perhaps look to EA
Studios' collaboration with Colossal

Pictures (the creators of "Liquid TV",

in association with MTV) as the

interactive movie's best chance of

getting it right. If EA Studios can't

make the concept work, then maybe no

one can with today's' technology.

SnOt Oil location throughout the

San Francisco Bay area, Psychic

Detective features five hours of live-

action footage featuring both LA- and

SF-based AFTRA actors. The majority

of the footage won't be seen the first

time through the game, so there's always

plenty of new material to discover and

explore each time you play.

Billed as an "interactive thriller/'

Psychic Detective is the brainchild of

Colossal Pictures brings

to the project the

cinematic skills and film

experience necessary to

make Psychic Detective

more than simply a game
with great graphics

Puzzles will need to be
solved by the player if

your mission is to succeed
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The game
features the

exploits of

Eric Fox, a

psychic

wunderkind
who for years
has coasted
through life

on his

paranormal
talents

As Eric Fox, the game's
protagonist, enters new
locations, he is able to

enter the minds of

others. Those available

for "viewing" appear as

icons on the game screen

EA Studios' Jim Simmons, who worked

in close collaboration with Emmy
Award-winning director John Sanborn

from Colossal Pictures, and screenwriter

Michael Kaplan.

The game features the

exploits of Eric Fox, a psychic

wunderkind who for years has coasted

through life on his paranormal talents:

cheating on exams, seducing gullible

women, and performing smart-alecky

lounge shows in second-rate hotels. The

player plays from inside Eric's mind,

using his psychic powers to help the

beautiful Laina Pozok unravel the

mystery behind her father's suicide.

Laina encourages Eric to travel from

one character's mind to another to

gather clues by experiencing events from

their perspective. The depth and breadth

of the storyline enables the player try

out numerous leads, each with its own

revelations and surprises. The player

'
f

<r
>

fcfy

guides the story toward one of many
endings, and decisions made by the

player directly affect the storyline.

"Designing and engineering games,

especially new types of games like

Psychic Detective, requires lots of

experimentation and invention," says

producer Jim Simmons. "Today's

leading-edge animation houses, such as

Colossal Pictures, our partner in

Psychic, are especially suited for this

type of work. They know what it takes to

invent new techniques, work with

software engineers, and painstakingly

craft an audiovisual experience frame by

frame, element by element."

Colossal Pictures is

equally confident that the end result will

blend the elements of movie and game

successfully. "Every time you 'play' the

movie, you discover new sequences, new

materials — and an entirely different

movie path," explains Director John

Sanborn. He concludes that essentially,

" Psychic Detective becomes the p-to
movie you want it to be." tJj

Throughout the game,
Eric encounters a myriad

of bizarre and colorful

characters. He must
interact with everyone he
meets to find out which

one is the murderer

&
Electronic Arts -

STUDIOS
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Shredfest Ultra-realistic snowboarding

Format:

Publisher:

PlayStation, Saturn, 3DO
EA Studios

action in the Road Rash style,

complete with real gear, real

pros, and real stunts
Developer: EA Studios

Release Date: March '96

Origin: US

Representing Team Shredfest. Margaret Foley (Art Director), Matt Sarconi

(Lead Animator), Thorn Phillabaum (Software Engineer), Lisa Ching

(Software Engineer) and Mike Lopez (Course Designer)

The Shredfest team's greatest challenge has been developing accurate
snowboarder animation and capturing the culture of the snowboarding
sport. Research has included several difficult trips to the beautiful Sierras

for some shreddln' and hanging out with some of today's most talented

snowboard riders. The core team consists of the Executive Producer/
Designer, 4 engineers, S artists, 4 course designers, and 3 production

assistants. The game, videos and music of the final product will — EA
Studios hopes — capture the current snowboarding culture perfectly

?f&

he Shredfest team's aim

is to recreate the style,

i passion, and culture of

j
the snowboarding scene,

vithin a fast-paced

action game.

As such, the game model and

presentation of Shredfest will be similar

to that of the 32-bit versions of Road

Rash — with fast-paced snowboard

racing, plenty of video cut-scenes, and a

CD full of rock music. It's not yet been

decided which bands will contribute to

the project, but following the success of

EA Studios' collaboration with A&M
Music for the Road Rash project, it is

likely that a similar deal will be cut —
perhaps with a different record label.

The Shredfest proiea mms
the support of five snowboard

manufacturers (Burton, Morrow, Nitro,

Palmer, and Sims), and pro boarders

representing these companies are

featured in the game. Players start

Shredfest as a "local" (novice), their

location determined by the character

they select. Players remain

restricted to that location until

enough prize money has been won

to compete in wider competition.

Contests cover a wide range of

d*
Electronic Arts •

STUDIOS
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disciplines, with stunts taking equal

prominence to simple racing.

It's not yet determined how complex

control of the snowboard will be. The

team — made up of keen real life

snowboarders — is anxious that the

game be based upon real life, so gravity,

speed, maximum turn rates, the shifting

of body weight on the board, and so on,

will all be incorporated into the physics

model governing the boards' control. A
balance has to be struck, however,

between realism and rewarding gameplay

for those of us not already skilled in the

art of shredding down mountains at 60

mph.

Michael Chantry, the supervisory

judge for International Snowboarding

Federation, has been a consultant to the

Shredfest project since the beginning. As

Creating an undulating

3D world has been one of

the biggest obstacles to

the team. The goal Is to

create an accurate game
that's fun to play

well as helping coordinate the filming of

the game's cut scenes (shot at Squaw

Valley in California's LakeTahoe),

Chantry's expertise has been drawn

upon in defining the tricks possible in

the game, and then evaluating how these

tricks are evaluated in the game's

competitions. As in real life, points are

awarded on a variable scale, depending

on the boarder's aggression (speed and

difficulty of trick), as well as height,

complexity, and style. EA Studios is

confident that Shredfest will be as close

to capturing the atmosphere of real life

circuit competition as a

videogame can get.

In true snowboarding tradition, skiers a

regarded as legitimate targets while on

(or off) course. Many of the jokes in

Shredfest are at unfortunate skiers'

expense (right). Game action (above)

Professional boarders

were used to pose for the

digitizing of the game
characters, as well as for

filming the game's cut

scenes and introductions

Gravity,

maximum
turn rates,

the shifting

of body
weight on the

board, and so
on, will all be
incorporated

into the

physics

model
governing the

boards'

control
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WITH AN AIR WARRIOR.
SAL.1
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LT. COLONEL ROBERT "MOUSE" SHAW
F l-Ki EALC

HE'S JUST ONE OF HUNDREDS MHO ARE WAITI JVC TO
TAKE YOU ON - ON GENIE® MULTIPLAYER GAMES.

If you're a box sim pilot, it's time to fight for

real. Time for multiplayer Air Warrior® on

GEnie. With up to 100 aces online at a

time—some of them real fighter jocks

—

you'll have the dogfight of your life. And

because all GEnie multiplayer games fea-

ture real opponents, you'll play a different

game every time. Not into sims? GEnie fea-

tures 21 other multiplayer games, including

role playing games and casino games. To

sign up online, turn on your modem and

dial 1-800-638-8369. Enter JOINGENIE at

the prompt. When asked for the offer code,

enter ANN923.

FOR UP TO 17 FREE GAME HOURS*
CALL 1-800-6:18-9636
TDD l-800-2»U-»172 (I OR THE HEARING IMPAIRED)

"Some restrictions apply. Must be over 18years of age to subscribe. For games to be free of charge for up to 17 hours, user must observe the following:

play in non-prime time (between 6PM and 8AM EST); access speed must be set at a maximum of 2400 baud; user musi dial into a local access node;

remain solely in gaming area. Otherwise, normal GEnie usage fees may be incurred during the 17 hour complimentary period. This offer is in lieu of all

other offers, and is for newsubscribers only. Additional long-distancs phone charges may appty. Available in US and Canada only. Offer expfres 1 2/31/95.

CyberStrike and GemStone III are trademarks of Simufronics Corporation. Air Warrior is a registered trademark of Kesmai Corporation. Harpoon is a

trademark of Game Designers Workshop, Inc. All other names are trademarks or service marks of (heir respective owners.

OUR GAMES BLOW EYEHYKODY ELSE'S AWAY!
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Vertical loops...quick turns...speed

by the

seat of your pants in a one-on-one

dogfight to the death can make a

pilot kind of queasy. It doesn't mat-

ter that you're armed to the teeth

with gun cannons, heat seeking

missiles and guided missiles. You

still have to keep the other guy in

your sights using whatever moves

you've got- Did you remember to
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Chronomaster

The various pocket

universes will bring you
Into contact with the

pirates blamed for the

ime travel has always

been a great fantasy

background for game

|

designers. And when

one of the designers is

the late Hugo and

Nebula award-winning author Roger

Zelazny, you can be sure that the plot of

the game is going to be entirely

intriguing. Zelazny's Chronomaster

proves to be no exception.

Imagine a world where the obscenely

wealthy — industrial lords and pirates

alike — can create their own "pocket

universes," with custom laws of physics

and totally alternate realities. It was a

concept Zelazny first explored in his

sci-fi book The Graveyard Hart and it

works well in this graphic adventure, his

very last project.

YOU takfi the role of Rene

Korda, leading expert on the creation of

pocket universes, who must investigate

the mysterious destruction of two such

universes. Both belong to pirates who

gained their wealth in the planet-wide

holocaust of the Pasqua Wipeout, and

both have been frozen in a time-locked

stasis. Terran authorities have

commissioned you to discover the cause

of the stasis and to free the millions of

sentient beings who are imprisoned

within them. Entering the universes with

a supply of "bottled time" enables you

to explore, but also exposes you to great

danger (you can accidentally restart an

Is that a universe in your pocket or are

you just happy to see me? The late Hugo

and Nebula award winner Roger

Zelazny's last project turns digital

Format: PC
Publisher: IntraCorp

Developer: DreamForge

Release Date: December

Origin: US

The phrase "it looks like a

cut-scone but its actually

B gameplay " Is becoming
Hyl cliche, but in the case of

1 DreamForge's new

erupting volcano, or a speeding bullet).

But the real danger lies in restarting the

entire universes — what are their

creators trying to hide? And therein lies

the real mystery of the game. Solving it

will take you to a variety of locations,

complete with magic (anything goes in a

pocket universe), warping reality and, of

course, plenty of puzzles to solve.

With a point-and-click adventure

interface a la Kings Quest or The

Journeyman Project, and graphics

rendered on the almost obligatory SGI

workstation, this could be the game that

takes the tarnish off IntraCorp's —
fc
-

(aka Capstone's) reputation. LLjj

With a limited amount of

time you must explore —
point-and-click style —
new universes created by

wealthy lords and pirates
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&E1 HEADY TOR THE RIPE Of VOUR LITE!
ES" 13* est WHEN INSCAPE BRINGS YOU... -a ^ ^

THE EAGERLY AWAITED FOLLOW-UP TO THE AWARD-WINNING FREAK SHOW

13 LEVELS OF PLAY

VARIABLE OUTCOMES AND

MULTIPLE SUBPLOTS PROVIDE

VIRTUALLY ENDLESS GAMING

AMAZING 3-D ANIMATION

BY JIM LUDTKE

ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK

BY UNDERGROUND

LEGENDS THE RESIDENTS

INTELLIGENT 3-D CHARACTERS

jim: jt.ui^'X'jiijB
THIS UNIQUE ROLE-PLAYING GAMETRAWaPORTS »«»« T(> A
CARNIVAL OF THE DAMNED
WHERE THE CHARACTERS ARE THE RIDES

B@BSE D'EATH" AN'B TAXIS
WHJLE SOLVING A MYSTERY OF MURDER
AND INTRIGUE IN A WORLD POPULATED BY
I '!•:.> IMIMII.I IIMMI CANT II I 'I 111 If.

CHOOSE TO BECOME DIFFERENT CHARACTERS
AND EXPLORE THE INCBEDIBLE ARRAY OF

FLYING NAVIGATION SPEEDS YOU

TO YOUR DESTINATION

AND ODDITIES
AS VOL ATTEMPT TO I MS 41 I I Till-:

MIDWAY'S DARK SECRETS
*-%±u*vt&2*r*

BE THRILLED AND AMAZED AT

THE MIDWAY ATTRACTIONS

;
KILL A COMMIE

SHOOTING GALLERY

MARVELS OF MAYHEM

OSCAR THE RACING RAT

TORTURES TOP TEN

--
'

COMING FROM INSCAPE
OCTOBER 31, 1995

A Windows and Macintosh9 Hybrid CD-ROM

gag eg^ Itt*ggJaSE
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Virtua Fighter
The most anticipated fighting game of this season

has the potential to increase Saturn sales, and to

end some of the questions about the harried

machine's capabilities

2

M

Like VF Remix, Virtua

Fighter 2 boasts

amazingly smooth
animation and a

remarkable color palette

VFZs backgrounds are

not only visually

pleasing, but also bring

a great deal of

atmosphere to the title

ost of the hard

questions asked about

the capabilities of

Sega's Saturn machine

(in part brought on by

the somewhat

disappointing look of Virtua Fighter)

were quieted by AM2's release of Virtua

Fighter Remix, an upgrade of the

original fighter that boasted an entirely

new graphics library the team designed

after running into problems translating

their first wave of arcade hits onto

the fledgling console.

Now, as the battle for the winter

holiday consumer draws dangerously

close, AM2 is trying to ensure that its

follow-up title, Virtua Fighter 2, will

bear none of the rough edges that

marred the Virtua Fighter release. So

far, it looks like they're right on track.

Although there are only two new

characters in Virtua Fighter 2, the

game is much more than just an

upgrade over the 1993 original. Each of

the original characters has been

reconstructed with higher polygon

counts which creates a look far

more realistic than the carved

stone look of Virtua Fighter.

Each character has also received

new special attacks and

animation to encourage fans of

the original title to find new

strategies and tactics in combat.

Perhaps the most noticeable

difference comes in the form of

the game's breathtaking

backgrounds, which vary in theme

from a simple cottage in front of

a stone arena to a raft floating

down a speeding river. And yet,

these same backgrounds may
m

prove to be Sega's greatest

translation problem.

With player polygon screens running

at AM'2's goal of 60 frames per second,

Format: Saturn

Publisher; Sega

Developer: Sega AM2
Release Date: November

Origin: Japan

Both of Sega's new characters were the

result of a programmer's creative

thoughts during a trip to Hong Kong

the team is now struggling with the

problem of getting the Saturn to handle

the display of backgrounds with high

polygon counts (such as the giant stone

arch found on the river level) at the

same time. Official word from Sega is

that the project will still be released with

all of the levels from the original,

running at full speed.

Now that all eyes are on Sega's trump

card entry for Christmas — and as an

example of how far Saturn's architecture

can be pushed — gamers everywhere are

hoping that the company's C*0
confidence is well placed. HJJ

Shun Dl, one of Wrtua
Fighter 2% two new
characters, is a master

of Drunken-style Kung-Fu
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OUTDFTHEm.

.trip where drinking the water is th

worries. On this tour you'll have ah

ing photon lasers down your throat.

Shockwave" Assault on Playbtatiori" has oyer

minutes or iuii-rmotioii video. And puts you in
.

otb-realistic locations around the world where

save the planet rrom alien invasion in 15

ground-level missions'. With checkpoints

^you to continue mid-game.

call your travel agent tor a reservation.

ances are the aliens have destroyed their orrices.

SHOCKWAVE ASSAULT
am more see us at http://\vmv.iaiom/autKAks.html "

Of Eledrnmc Arts. PlnySiali



BLADEFORCE. The year—2110 AD. The cily-Meggagrid. A gritty metropolis i

flight suit and a big grin that says "Hello Mr. Criminal. My gun is bigger than yours'.'

'•n r
"i\ time. Have a real good

All Those In Favor OfGun C

P

Who's responsible for these

two NRA favorites? The

warped minds at Studio 3DO,

of course. These innovative

renegades have turned the

most advanced gaming tech-

nology on the planet into

their own sensory amusement

park—and every ride's an

"E" ticket. See your favorite

retailer or to order direct, call

IBWlSM»»n or look us

up on the Web: www.3do.com

Ot a | » g ' meirown sensory umuMiiiiaii

|^ j_ Y I

park—and every ride's an^^ _ _
|

"E" ticket. See your favorite

m m ^V I retailer or to order direct, call

1X1 IBIfllSMSHinorlookus ST
^^^^F II ^B

I

up on the Web: www.3do.com r>

BLADEFORCE

3DO

z±y
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KILLING TIME. What a politically correct title, eh? You're trapped in a horrifying 3D

world of the undead. But lucky you. You've brought along some serious firepower.

You've got to shoot first and catch your breath later. To solve the mystery, listen to

the ghosts for clues. You'll have to call an your wits, coll on your weapons 01 call for

an organ donor if things go south. Features: 1 6 horrific enemies (only 300 could get

f «* IT
.
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Wing Arms

Located In the hanger

are eight different

planes to fly- In front la

the P-38 Lightning

What really

makes Wing
Arms is

something a
screen-shot

can't show
— smooth
animation

Format: Sega Saturn

Publisher: Sega

Never mind the ad campaigns, here's the

kind of Saturn game Sega's going to

need to stay one step ahead of Sony
Developer: Sega

Release Date: February '96

From Chase view, your

fighter pilot homes in on

this aircraft carrier,

which fires back at you

Origin: Japan

fter a first wave of

over-hyped and under-

powered games, Sega

is starting to pick up

the slack on the

Saturn, thanks in no

small part to the new Sega Graphics

Library (don't say operating system).

Greatly improved — though still far

from complete — since our last look

CNG8) is Wing ^™s. It is not the

cachet that Virtua Fighter 2 or even

Remix is, but Wing Arms, a flight-

sim/arcade game has the one sure thing

going for it — extremely fun gameplay.

A World War II era flight sim that

focuses more on gameplay than realism,

Wing Arms has an excellent, smooth

flight model that makes flying easy and

intuitive. Almost any maneuver, from

Immelmanns to Yo-yos is simple to

perform, which makes the game fun for

beginners while offering enough variety

to hold the interest of veteran pilots as

well. But make no mistake about it
—

this is definitely an arcade game, not

a flight simulator.

With eight different missions,

featuring fierce battle over water, land,

and in the air, and seven different

vintage style planes, there's enough here

to really sink your teeth into. The planes

all have both vintage (guns) and modern

(unguided rockets) armament. It has

three standard views (cockpit, chase,

and reverse chase) and features an

innovative automatic-view change — if

a plane locks onto on your tail, the

game immediately shifts to chase view

(over the shoulder), which makes dog

fighting far more user-friendly.

More than any form of high-impact

TV advertising, it's games like this one

— fun, good-looking, and fast — that

are going to drive consumers out in

droves to cash in on what the

Saturn has to offer.

Wing Arms graphics are good, but what really makes the game is

something a screen-shot can't show — fast, smooth animation

M,±

Wing Arms' graphics are

Impressive, and take full

advantage of the new
Sega Graphics Library

which delivers maximum
detail at close range

m
Strafing ground- or water-based targets

adds an impressive amount of action,

and difficulty, to the game, shown here

In the game's second level
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iACE HA
"An original space adventure

combining strategy, action,

and shooting game genres.

Human outposts in space are

cheap targets for alien invaders, and

the Tyron Corporation has cashed in

on the defense systems they created to

protect them. The fact that there has never

been documented proof of alien

existence has not stopped them from

making billions from humanity's

fear of the unknown. An unsus-

pecting technician on a remote

mining site discovers a deadly plot

launched by the Tyron Corpor-

ation to ensure its monopoly on

lucrative government defense con-

tracts. Now considered a threat, the



A RRIO
technician has the Tyron Corporation's undivided

attention. With the full might of the corporation on his

back, the technician races against time to get the word

out before the corporation gets him.

Call 1-800-771-3772 for informant)

SESA SAffURiK!

] registered trademark of Millenniur

DEFCON 5 is available on multiple platforms including:

PC CD-ROM, Sega Saturn, Sony PlayStation and 3DO.

• Immerse yourself in futuristic graphics beyond belief.

• Play from a defensive perspective — your best offense is your defens

• Surround yourself with high-end, digitized sounds.

• Take a two-week sabbatical ro finish this game.

[DATA
LEAST

(|P
LG Electronics

GoldStar 45fc
>5 and licensed to Data Easl USA, Inc., LG Electronics U.S.A., Inc./Goldstor and VIC TOKAI, INC. PlayStation, the PlayStolion logo and the PS logo ore trade-

rs trademarks of SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD. 3DO, the 3DO logo and Interactive Multiployer are trademarks of the 3DO Company. Novo Spring is a trademark

rademorks ol Dolo Easl USA, Inc. All other Irndemorks ore the property of their respective owneis.



Whole New
Challenge

Starts Here!
ow that you have the latest in hardware technology,

you're going to need an upgrade controller that can

really harness the power of this new machine.

STD makes it happen with these hot game controllers

for Sega Saturn and Sony PlayStation.

.-:=. Saturn "•' an 'e:i;s!ered tradenia
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EclipsePad for Sega Saturn™
This economically designed control

pad sets the standard for comfort and
features with eight large fire buttons,

independent auto-fire, programmable
synchro-fire, an LED panel, slow

motion, and an extra long cord.

Eclipse Stick for Sega Saturn™
This powerful stick— with a sturdy

metal base, eight full-size fire buttons,

semi and hands-free auto-fire,

programmable synchro-fire, slow

motion, an LED panel, and an extra

long cord — brings home all the

action of your favorite arcade hits.

EclipsePad for

Sega Saturn™

PS ProPad for Sony PlayStation™
Contoured hand grips, eight fire buttons,

semi and hands-free auto-fire, four

speeds of auto-fire, three speeds of

slow motion, LED indicators, and an

extra long cord provide total control

over the tough competition.

PS ProPad for

Sony PlayStation 11

^UU$j'
4

PS Arcade for Sony PlayStation™
Now you can truly take advantage of those

cool 3-D fighting games! The PS Arcade

packs a serious punch with eight giant fire

buttons, a metal base and joystick shaft,

four speeds of rapid and hands free

auto-fire, three speeds of slow motion,

LED indicators, and an extra long cord!

In Total Control!

STD Entertainment (USA), Inc.

10945 McCormick Rd. Hunt Valley. MD 21031 • 410-785-5661

© 1995 STD Entertainment (USA), Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
STD
HiWHiWIiTtUn
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Descent
With more arcade action and aTSR
license, Interplay may be able to draw in

gamers from outside the tight RPG realm

to Undermountain
The Flame Sword of Lloth

The numerous rooms of

Undermountain deliver an

exceptional level of detail

that Is far more than you'd

expect from a fast-paced

action title (above)

Much of your game time

will be spent carefully

roaming through

passageways like this

one. Keep an eye peeled

for surprises of any kind

This bothersome zombie
may not pose much of a

threat on Its own, but it's

very likely that he's got

several friends nearby

fter pulling the

lucrative Dungeons and

Dragons license out

from under TSR, it was

obvious that Interplay

would jump into high

gear to produce as many RPGs (rale-

playing games) based on the popular

game world as possible.

Surprisingly though, the

company is spending a great

deal of time developing games

that fall far outside the

standard strategy adventures

of most pen-and-paper

conversions. Along with

Realms of Valor, a fighting

game being developed for

3D0's M2, Descent to Undermountain

has the action appeal to draw new

players into the AD&D (Advanced

Dungeon & Dragons) world.

Format: PC

Set in the Forgotten Realms

universe, Undermountain will use the

same engine as the highly successful

action title Descent, with several twists

added to reflect the new nature of the

adventure. New additions to the game

are gravity (which changes in different

areas of the labyrinth), new weapons

(including magical attacks for

spellcasters), and melee combat.

Michael McConnohie, the creative

director on the project, explains how

difficult the latter feature was to

integrate Into the program: "The

combat is the most difficult thing for us

now because the collision spheres used

in Descent are further out from your

craft, and don't lend themselves to up-

close combat. Being able to work those

down to the point where you can

actually hit a biped with a hand weapon

is quite a challenge."

Like Descent, Undermountain will

run in 320x200 mode with 256 colors,

but there's still a chance that the

Publisher: Interplay

Developer: Interplay

Release Date: December

Origin: US

Human characters show a great deal more detail than the original

Descent's polygon heavy foes (above). The ability to look up and down
helps players escape from hairy situations, Increasing your options (top)
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The map screens are

similar to those found in

Descent but care is taken

to keep the feel consistent

with the medieval

atmosphere of the game
(above). Although the

game does have its share

of secrets to ferret out,

the basic concept of the

game is combat heavy (top)E2
9B
While secret doors are practically

invisible when closed, they open In a

smooth and realistic fashion

Dangerous traps and spooky hidden Items are scattered through the

cavernous labyrinth. The helpful crosshair accompanies you everywhere

developers will be able to include a

640x480 mode for Windows 95 users

by ship date. Unlike Descent, whose

enemies typically consist of 25 to 30

polygons, Underworld'will feature

monsters straight out of the AD&D
mythology made up of around 200 bit-

mapped polygon objects apiece.

Zombies, Skeletons, Drow, Mind

Flayers, Gargoyles, and more than a

dozen more are currently planned, and

more may be added by the time of

release. And even with all of the added

weight, the game still clicks along at the

same high frame-rate that made

Descent so popular.

PerhapS the most intriguing

aspect of Undermountain is the

multiplayer options. In addition to a

four-player networkable mode, Interplay

plans to have the game up on a major

network service by the end of the year

(possibly Genie). In the service mode, a

party could consist of four players

hooked up from across the country,

playing the game simultaneously.

With six different races, four

character classes, more than 10 types of

weaponry, weird puzzles that include

teleportation, anti-magic, and low

gravity traps, and a 3 D automap,

Undermountain has all of the fantasy

fare to keep RPG fans engrossed for

hours. But as nice as that is, the real

story here is that this game has a

chance to transcend the elitism usually

surrounding RPGs by offering an

atypical forum to introduce beginners to

the joys of the adventure title.

More than just a churned out sequel,

this title bears a good chance of being

even more outstanding than the (T*fi
runaway success that spawned it. ^\3

The real

story here is

that this

game has a

chance to

transcend

the elitism

usually

surrounding

RPGs
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LOVE THY NEIGHBOUR.

WRECK HIS CAR.

17th November



COMING TO STORES

inInovember

\B

Want high-speed, in your face, down and dirty realism, that'll leave

you begging for mercy? Then brace yourself, as Diamond takes gaming to

the edge with a new 3D multimedia accelerator designed for Windows' 95.

The Diamond Edge 3D makes game play fully immersive and totally

nteractive. With• Designed for Windows' 95

• Real-time 3D graphics with quadratic curved surfaces

• Rendering performance up to 12 million texels/second

• Fast 2D graphics and Windows acceleration

• Digital gameport and 2 Sega Saturn compatible game pad ports

• Full-motion digital video, with video texturing

• Hardware wavetable audio, 50 voices

• Up to 2MB DRAM, up to 4MB VRAM

• Resolutions up to 1600 x 1200

• Supports up to 1 billion colors

• Vertical refresh rates up to 120Hz

• PCI-bus

real-time, jaw-

dropping 3D and

2D photo-realistic

graphics, a

thundering

wavetable audio

engine, vicious

full-motion digital video, and an advanced digital gameport, that will

leave you running for cover. Plus, two Sega Saturn controller ports

for multiplayer action.

"V>t»<
The Diamond Edge 3D

comes bundled with

killer games and software

including Virtua Fighter I.IMAMJI.IJ.MAIJAIIIIWM.I^ww.mm.i

Remix, Interplay's Descent™: Destination Saturn, and NASCAR® Racing. And

it allows you to play your existing DOS games without sacrificing speed or

quality. The Diamond Edge 3D gives you perspective corrected texture-

mapped 3D images with the highest frame rates around. Plus, you get a

multitude of special effects for a gaming experience so real you'll feel

the sting. And with true Plug-and-Play, a 5-year warranty, 24-hour

fax-on-demand, and online support services, there will be a fc

things to fear. So, if you think you're ready

for the ultimate challenge call Diamond at

1-800-4-MULTIMEDIA today. We'll take
(Sega Saturn

game controller

you as far as you're willing to go. purchased «pai

24-Hour Fax-On-Demand: 1-800-380-0030 Internet: http://www.diamondmm.com

e>1995 Diamond Multimedia Systems, Inc., 2880 Junction Avenue, San Jose, CA 95134-1922. Sega is a registered trademark and Virtua Fighter Remix is a trademark of Sega. ,s1995. NASCAR Racing

is officially licensed by NASCAR;. All trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective holders. Diamond reserves the right to change specifications without notice.

ig^l BLJB(-TfC f™ mWIHJa.lJ Sgjgaggff Oweoodeays!



NASCAR Racing

Interplay's Descent : Destination Saturn

DIAMOND
MULTIMEDIA

A passion for performance.
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Indy 500

bkUHg START

ISTEP OH THE GAS PEDAt^

Rolling starts (top) are

very IndyCar, as are the

many crashes (above)

ega's follow-up to its

huge — and hugely

successful — Sega

Rally Championship

coin-op is another sit-

down driving game

boasting crowd-pulling texture-mapped

graphics. Indy 500 is based on the US
sport of IndyCar racing, although Sega's

AMI design team has wisely decided to

supplement the traditional oval circuits

with some less realistic but infinitely

more exciting courses.

The roller-coaster-like Highland

Raceway is the most improbable track

— its vertiginous slopes are about as far

from the banked ovals of IndyCar as it's

possible to get — but it should give Indy

500 the spectacular impact any major

arcade game needs.

Among the other

courses is Bayside Street,

a testing city circuit with

narrow lanes edged on

both sides by walls. This

limits the number of

passing opportunities and

makes it the most

technically challenging of

all the tracks.

Indy 500 is the latest

Sega coin-op to make use

of the proven Model 2

board — Daytona USA, Viii.ua Fighter

2, and Sega Rally were all based on the

same technology, which bodes well for

The ail-American race formula

gets the Model 2 treatment from

Sega, but can it match the

awesome Sega Rally?

Format: Arcade

Manufacturer: Sega

Developer: Sega AMI
Release Date: Now (Japan)

Origin: Japan

Sega's efforts to create dynamic

for Indy 500 don't appear to have

impressed Japanese gamers

Indy 500. However, reaction to the

game in Japan has been relatively

muted so far, with rJamco's impressive

Rave RaceriHQ 10) attracting a _-
lot more players. 4=3



The fate of nations lies frozen in ice.

Take An Antarctic; Adventure

Win a week-long trip for two
to the Antarctic or other locale

within Prisoner of Ice.

^IHHHil^HHHHHMMHBH^nHHHHMHHMiHBMHHHM^H^a^H
Amid an atmosphere of suspense and intrigue, you'll launch your voyage in the icy

cold wastelands of the Antarctic aboard a Royal Navy submarine, where World War II

looms ahead and your every move could change the course of history.

To place an order or for more information call: 800-443-3386.

This epic adventure is now available on PC CD-ROM.

t> 1995 [•Motion, Inc. /Infogrames Multimedia. J'Motion, Inc., 626 Santa Monica Blvd., Box 417, Santa Monica, CA 90401



Can you connect the dot?

If so, you're probably smart enough to figure out

that paying $149 for a 64-bit Jaguar makes more

sense than paying over $300 for a 32-bit system.
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Virtua Cop 2
The gun game hasn't changed a great

deal since Operation Wolf. Sega's Virtua

Cop 2 retains the basic gameplay but

adds a few visual embellishments

Virtua Cop 2 is powered
by Sega's Model 2B board,

which makes its overall look

superior to its predecessor

even If It's no different In

terms of gameplay

Like the original game,
Virtua Cop 2 Is a two-

llghtgun cabinet, enabling

two players to get into

the shooting action

un games tend to have

a long lifespan in the

arcades, with sequels

often keeping a series

going for years —
Operation Wolf, Lethal

Enforcers, and Mad Dog McCree all

spawned grander, more heavily armored

offspring. With Virtua Cop 2, a two-gun

coin-op with stylish polygon graphics in

the mold of its other Virtua titles, Sega

is adhering to the same formula.

Virtua Cop was nothing more than a

distillation of previous gun games into

the attractive Virtua-house style, and

Virtua Cop 2 features the same magpie

approach to game design. On certain

levels, for example, there are barrels

which, if shot, explode and eliminate all

the enemies on-screen — a clearly

Doom- inspired touch.

Also new are the driving sequences,

where you look through the windscreen

of a moving vehicle as enemies fire out

of car windows and from the backs of

trucks — a feature which appeared in

Operation Thunderbolt and Lethal

Enforcers.Jhe targeting system remains

f

—

'
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One leva) of Virtua Cop 2 puts you In a

car chase, blasting at criminals leaning

out of the cars in front of you

the same as the original's, as do the

three difficulty settings.

Already close to completion, Virtua

Cop 2 should sustain Sega's unmatched

coin-op reputation, even if it will have

trouble stealing the limelight from r—w,
Sega Rally Championship. ^3
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n advanced 3D engine of our own s all dressed in a jaw-dropping look (hot texture mappi"

and polygon count] that rivals the c



HE VOICE OF REASON
A 450 H.R ENGINE.
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replay option (with multiple

relive your best moves and most m_

, closed circuits) and suddenly

n. You know how it is. Or maybe you don't.
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BattleSoort
Format: 3D0

Publisher: Studio 3D0
Developer: Cyclone

Release Date: December

Although the

texture-

mapped
polygon look

is pleasing,

BattleSport's

strength is its

gameplay, not

its graphics

As seen, the simple

interface makes for a

quick learn before you

really get Ino the game

Origin: US

fall the multiplayer

games released during

the past few years,

only a handful {Super

Bomberman 2, Herzog

Zwei, and the tag mode

in Destruction Derby) have managed to

combine quick and easy controls with

nontraditional gameplay, and still end

up as an entertaining game.

Studio 3D0 may have such a game

in BattleSport. Offering players a simple

game premise, an intuitive interface that

takes only minutes to learn, and plenty

of different power-ups to vary each run

of the game, this title has all of the

elements necessary for serious fun.

The basic idea behind BattleSport Is

to take your battle-tank, find the ball,

and shoot it into a goal. The interesting

part is that there's another tank

roaming around the arena trying to

accomplish the same thing, intent on

destroying your tank in the

bargain. At the beginning of

each level, players can

purchase one of more than

20different pieces of

weaponry and power-ups

including Super Missiles,

Ball Attractors, Homing

Mines, and Goal Shields,

with money they've earned

from winning earlier

rounds. Once in the arena,

items that give the player invisibility, and

the ability of flight, or even blind the

player can be grabbed, along with about

15 other bonuses. In addition to

weaponry and power-ups, the team has

also added a timer that adds a more

realistic sports feel to the game, 10

different tanks to choose from, and a

score of hidden items to keep players

interested in long-term play. The two-

player mode features a split-screen

interface that offers a surprisingly

Touting a simple concept, simple controls,

and competitive play, BattleSport may be

3D0's next "killer app"

effective field of view for both players,

without interfering with the play speed.

Evan Margolin, the director of

BattleSport, explains how the game

evolved out of a relatively simple

concept, "We're all big action gamers

here Cat Cyclone]. We wanted to create

a fast-action, arena-based combat game

and experimented with a 3D engine for

it. When we got the basic engine up and

running, the game was basically just

about putting the ball into the goal, but

when we started playing more, we found

that people really want an opportunity

to blast each other. One of the most

difficult parts of design was getting a

3D engine with which we were satisfied.

We didn't want to sacrifice speed, we

wanted the game to be fast, we wanted

the game to be hard hitting, and those

were things we weren't wil ling to

compromise on."

Although the realtime, texture-

mapped polygon look is pleasing

enough, BattleSport's strength is in its

gameplay, not its graphics. So, if you've

been waiting for a 3D0 title that's

designed around ease of play, fast

action, and strong competition, r-*n
keep an eye out for this one. UH

The split-screen mode
doesn't affect the

game's speed, and shows
an effective field of view

In addition to the powe-
ups and weaponry, the

timer adds a realistic

sports feel to the game
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Wall of F*r^

collapse. Infighting among the

court families and the emergence

of powerful warlords dominates

the landscape. The struggle for

power has brought an era known

as the Three Kingdoms, complete

with constant warfare among

China's most courageoi

skillful heroes.

Discuss war strategy with up to

558 different officers, including

108 inspired by the player's

imagination

Defeat enemies using powerful

new weapons

firing crossbows, battering rams &
catapults

Play one of 38 exciting rulers, eight

of whom you can create yourself

Set enemy units, ships or cities

ablaze using a variety of FIRE

commands

Full motion video

enhances special events

& commands (not

available for Super NES & '

IBM CD)

New HELP feature gives you

valuable command information

without having to turn to the

manual

One to eight player excitement

Available now or coming soon to: KOEI

Available at your favorite retailers nationwide.

Phone 41 5/348-0500 for additional information

or to order direct.

iiv .:...,.,-

\s Governor, You
] <Iust Rule With a

trong Hand.

«./

±. ~Ji

-^^^^^^
Secret Consultations

Bring Valued

Information.

m n
II

ijpji

Order your cavalry

into battle.

SCOA

KOEI Corporation

1350 Bayshore Hwy, Suite 540

Burlingame, CA 94010

Romance of the Three Kingdoms IV: Wall ol Fire is a trademark o! KOEI

Corporation. Nintendo. Nintendo Entertainment System, and Hie Official seals are

trademarks ol Nintendo ol America. Sega and Sega Saturn are trademark; of

Sega Enterprises. Lid. Microsoft. Microsoft Windows, and the official logos are

trademarks of Microsoft Corporation All Rights Reserved.
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PREDICT THE ULTIMATE AERIAL
WHERE OVER THE MIDDLE EAST.
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MUCH CLOSER TO HOME.
orce, buying and selling 13 different

rid sieged by terrorists. Build your o\

chances of victory, not to

survival, by hiring extra wingmen. Then

depart on any of 17 deadly missions, all

without going anywhere near the Middle East.

is a tegisleied tiadentaik ol I he Interactive Digital Sollwate Ass



LiKE, MAKE

YOUR COMPUTER

AS SMART
ASUS.

IF YOU'RE LiKE, "DAMMiT, MY

COMPUTER'S NOTKiCKiNG

ENOUGH BUTT AGAiNl" PLAY OUR
GAME. IT'S SPOSEDTOBE
°A CD-ROM ADVENTURE GAME"

OR SOMETHING. BUT iT'S REALLY

JUST ME AND BEAViS BEiNG COOL.

AND, LiKE, iT'S NOT iN SPACE OR
WHATEVER. IT'S JUST A NORMAL
DAY—YOU KNOW, LiKE DRiViNG A

TANK AND BUSTiNG OUT OF JAiL AND

STUFF. THOUGH I GUESS THERE iS

SPACE, iF YOU COUNT BEAViS'S BRAiN

HUH HUH HUH.

Cool mini-games • CO-STARRING • VOiCES BY • All new • ORiGiNAL
AND MUSiC ViDEOS Todd, Buzzcut, Mike Judge, ANiMATiON FROM DIALOGUE BY

iNCLUDiNG GWAR, VAN DRiESSEN, THE VOiCE OF MTV ANiMATiON SHOW WRiTERS
Sausage and McViCKER BEAViS AND STUDiOS. Sam Johnson
PRiMUS. and more! Butt-head. CHRiS MARCiL

wo wussy race-cars for us.

Only cool vehicles.
Thank you.

Were kickin
- n with our good

friends. Then WE'LL be THEiR

SLAVES.

WE, LiKE, SHOW OFF OUR NATURAL
ACTING TALENT. HUH HUH. TALENT.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 1-800-H67-2S37

LiKE THEY SAY iN THAT OZZT MOVIE,
'THERE'S NO PLACE LiKE HOME."
Unless iT sucks.

VIACOM
nswrn-tDiB" !
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VR Baseball
InterPlay steps up to

the plate with a new

sports line boasting 3D

rendered polygons,

texture maps, and

multiple camera angles

Featuring "Virtual

Fleldvlsion," a 360°

view mode, VR Baseball

will enable players to

see from multiple angles

I successful sports game

franchise is like a

license to print money,

so it's no surprise that

Interplay has jumped

into the act with its

new V R Sports division. A not so

successful sports game franchise, on the

other hand, is a lot like having the

license to Congo, so again it's no

surprise that VR Sports is going all out

to make sure that its products are

absolutely top-flight.

VR Baseball, its first effort, is a

polygon-based baseball game with

Texture-mapped 3D polygons put

sprite-based games to shame. VR
Baseball will have the players' actual

faces mapped onto their characters

Origin: US

several new features, including multiple

camera angles and something called

"Virtual Fieldvision," a totally new

360° view mode. The game will provide

all the expected features: real teams,

real players, and real statistics, as well

as the new divisional alignment and a

general manager mode that enables you

to keep abreast of real-life trades. There

will be also be a feature for All-Star

games, teams, and a home run derby.

Will VR SpOffSenable
Interplay to play with the monsters of

the sports software world, Sega Sports,

and EA? Releasing its baseball title

first is a smart move; despite Sega's

success with its World Series line, no

one yet has a Madden-like hold on the

baseball market. If VR Sports can gain

a beachhead in the 32-bit market with

baseball, it may be able to fell the giants

of the sports market and step , .

forward with its own dynasty. 4M

It's no
surprise that

VR Sports is

going all out
to make sure

that its

products are

absolutely

top-flight

pilgj
A typical April schedule
displays all of your

team's opponents for

the upcoming month
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3D Baseball

Realism Is the goal of

3D Baseball— even the

umpires moves were
motion captured

The game's
designers

have placed

realism as
their central

target,

using

Crystal's

proprietary

Real Motion
Control

he release of both

Sega's Saturn and the

PlayStation is causing

a leveling of the

playing field as smaller
1

companies rush to

create the "killer app" that will catapult

them to the top of the sales charts. This

is especially apparent in the sports

category — a genre Electronic Arts has

dominated since the release of John

Madden Football in 1991 — in which a

score of titles are aimed at capturing

baseball audiences.

AS the firSt title In Crystal

Dynamics' Championship Sports line, J3D

BaseballvtiU set the stage for an entire

series to come. The game's designers

have placed realism as their central

target, using Crystal's proprietary Real

Motion Control to display extremely

realistic movement in a 3D world. The

technology is used to grab moves

specific to an actual player (the

company has an agreement with the

MLBPA (Major League Baseball

Players' Association) and will include

stats for more than 700 major league

players in the game) and animate this

motion with their on-screen personae.

In addition to all of the standard

baseball options, 3D Baseball w\\\ also

include the element of fatigue in

pitchers, a full Pennant race, and even a

Home Run Derby mode.

Using its proprietary Real Motion

Control Crystal Dynamics hopes to

capture baseball's season crown

Format: Saturn

Publisher: Crystal

Dynamics

Developer: Crystal

Dynamics

Release Date: December

Origin: US

A scene from a game (top). Teams will

have the correct uniforms texture

mapped onto their bodies; 3D Baseball is

Just the first of many titles to come
from Crystal's Championship Sports line
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"What we
do is build

polygonal

models,
break each
model up
into joints,

and then
follow the

curve of

each joint in

motion"

Multiple views will put 3D
Baseball a step ahead of

its 16-bit ancestors, and
on par with 32-bit titles

Sam Player, the game designer on

3D Baseball, is excited about future

possibilities of the Real Motion Control

system. "A lot of times you'll see

companies use motion capture, but they

don't use it to its fullest advantage,"

said Player. "The reason everything

always ends up looking choppy in those

games is that the machines can't store

all of the frames necessary for the full

animation, and they end up showing

every fifth frame or so.

"What we do
polygonal models, break each model up

into joints, and then follow the curve of

each joint in motion. Then we save these

curves instead of each individual frame

of animation. The tissue of a player's

body realistically follows the framework

underneath." The resulting effect is seen

not only in players' fluid animation, but

in the way that each of the motions can

blend Into another one at a moment's

notice, a feature giving 3D Baseball

instant response-time and firm control.

The company has spent about 200

hours in the studio capturing nearly 500

motions, 150 of which will probably

make it Into the final release. The total

frame count is expected to be about

30,000, a number that should have

most graphics connoisseurs drooling.

But Crystal Dynamics has very

strong competition: Interplay,

Sony/Imagesoft, and Electronic Arts

are all looking to grab the sports crown

for themselves. But regardless of who

ends up as the sales war winner, _w-
i

the outlook for gamers is bright. LLfj

the motion of the players

which occurs In realtime,

and not as prerendered

animation frames, means
that 3D Basebairs action

will always be extremely

fluid and smooth (above)

a 500
of the game

Correction

n Interplay's Vfi Baseball. NEXT Generation wishes ti

J
preview of VR Baseball can be found i
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Final Arch

Slides are realistically

animated and
accompanied by dust

ega's attempt to use

Saturn technology in a

range of arcade

machines has borne

little fruit so far. Apart

from a couple of

derivative side-on beat 'em ups and a

puzzle game, the company's new

basebali sim is the first real evidence of

faith in the polygon-handling abilities of

the ST-V — an arcade board designed

to allow easy porting of software

between arcade and Saturn.

r Ifldl MtCttj which soon may
undergo a name change, follows a series

of popular sprite-based baseball

arcade games released by Sega, is a

supremely good-looking title. Given

the excellent level of detail, the most

remarkable feature is the speed of the

action: The camera rotates and zooms

exceptionally smoothly at a constant 30

frames per second.

The main concern of Sega's AMI
division (which was also responsible for

the Model 2B-powered Indy 500) was

to make Final Arch as realistic as

possible. In addition to the TV-style

presentation and the wide range of

camera close-ups, there's an impressive

range of convincing animation for the

motion-captured characters, and each

player has 20 different attributes which

can affect his batting, pitching, and

fielding techniques.

Baseball games rarely make much of an

impact, but Sega's latest Saturn-

powered coin-op is shaping up to be one

of the better-looking ones

Format: Arcade/Saturn

Publisher: Sega

Developer: Sega AMI
Release Date: TBA

Origin: Japan

Each player

has 20
different

attributes

which affect

their batting,

pitching, and
fielding

techniques

Not only are the polygon graphics well

shaded, but the player animation and
camera movement are superbly fluid

At this stage, it's unclear whether

Final Arch will be ported to the Saturn,

but it seems unlikely that Sega will

waste what could turn out to be a

playable and technically f^O
advanced version of the sport. Itfj



IT BLEEDS ACID.

IT CAN READ-YOUR MIND.

IT IS A BORN K1

» COMIC BOOK ADVENTURE

IN SPACE, EVIL WEARS MANY FACES.
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the POUNDING
N YOUR CHEST.

TIME WARNER
|
interactive";!

Time Warner Interactive's V.R. Virtua Racing for Saturn.

NOW MORE
VIRTUATHAN EVER
^^K5»» We haven't merely duplicated the arcade classic, we've •

v^S ^^r completely redefined what Virtua Racing is all about. We're •

»^^^^ talkin' more vehicles. More circuits. Grand Prix mode. Split
*

screen mode. And a twin 32-bit RISC engine •

that'll curl your toes right through your sneak- ^^I~l f~7r/Mm/u/a/im/ucm£s
ers... No other version even comes close.

HOLD ONTO YOUR HAIRPIECE,
THIS ONE'S ON THE SATURN
Visit your favorite retailer for more details.

SSega Enterprises. LTD. 1992, 1994. 1995 All Rights Reserved "V.R. Virtua Racing" ana Saturn are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd.
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Shining Wisdom

All the

characters

in the

game were
modeled in

3D using

Softimage,

resulting in a
total of

10,000
frames of

animation

Format: Saturn

Publisher: Sega

Developer: Sonic Team
Release Date: Now (Japan)

Origin: Japan

he classy series of

Shining Force RPGs
(role-playing games) is

set to continue on the

Saturn. While this new

version looks primitive,

due to its limited use of color, what can't

be conveyed by these screen shots is the

sheer amount of animation: all the

characters in the game were modeled

in 3D using Softimage, resulting in a

total of 10,000 frames.

Unlike the previous games, Shining

Wisdom is an action RPG in the mold of

Nintendo's Zelda is the benchmark for

action RPGs. Now Sega's premier

designers are trying to capture its spirit

for the latest game in a classic series

2M-

Although it lacks the kind of pyrotechnics you'd expect from a Saturn

game, Shining Wisdom's animation and detailed gameplay should provide

some compensation. The SG^rendered hero, Mars (below)

16-bit Zelda — in fact, its designers,

Sonic Team (responsible for the first

Genesis Sonic), have recently gone on

record praising Nintendo's Super

Famicom classic. Shining Wisdom is

likely to embody all the features

that make games like Zelda, Secret

Of Mana, and the PC Engine's V's

series such fun to play.

As in most action RPGs, collectible

items bestow special abilities on the

game's hero: a Pegasus helmet

enables him to fly, a Power Glove

empowers him to throw enemies, and

a Mole Glove will show him how to dig.

Bizarrely, he'll also be able to

transform himself into a

monkey and swing from tree to tree.

Japanese text permitting, NEXT
Generation will have a review of _

^

Shining Wisdom next issue. *-lM
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Saddle up. 'Cause at dawn you ride

the death. Pony. And it's gonna be

pure neck- snapping, retina- tearing

speed! You see, SoLaT Eclipse™

boasts third generation oL/ technology

for the highest frame rate ever. That means

tent-pitching V6lOClty for our latest space

combat n' carnage convention. But hey, it's more

than some cosmic SpS6u trip. Your mission's

to battle a computer gone HAL—with all the

high-tech weaponry your top gunWBt QTOQIIl

can handle. And where are you dancin'

this metallic lambada? On the new

SagaSatUITi
M

, of course. Oh yeah, you'll be

smokin' mister. But don't bother cracking a

window. It's 32-bits of SOlaT

windburn out there.

Pick from a shiny collection of do-it-yourself death tools. E-Z

High Explosive Plasma Guns, convenient Thermal Tracking

Missiles, handy Pulse Laser Cannons. (Tool belt not included.)

Choose cockpit or chase plane view while screaming thru 3D

texture-mapped worlds. Jagged asteroid fields, fiery planet

surfaces, lava filled caverns, and other sunny destinations,

Working around the clock, scientists in our speed lab achieved

hyper- realistic Full Motion Graphics. Our secret? Ass-kicking

proprietary engine parallel processing with Ed's 72 Pinto.

Meet Claudia Christian as the tough Major Kelt—She's nursing an intergalactic grudge against

you the size of Uranus. 40 minutes of Full Motion Video let her hone her ball-busting ways.

Call 1-800-771-3772 for game rating information.

Crystal Dynamics and Solar Eclipse are trademarks of Crystal Dynamics. Sega and Se[a

m are trademarks of SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD. 01995 Crystal Dynamics. All rients reserved.

CSCr^fgrTE^Mk
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Directed by Minoru KUSAKABE

Iron Angel of the Apocalypse! He's back.

...mad as hell and armed to the teeth!

Join in a three-way fight to the finish

with the multinational police force SCR
and with the Android, who wants only

one thing...

Revenge!!!

•K ,v
\ '.'--"

lie Gameplay Modes
• Battle Maze
• Outer Space
• Air Cycle Racing

• Outrageous Storyline linked

by amazing movie segments

A formidable army of devious

Motoid enemies
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Scavenger
With Into the

Shadows'
realistic

scenery,

breathtaking

lighting

effects, and
stunning

character

animation, it

could easily

pass as a
pre-rendered

graphic demo

f you've never heard

of Scavenger, the

chances are that you

will do soon,

whatever platform

you may now own.

Scavenger is a Los

Angeles, CA-based software firm on the

verge of joining that etite group of

developers which have access to state-

of-the-art technology but which also

recognize the overriding importance of

payability. The company's forthcoming

range of PC, Saturn, 32X, and

PlayStation games could very well set a

new visual standard on their respective

machines, but Scavenger asserts what

really counts is the gameplay.

Into The Shadows is initially the

most impressive game of the pack. It's a

PC dungeon game that, with its realistic

scenery, breathtaking lighting effects,

and stunning character animation,

Los Angeles developer Scavenger

may not be a household name just

yet, but it's working on it. NEXT
Generation meets a company with

genuine pride in its work

could quite easily pass as a pre-rendered

graphic demo. Running full-screen in

SVGA on a high-end Pentium, the 256-

color, true-3 D, texture-mapped polygon

environment moves at more than 25

frames per second (fps) and boasts

realtime lighting and motion-captured

characters. This graphic sophistication

would be impossible without

Scavenger's Triton Advanced Physics

Engine, which it has been working on for

the past two years.

Into The Shadows
primarily a fighting game — an

interesting choice of genre considering

all the effort that has gone into the

scenery. However, there is a significant

exploration element involved — the

player has to collect objects and

discover secrets as he or she moves

around the castle. To create the

characters' movements, the firm enlisted

the help of a Polhemus motion-tracking

system, which has had considerable

Into The Shadows (above), Vertigo (below), and Amok
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All surfaces in Into the

Shadows are made up of

textured polygons (top). An
incandescent sky provides

a dramatic backdrop

(above). Realtime lighting

casts shadows through

this portcullis (left)

Scavenger is

determined
that none of

its games will

ever appear
on other

platforms.

Managing
Director

Daniel Small

also insists

that the

company will

never license

its engine

benefits for naturalistic movement —
and seeing hordes of belligerent

skeletons, ghouls, and other foul

creatures marching toward you in SVGA
is a jaw-dropping experience.

Scavenger is determined that none

of its games will ever appear on other

platforms. Managing Director Daniel

Small also Insists that the company will

never license its engine: "Half the world

is going toward using other people's

engines, and only a few people are

creating engines and developing

technologies. We've been working on

most of our technologies for two to

three years now. Everybody here wants

to make an original. We're not into the

porting idea."

AlthOUgh Into The Shadows

will only appear on the PC, both Saturn

and 32X owners will have their own

innovative and visually outstanding

titles, Vertigo and Amok. Vertigo, a

pure 30 racing game running in 32,000

colors at 30 fps, is one of a pair of

games scheduled to appear on the

Saturn this year. Scavenger believes that

what distinguishes Vertigo is its 30

collision system, combined with fast and

varied gameplay. Although collision is a

basic gaming element in all 3D action

games, Scavenger believes it is ahead of

the competition in this area, having

taken account of every possible situation

to create a truly immersive gameworld.

The other Saturn title is Amok. A
two-player action racing game slightly

Saturn owners will bo looking forward to

Amok's two-player mode. The head-to-

head action can get very hectic

resembling 3D0's Total Eclipse, this

title offers a blend of slick graphics and

intense split-screen racing certain to

captivate Saturn audiences when it's

released later this year. It also boasts

landscape-altering algorithms the likes

of which are in games like Magic Carpet.

"For most companies the landscape

is static," observes Small. "Some firms

replace one bitmap with another, but

that's just too easy. Our BSpace

algorithm enables us to permanently

alter the gaming environment to create

a more involving game."

It's refreshing in this era of hard-

nosed commercialism to see a company

that genuinely cares about its products.

Daniel Small signs off: "There are

people in this office for 24 hours a day,

seven days a week. It's a lifestyle. This

isn't a job. It's in people. It's their life."

This is the level of dedication which

makes Scavenger definitely a .-i-uri

company worth watching. 4^

scenery, these Insect-like

creatures have a tendency

to pixelate when they come
close to the camera

With their 32,000 colors, you'll often find

yourself admiring the spectacular backdrops in

Vertigo. Belting toward a tunnel (above)
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their cut). And blasting you out ofthepark with thoje

long,foulfloaters they getfrom stadiumfood. Phew-ee.

Nice screen shot huh? Cool 3D Graphics Good thing thereV VirtualLeague Baseball
'
— with big

league pitching, ,>lugging andfielding in bigger-than-life 3D. You can choottefrom 18



but the chili dog farts.

world-class teanu. Set your own pitching rotation. Pick

your DH. Andplay Single Game, All Star orPennant

Race modes. Catch this, too: It's the only ballgame good

enough to play in the VirtualBoy ballpark. So don'tjust sit

there waiting to hurt Slide into the store, andgive it a crack.

league Baseball is a trademark of Kemco America, Inc

Kemco America. Inc. Nintendo Virtual Boy and tins

Official Seals ate trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc.
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PlayStation

Aquanaut's Holiday
Publisher: ArtDink (Japan)

Developer: ArtDink
It is evident that the 3D
environment will play a significant

part in next generation gaming,

and Aquanaut's Holiday is a prime

example of this approach. Billed

as an underwater exploration

game, this S/m-C/tyish title drops

you into the murky ocean waters

enabling you to move about freely,

establishing underwater stations,

and building reefs as you go.

Seen from a first-person

perspective, AhTs exotic sea life

and realistic landscapes soon

have you believing you really are

exploring the floor of the ocean.

And though the gaming aspect is

a little on the subtle side, it's

enjoyable just swimming around.

Rating: •***
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Aquanaut's Holiday's cool blue

waters surround you in this

underwater exploration game

Cyber War
Publisher: Coco Nuts (Japan)

Developer: Soft Vision

In Cyber War, the sequel to

Lawnmower Man, Bandai has

made the assumption that

watching a movie is more fun

than actually playing a game.

Made up of several small events

such as piloting a space ship

through a virtual maze, Cyber War
is held together loosely by a set

of animated clips.

The only real interactivity is of

the Dragon's Lair-style. This means
pushing left at just the right

moment or firing on a particular

doorway to cue up the right

animation clip. All in all, the

extensive waiting around time

only serves as a good opportunity

to consider the short-lived novelty

status of this game.
Rating: **

Dragon Ball Z
Publisher: Bandai (Japan)

Developer: Bandai
Based on a popular Japanese

animation series, Dragon Ball Z
made its debut on the 16-bit

systems and was hugely

successful with those fans familiar

with the series. What this 2D
fighter has going for it beyond

name recognition, however, is not

easy to identify.

Boasting nothing by way of

real innovation, Dragon Ball Z is an

instant disappointment to those

looking for something new and

exciting from the PlayStation. The

gameplay is at very best average

and the graphics are sub-standard

when compared to other fighters

like Mortal Kombat. About the

only thing this one has going for it

is the vast selection of characters.

Rating: **

Philosoma
Publisher: SCE Japan (Japan)

Developer: SCE Japan
The original heyday of the space

shooter has come and gone, and

with games like Philosoma, it

won't take long to remember why.

In many ways, this title is like

the greatest hits of the space-

shooter genre, featuring stages in

the Grad/i/s-style overhead

perspective, the side-view (dating

all the way back to Defender),

and the behind-the-ship view

which never quite worked on any

of the earlier systems, nor does it

really work here.

Philosoma looks nice enough
and plays well, but the title breaks

no new ground in any way. So, if

you're feeling nostalgic, be sure to

check out this one.

Rating: * *

Winning Eleven
Publisher: Konami (Japan)

Developer: Konami
When looking at a game like

Winning Eleven, it's easy to see

where sports titles are going on

the next generation systems. This

polygonal soccer game rivals even

the great FIFA Soccer for 3DO in

gameplay. and though the look is a

little less natural, it's easy to see

the advantage of polygon

characters when they turn 360° in

setting up for a shot or make a

perfectly angled slide tackle.

The interchangeable camera
views, extensive replay features,

and realistic gameplay are some of

the other impressive factors that

go into making this one of the

finest soccer games to date.

Rating: •***

The characters In Bandai's new PlayStation title. Dragon Ball Z, may be
familiar to game fans in Japan, but In the US they carry very little weight



rating playstation

PlayStation

iv tracks of WipeOut may seem confining at first, but with soma
b they start to feel just right. Here, your racer passes over a canyon gap

CLASSIC
WipeOut
Publisher: Psygnosis
Developer: Psygnosls

There have been a number of next generation games with their share of flash,

but not much substance. WipeOut stands tall above these titles with more flash

and substance than most games were ever even meant to have. Set in the

not-so-distant future, this hovercraft racer boasts some of the best looking

landscapes seen to date, with equally exquisite tracks resting gracefully in the

hills and valleys of each environment. It would have been easy enough to stop

there, but Psygnosis went the extra mile with innovative lighting techniques and

an overall stylistic approach to visual design.

Although the graphics and heart-pounding soundtrack

are easy enough to fall in love with, the most exciting

aspect of this title is the racing itself. Zipping over

hills and rounding the smooth curves is an overall

lesson in excitement. The significant learning curve

for play control may prove a bit on the frustrating

side the first few times you play through, but once

the occasional lucky move starts translating into

seasoned tactics, you'll know it was worth the

time and effort.

Wipeout is, in every way, an exhilarating game
with a real feeling of quality through and through. If

there's anything left in the racing genre to look forward

to now, it's a sequel. A new high-water mark has been set

with Psygnosis' WipeOut.

Rating: *****
Opponents are capable of blasting

you from behind, dropping mines,

and using other power-ups to slow

you down, as this craft is about to

do in this slim tunnel (above right).

Mastering the skills of climbing hills

and making the right road choices

will increase your chances of taking

the lead and keeping it, despite the

ruthlessness of your enemies (right)

For skilled racers, loading screens are a real aid. The Profile

grid, for example, assists you in foreseeing upcoming hills



rating saturn

PlayStation

In Total Destruction mode, your

goal is to stay alive as long as

possible. Acquiring crash points is

also a very satisfying aspect of

Destruction Derby, (top). Various

Interchangeable views enable the

driver many perspectives (right)

SMASHING
Destruction Derby
Publisher: Psygnosls

Developer: Reflections

At this point in the videogame industry, when a completely original

game concept makes its way to the surface, there are three likely

explanations. The first being that the idea is just not that good. The

second is that the idea is simply brilliant and the proper genius had

yet to come along. The third is that new technology is enabling an

idea to be implemented for the first time.

For the most part, Destruction Derby can be explained by the

second two. The idea of smashing into other cars at high speeds, after

all, is a fantasy shared by anyone who has ever spent

time behind the wheel of a car. Yet the crash mechanics

(and graphic representations thereof) would never have

been possible on a 16-bit system.

There is, however, a certain spark missing in

Destruction Derby. It's not in anything tangible, as the

gameplay. graphics, and sound are all handled extremely

well, but there is something in the one-player racing

option that never quite clicks. Two-player contests are

entirely different, especially the smash-up derby held in

an open arena. It's the one-player mode that's lacking.

So try before you buy for solo play. But spend just a

few seconds in the open arena with a buddy, and you'll

wonder how you ever lived without this form of release.

Rating: ****

Saturn

Clockwork Knight 2
Publisher: Sega Japan (Japan)

Developer: Sega Japan

Following up on the success of the

first Clockwork Knight, this sequel

relies on the same formula as the

original. And the game is almost

the same, except you can scroll in

and out of the background,

providing a feeling of 3D. Though

the Saturn's appeal is said to be

aimed at an older audience, the cute

graphics and bright paste! colors of

Clockwork Knight 2 are most likely

to attract a much younger crowd.

There was a question, when CK
was released, if the next generation

gamer was still interested in side-

scrolling action games. Perhaps the

success of CK2 is meant to be the

determining factor for Sega as to

whether or not there is any life still

left in this genre. If you like CK you

are sure to like CK2.

Rating: ***

The bright pastel colors of Clockwork Knight 2 are not likely to have much
appeal for older gamers, but younger ones will enjoy Its simple gameplay

Dark Legends
Publisher: Data East

Developer: Data East

There are several uses for the power

of the next generation systems,

including shining up the tired genres

of the 16-bit platforms. Dark

Legends, a 2D brawler, attempts to

take advantage of this angle,

somehow missing the mark.

There are a few elements in

Dark Legends that make thorough

use of Saturn's power, including a

wide variety of colors, smoothly

scaling backgrounds, and unusually

large fighters. But for the most part,

DL is very much like all the 2D
fighters preceding it. Though it is

possible to have fun playing this

game, it would be a mistake to buy

a next generation system for a

game like Dark Legends.

Rating: **

Riglord Saga
Publisher: Sega Japan (Japan)

Developer: Micro Cabin Corp.

Having enjoyed huge success in

Japan, Riglord Saga is just the kind

of gorgeous game likely to dazzle

US role-playing game (RPG] fans.

Though it falls a little short in

exploratory fun and while it depends

too heavily on battles and pre-

determined story development,

there is little doubt that this is the

model of RPGs to appear on Saturn.

It's doubtful, due to its rather

I The stylistic good looks of

Riglord Saga are sure to have a

serious impact on US RPG fans

dry format, that this game is likely

to attract many non-RPG fans even

with its gorgeous graphics, but for

those eager to get a look at a next

generation RPG, Riglord Saga is

not at all a bad place to start.

Rating: ***

Street Fighter: The
Movie
Publisher: Acclaim
Developer: Capcom
There's no doubt that games like

Mortal Kombat and Fatal Fury owe
a debt of gratitude to the Street

Fighter series. And while the genre

has burned itself out in the eyes of

many gamers, the legend of Street

Fighter lives on. Hoping to cash in

on its notoriety. Street Fighter: The

Movie is a near-perfect translation

of its coin-op brethren.



SONY.

Take a trip into the third dimension with the suicidal,

superstars from the craziest puzzle game around! Explore

fully texture mapped, real-time 3D environments packed

with lunatic Lemming action. Test your wits against this

all-new brain teaser - it's the most fun you can have

rescuing rodents!

s Ltd, 3D Lemmings eloped by Clockwork Games ai



rating saturn

ICE Cube
QN SATURN:

Saturn

THUMBS UP
Last Gladiators
Publisher: Kaze Co.

Developer: Kaze Co.

If there was fun to be had in an arcade before the invention of

videogames, it was most likely to come from a pinball machine:

a machine with two flippers, a hyper-sensitive set of bumpers

and targets, and a shiny silver ball. But pinball machines have

generally fallen off in popularity and as one final insult to the

genius of pinball, now they can be duplicated on the very

platform that made them nearly obsolete.

Video pinball has always been a near-miss proposal, but with

the advance play controls of systems like Sega Saturn, and the

excellent programming represented in games like Last

Gladiators, it is hard to deny there's much that can't be done
accurately in this style simulator.

With four tables from which to choose, and all the bonuses,

jackpots, and skill shots offered in today's most advanced

pinball machines.

Last Gladiators is

not only convincing,

but it's a great c

of fun. It would have

been nice to perhaps

have a choice of

different

perspectives, but at

least the view

offered is easy to

work with.

Rating: ***•

"MAYBE YOU THINK YOU

People are always coming up to us at Sega and asking,

KNOW WHO I AM."why* re V°usoangry?"

Okay, no one's ever asked us that. But CHECK IT:

gnS., 11Jmis „ew.H0Wl S

So if you think you know what it's like,

OR HOW I FEEL. IT'S NOT LIKE THAT.

It shares the same architecture as $20,000 arcade systf

MAYBE IF I WRITE IT, OR

but Sega Saturn pumps the hottest arcade titles str

GET ON THE MIKE.'hatgrabsyoua

pulls you in, it's no wonder the best gar

YOU'LL UNDERSTAND °n'V°"Se ga Sa

And this Christmas, EXACTLY
Sega Saturn will have the most electrifying library of EXCLUSIVE

what I'M LIKE.

;. So don't go thinking you know what

DON'T THINK
.atum is like before yo

Each table of Last Gladiators has
its own style and attitude, but

they all play pretty much the

same (top). The fluid motion of

the ball is so realistic that you
will soon forget you're watching a
television screen (above) SEGA SATURN
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rating 3D0

All your favorite characters from Street Fighter 2— Chun-Li and E. Honda
(above), Guile, M. Bison, and Ken — appear In Street Fighter: The Movie

Featuring all the major, and

even some minor, characters from

the humbly received movie, this

title is not only well executed, but

extremely thorough, including the

Movie, Two-player, Tournament.

and the Single player modes.

While the fact remains that Street

Fighter: The Movie is still a two-

dimensional fighter, the title looks

and plays great.

Rating: ***

Virtual Volleyball
Publisher: Imagineer Co. (Japan)

Developer: Imagineer Co.

In Virtual Volleyball, the first

polygonal volleyball game to appear

on any system, it's clear that

polygons don't necessarily make a

good game. Yes, the players are in

full 3D, but with limited control

over where they can move or what

they can do once they get there,

it's not much fun controlling them.

There are inherent problems in

doing a volleyball game when
considering the matter of trying to

imm^'h rv-m be
The general lack of control In

Virtual Volleyball puts this one In

the "not quite there" category

control an entire team, but Virtual

Volleyball seems to make no

effort to solve any of these

problems, leaving the gamer with

an extremely vacant feeling.

Rating: *

Panzer General
Publisher: SSI
Developer: SSI

One of the best PC wargames of

'94 has arrived on 3D0. It may
not have a whole lot of flash, but

what it lacks in style, it makes up

in substance. If you ever wanted
to command the Blitzkrieg, well,

here's your chance. Almost every

ground and air attack craft of the

WWII European theater is

represented, from tanks to

tactical bombers, and the

strategy is miles deep.

Supply problems, hidden

units, they're all there, fighting as

either the Axis (as the title

implies) or the Allies. The 3DO
enables you to use zooming map
screens, but if you find yourself

Starring MICHAEL DORN and Patricia Charbon

OTUREl Salvage a

SHIP, SURVIVE Be battle in deep :

ft vast alien inwalOation,

A DAZZLING VIRTUAL WORLD! Explore

A FULLY FUNCTIONING 3 LEVEL 22ND CENTURY

BATTLECRUISER" "

ROOMS IN SEAMLES

^SU**

TOTAL IMMERSION! Full- motion video beautifully intel

. 3D animated environments, layered sound effects, and at
MUSICAL SCORE TAKE'YOU ON AN EXHILARATING RIDE INTO THE FUTURE.

MISSION
The New State" of. the Art in Adventure Gaming!

Actual SVGA graphics & animation clips shown HLEGEND'



rating jaguar

3D0

MOVING

If FMV makes you sick, The Daedalus Encounter might not

change your mind, but it might keep you amused (inset). The idea

is straightforward: follow these two clumsy, accident-prone

space marines around and keep them out of trouble (above)

The Daedalus Encounter
Publisher: Panasonic
Developer: Mechadaus
Released for the PC earlier this year, The Daedalus Encounter is

a straightforward port. As a disembodied brain encased in a

mechanical probe (well, not exactly, but close enough), you, the

player, get to sit around watching long FMV scenes, then hop in

at odd moments to pull your two clumsy human comrades out of

trouble. This is accomplished by solving logic puzzles, but the

occasional action sequence is thrown in for good measure.

If the video were any less well produced than it is, this

would be a tedious bore. As it stands, the game's mixture of

digitized video, starring Tia Wayne's World Carrera (clad in form-

fitting jumpsuit while her male counterpart wears body armor—
subtle), and rendered scenery are always a joy, and make it

worthwhile — think of 7th Guest with a solid story and decent

acting and you get the idea. Also, every once in a while, you

actually get to "pilot" your little probe instead of just watching

video of it flying around, which helps. The puzzles range from

laughably easy to mind-numbingly complex (we dare anyone to

figure out scene 20's "orbit" puzzle in a timely fashion). A little

more consistency of challenge would have been a nice idea.

The 3D0 version is, perhaps predictably, more of a chore to

control than the PC version,

but the video quality Is

excellent, and its full-surround

stereo is great. We almost

hate to admit it, but here's

an FMV title that works.

Rating: ***

If puzzles are your game,

this won't disappoint, but

the widely varying

complexity of the

challenges could put some
folks off

turning off the music and battle

animation after about five

minutes, don't worry, so did we.

Rating: •***

is] -jh ±ei
!

Crushing the opponent's pathetic

cavalry with the "Blitz" is the big

thrill In Panzer General

to platforms like the Sega CD and

the 32X. In what represents a

home-coming for the Pitfall series,

The Mayan Adventure is now
available on the Jaguar and is

every bit as good a game as it was
on any other system.

The allure of Pitfall may be the

lush jungle environments, the

smooth animation, or the overall

payability, but whatever it is,

Pitfall maintains a feeling of quality

game design from the very

beginning, and is well worth

checking out, especially if you're

an old-school Pitfall fan.

Rating: **+*

Jaguar

Pitfall: The Mayan
Adventure
Publisher: Atari

Developer: Actlvlslon

Debuting on the 16-bit systems,

Pitfall: The Mayan Adventure has

made a few successful port-overs
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Experience endless hours

of action packed
entertainment with the

for 3DO!

The GAMEGUN™ comes equipped with a "Y" connector to allow

for one or two player use. One connector plugs directly into the

3DO player and the second connector plugs into a second gun for

two player excitement. GAMEGUNs are sold separately.
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and gunfighters in your pursuit of Mad
Dog and his band of outlaws in MAD
DOG McCREE '_ and MAD DOG II;

bank robbers and criminal

snarios and challenges as '

4801 Lincoln Road, NE
Albuquerque. NM 87109
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rating 32X

Rayman
Publisher: Atari

Developer: Ubi Soft

Although this title will soon be

available for just about every

system that was ever created, it

will be difficult to find a version

that out-performs the Jaguar. With

its vast color palette, detailed

sound effects, and overall

payability, there is nothing about

Rayman for the Jaguar that falls

below the mark of excellent. In

fact, there is little if anything

about the PlayStation or Satum
versions that will top this one.

The only question left

unanswered, then, is whether players

need yet another side-scrolling

action game. The answer is. of

course, no, but since we know
we're going to get them anyway,

it's at least nice to know that they

might be as good a Rayman.
Rating: ***+

Rayman'* sharp graphics are

sure to dazzle any Jaguar cynics

World Series Baseball

Developer: Blue Sky
Arguably the best baseball series

on the market, World Series

Baseball '95 has made its way to

the 32X. And everything that made
WSB for the Genesis the best

baseball game ever is here.

32X

UN-X-PECTED!
Virtua Fighter
Publisher: Sega
Developer: Sega AM2
Virtua Fighter, the two-year-old arcade brawler

that was squeezed onto Sega's high-end Saturn

and was completed full of glitches and a

significantly smaller polygon count, arrived on

the 32X without the glitches and with added
features not in the coin-op.

What makes Virtua Fighter such a great

game is the excellent hand-to-hand combat, and

the 32X version has kept all the moves intact.

The characters don't look quite as good as the

Saturn version, but still look amazingly solid.

Also added is the three new camera angles

(birds-eye, low-angle, and high angle), a
tournament feature for a group of competitors,

and a full-match replay feature. All of these

features are ones that home games need to

have, and ones that certainly should've been
included with the Saturn version.

Should you trade your Saturn in for a 32X?
In a word, no! Virtua Fighter Remix and Virtua

Fighter 2 have no chance of fitting on Sega's

The popular replay

feature is here, minus
the glitches on Saturn's

version (inset). There's

three views to choose
from, like this over the

shoulder view (top)

little add-on. However, if you already own a 32X,

Virtua Fighter is the best fighting game available

— and one you'll need.

Rating: ***•

This title features all 28
stadiums, up-to-date rosters, a full

season, playoffs, the world series,

trading, drafting, all-time greats,

stats, and even an all-star game
based on players' performances
from the season you play. There's

also slight improvements in

graphics, sound, and even play.

While the improvements aren't

incredible, they do make the 32X
version the best baseball game
anywhere. The play is deep enough
for the biggest stat freak, and fast

enough for the arcade fan.

World Series '95 for the 32X
isn't much better than its 16-bit

counterpart, but it's easily the

best baseball game available. This

one won't disappoint.

Rating: *****

.•"'

All 28 real world stadiums from the major leagues are captured perfectly in

World Series Baseball. You'll swear you're playing in Fenway Park
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Neo-Geo

The King Of Fighters '95
Publisher: Neo-Geo
Developer: SNK
In an ever-intriguing effort to vary

the endless supply of 2D fighters

churned out for the Neo-Geo, SNK
has added the facet of team
matches to The King Of The

Fighters '95. The idea behind

fighting as a three-person team
(one fighter after another, not

three at one time) adds an

interesting flare to the game, but

the final result is still a one-on-one

fighting game with nothing much
new to offer the seasoned fighter.

We hate to even suggest it,

but in the end, if you like

two-dimensional fighters, you'll

probably like this one.

Rating: * *

Casino Deluxe
Publisher: Impressions

Software
Developer: Impressions
Software

You might think that doing

computer simulations of gambling

games is easy, but the plethora of

incredibly bad ones on the market

shows the fallacy in that thought.

Casino Deluxe is an exception. It

spares us the FMV and "virtual

casino" walkthroughs and

concentrates on the games. Slots,

Pai Gow, Caribbean, video Poker,

Craps, Roulette, and Blackjack

are all represented here.

On the downside, the strategy

guides cover only the basics and
unless you're testing your

"system," playing casino games
isn't that fun on the PC. Still, if

you're into these games, this is

one of the best around.

Rating: ***

lly, Casino Deluxe is one
I of the best casino games around

C.E.O.
Publisher: I* Motion
Developer: Artdink

Much the way that, deep down,

Maxis' SimTower was nothing more
than an elevator simulator, this

game is really a management-
training game, loaded down with

that's what's wrong this disc.

Basically, this is like Myst set

in the old west, only with even less

cohesion and logic than Myst. Like

areas that will randomly kill you?
Like spending minutes searching

for hot-spots with a mouse? No?
Weli then, stay away from this.

Rating: *

In I* Motion's C.E.O. you get the chance to run big businesses, but the

actual play mechanics are more like SimCity or A-Traln

If looks were everything, Mirage

would be the only thing. Too bad
that's not true, on either count

lots of other features, like stocks,

subsidiaries, and various SimCity

elements, that's trying to convince

you that you are actually running a

mega-corporation.

When was the last time you

saw a real CEO (or anyone for that

matter) try to get the busses and
trains to run efficiently? This isn't a

bad game, but it just doesn't give a

good feeling of cohesion.

Rating: *•

D-Day: America Invades
Publisher: Avalon Hill

Developer: Atomic Games
This distant descendent of Utah
Beach does an exceptional job of

simulating the battle of D-Day and

the difficult yard-by-yard fighting

that followed, as the Allies fought

for the crucial territorial

advantages that would eventually

clinch victory in the European

theater of World War II.

As the decision-maker for just

about everything, you can change
variables of the battle, including

even crucial weather conditions,

which adds to your options. Atomic

Games manages to take much of

the tedium out of this tile-based

wargame, enabling you to

concentrate on strategy as you try

to duplicate history, or if you're

playing as the Nazis, change it.

Rating: ****

Mirage
Publisher: Atlantis Interactive

Developer: The Dream Designers

You know, with great graphics, you

really don't need good gameplay,

logical puzzles, or a clear interface.

Oh no, wait, that's wrong! And

NFL Pro League Football
Publisher: Micro Sports
Developer: Micro Sports

PC sports titles usually feature

excellent statistical models and
totally simple graphics. Now Micro

Sports is trying to broaden its

L0D

P/lAv$taTiq
•

,
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D-Day's play is greatly improved

by time-saving devices Atomic

has Incorporated into the game

©1995 Gremlin Interactive Limited. ™ Interplay

Productions. All Rights Reserved. Sony® is a registered

trademark of Sony Corporation. PlayStation™ is a

trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment, Inc.

BY GAMERS. Him. \Mi:i?>
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appeal by adding better graphics to

its football game. It shouldn't

because, instead of good simple

graphics, it now has horribly

"good" graphics, with choppy

animation, and poor sound quality.

The statistic model is still

phenomenal though, able to replay

whole seasons with surprisingly

accurate results. Micro Sports

either needs to stay simple or

partner up with someone who has

more graphic experience.

Bating: +**

Savage Warriors
Publisher: Mindscape
Developer: Atreid Concept
Two-dimensional fighters are still

big news in the PC world, and

Savage Warriors is a good example

of the genre. The characters move
fluidly, the backgrounds look great,

the control is good, and there are

plenty of hidden moves. The ability

to hang from background items is

particularly innovative.

Sound is somewhat
uninspired, though, and it was
frustrating that there was no

tournament mode, or way to select

who to fight in one-player mode.
Still, If you're looking for 2D
fighting on the PC, Savage

Warriors is very competent effort.

Rating: ***

You can't ask for much more on a

PC than Savage Warriors' smooth
animation and good action

Terminal Velocity
Publisher: Apogee
Developer: 3D Realms
It seems every time you think

there would be no possible way for

someone to do another

Doom/Descent clone, Apogee
releases a new title. Don't get us

wrong — this is fun to play, and it

adds some flight-sim elements.

And, happily, you're not always

stuck in tunnels (there are various

cities and space environments

among other locales).

But overall, the genre, as

currently exploited, is beginning

to wear thin, and another "save-

the-earth" shoot-em-up isn't going

to alter that aging process.

Rating: **

Tyrian
Publisher: Epic Megagames
Developer: Epic Megagames
There haven't been many vertically

scrolling shooters out for the PC,

and while this title would likely die

a quick death on the console

market, it has got a much better

chance on the PC.

You know the drill — buzz

through 50 levels of multlscrolling,

power-up seeking, everything-on-

the-screen-shooting, bullet-avoiding

action. Actually, you have to buy

the power-ups with cash you get in

The action in Tyrian is just as intense in any of the countless shooters on

any of the consoles — but It's got a better chance to succeed on the PC

PC

STRIKING!
Apache
Publisher: Interactive Magic
Developer: Digital Integration

"Wild" Bill Stealy, one of the founders of sim-giant Microprose, is

back and it's no surprise that Interactive Magic's first project is a

stunningly realistic simulation of one of the most complex

military aircrafts of all time — the weapon-packed AH-64D
Apache Longbow helicopter. Just getting the thing to fly without

plunging into the ground takes skill and practice, to say nothing

of staying alive (or completing missions) in a hostile environment.

In a concession to the Doom generation, though, there is an

Arcade mode in the game that greatly simplifies the control and

enables you to get up and kill quickly.

The three mission scenarios (Yemen, Korea, and Cyprus) are

progressively more difficult and, although the shaded polygons

look simple to texture-map jaded eyes, the graphics work well.

The network and modem play is superb, enabling you to have a

comrade to fly as a

wingman, weapons
operator on your Apache,

or as an enemy 'copter.

Overall, the combination

of extreme realism in the

flight model with

satisfying scenarios puts

Apache very near the top

of the simulation heap.

Rating: *****

The actual graphics of

the game are not overly

complicated, but the

gameplay and action

are intense (top and
above). Learning to fly

definitely takes some
practice and
concentration, but once
you've got the hang of

it, you'll find that the

flight model and

mechanics are entirely

realistic (left)
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each level, which is cool, as is the

fact that you can save games at

any time. There's also a story in

the game. Grab datacubes in each

level to discover, for once, just why
you're killing everything you see.

Rating: *•+*

Macintosh

Frankenstein: Through
the Eyes of the Monster
Publisher: Interplay

Developer: Amazing Media
Frankenstein: Through the Eyes of

the Monster is one of those

Here's your new arm. Dr.

Frankenstein gave you the first

one that came in, er uh, handy

precious handful of FMV-intensive

games that's almost entirely devoid

of cheese. Even Tim Curry's

smarmy portrayal of the mad.

egomaniac scientist Dr.

Frankenstein seems to work here,

and players could call their

constant desire to beat the crap

out of the good doctor a gameplay
element. We can vouch that it

spurred us along.

Thrust into the role of a man
hanged for murder and then

reanimated in a maniac's lab, the

player must explore the brooding

Castle Frankenstein in search of

clues to the nature and

consequences of his own bizarre

resurrection. The game is a

photorealistic beauty, with a

transparent interface and some of

the most seamless video

integration around today. The

horror element is nicely gradated

here as well, with surprises ranging

from the "God-Awful Epiphany'' to

the cinema-style shock to the base-

level gross-out, and the puzzles

manage to avoid insulting the

player's intelligence. This is a class

act, shy of "stunning" only by the

mannered nature of its subject

matter, and hints that Amazing
Media may be poised to kick some
major interactive butt.

Rating: ***

Sega CD

SPUN OUT
Batman and Robin
Publisher: Sega
Developer: Sega
Don't be fooled here. While the Genesis version of this title might have been a lackluster, side-scrolling action game, rest assured that the Sega
CD version is quite different — it's a lackluster driving/ shooting game, instead.

As game designs go, this is about as basic as they come. First, you drive for a level (the first level is mostly straight and flat though, so

don't worry), then you get to fire headlight-mounted guns at a few cars,

then you get to drive some more, chasing down the mobile forces of Poison

Ivy. Next, you get to drive some more and chase down the Riddler, and
after that, well, you get the picture.

From a technical standpoint, the scrolling is extremely smooth, and
there's a surprising amount of stuff lining the road — a trick neatly avoided

by EA's Road Rash for Sega CD. There's also plenty of cool animated cut-

scenes pulled from the series. However, it's mostly a journey into sheer
tedium, boring yet frustrating at the s

Rating: * +

You're treated to some cool animated

scenes from the animated series in

between the somewhat mediocre driving

and shooting stages (top). But frankly, it's

better off to tape the series from cable

If you like the way this looks, then you're in luck since every level in Batman and
Robin looks a lot like it. It helps to be totally fixated on driving the Batmobile, too
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Atari 2600 Action Pack
Publisher: Actlvlslon

Developer: Activision

Ah, nostalgia. Here at last, owners

of the finest persona! computer
platform in the world, the

Macintosh, can gleefully waste
their high-end graphics and sound

capabilities on all the chunky,

buzzing, blocky, repetitive,

ugly-ass games they used to play

on their Atari 2600s, back when
64 K was a wet-silicate dream.

River Raid, Spider Fighter, Chopper

Command, Seaquest, Freeway,

Kaboom!, and even the original

Pitfall! — they're all here, some in

eight or more vibrant colors!

What can be said? These

games are simple, they're no-fri!(s,

and some of them are still fun... for

about five minutes. After that

point, nostalgia had better keep

you awake buddy-san because

these Jurassic turds won't.

Rating: *

With Atari 2800 Action Pack, you

can play fuzzy, buzzing games on
your high-end Mac system! Joy!

Genesis

Foreman For Real
Publisher: Acclaim

Developer: Probe
Foreman For Real is the second

boxing effort for the Genesis to

sport the rotund, aging, but never-

say-die boxer's name. The first

George Foreman's KO boxing was
a truly enjoyable game, but this

second effort is a different story.

In the three years between the

games, Acclaim has managed to

destroy the gameplay, ruin the

graphics, and completely suck out

every bit of fun.

The option of playing in a

tournament, season, or exhibition

game would be great if the boxing

wasn't so incredibly dreadful. What
you do most in Foreman For Real

is mash the buttons in the hopes

that your opponent will eventually

fall. This is fun, isn't it?

There seems to be no real

effort put into any single aspect of

this title, and the end result is

arguably one of the poorer boxing

efforts ever released.

Rating: *

Sega Genesis

FINISHED?
Mortal Kombat III

Publisher: Williams Bally/Midway
Developer: Sculptured

With the emerging genre of 3D fighters bullying their way to

the forefront, the third installment of the 2D, blood-spilling

arcade classic Mortal Kombat was received with much
skepticism. But now it heads to the 16-bit platform where 3D
is not an option, and it should resume its place on the top of

the console fighting games.
Mortal Kombat III features familiar characters like Lui-

Kang, Sonya, and Sub-Zero, along with a gaggle of new
characters like Sheeva and Night Wolf who add very little to

the game. The fighting is still decent, but with the addition of

a Killer Instinct-type combo system, there is less and less

strategy. However,

LfCT rOQK FfGHTCft

Sixteen characters, all with their own
variety of moves (and finishing moves)
is a key to Mortal kombat IIFs success

everyone knows
that /UK's charm
lies in its variety of

finishing moves. In

MK III, all-new

fatalities,

friendships, and

babalities are joined by animalities (an often rumored but

never found code in the first two games of the series) to make
for more finishing options than fighting moves. The graphics

and sound are easily on par with

MKII, and much better than most
Genesis games.

As a 16-bit game, MKII! is certain

to maintain a large part of its loyal

following happy with its hidden

secrets and mega-gallons of blood,

but as a whole, the MK series is

getting stale and in dire need of

some major reworking.

Rating: **•*

Blood, and gallons of it, is what MK, MKIII included, is all about

(inset). Night Wolf is one of the few new characters with charm
(above). The Killer Instinct-style combo-system minimizes strategy

Foreman For Real looks like

every other bad boxing game,

and it plays even worse

Scooby Doo
Publisher: Acclaim

Developer: Sunsoft

Run Roh Raggy! That's right,

Scooby, Shaggy, Thelma, and the

whole gang are now part of a

graphic adventure videogame.

The look of the famous TV
show is captured wonderfully, from

Shaggy's walk to Scooby's

dialogue to the zany chase scenes.

However, watching reruns of the

cartoon is a much more exciting

way to enjoy these elements. What
Scooby suffers from is a slow

interface that has no place on a

gaming console. It takes entirely

too long to do anything and

ultimately just makes you not want

to play. While the idea is a good

one — solve one or two mysteries

with the hapless Shaggy and

Scooby — the application of the

idea was done in an uninventive

and tiring, old format.

If you have the patience to

wade through the interface, the

occasional humor and puzzle

elements will reward you, but the

amount of reward isn't equivalent

to the amount of pain.

Rating: **
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Prime Time Football '96

Publisher: Sega
Developer: Sega Sports

Last year, NFL '95 was arguably

the best football sim available on

the 16-bit systems. This year, Sega
has added the football/baseball

star Deion Sanders to the title, the

usual updated rosters, and made
some minor tweaks in gameplay.

Overall, this is the same basic

title as NFL '95, but with new
players. All 28 teams include

updated rosters, accurate ratings,

season play, and stats kept for

every player. The gameplay is still

simple and realistic. The pending

power of the 32-bit football games
makes the tiny sprite-based players

look archaic, but as Genesis

football games go, Prime Time is a

winner. Plus, the gameplay is

slightly faster than '95 and the Al

is a much tougher.

There is nothing really wrong

with Prime Time other than the

fact that it isn't much better than

last year's version.

Rating: ****

Coming up with new riffs al

side-scrollers based on films, like

Batman Forever, is a real chore

For all their digitized glory, the

characters are surprisingly small,

and the control is awful — it

actually uses the SELECT button,

plus the control pad, to fire the

Batrope. And while Batman has a

large array of weapons at his

command — Batarangs, smoke
bombs, even something called

"Slippery Goo" (really!) — and

there's a lot of hidden areas and

items, courtesy of The Riddler, in

the end, the game's biggest

If this screen looks a lot like nfl '95, it's probably because It looks just

like NFL '95, Still, Prime Time '96 features faster gameplay and tougher Al

Super NES

Batman Forever
Publisher: Acclaim
Developer: Acclaim
The summer's biggest movie has

been turned into— surprise! —
another side-scrolling action game.
Acclaim has spent a lot of money
developing its in-house video and

motion-capture facilities and it

shows here, literally.

The game looks incredible.

"But," you might ask, "how does it

play?" Well, a lot like Final Fight.

except it's not good. See a

digitized Batman shuffle from left

to right, punching and kicking bad

guys. See Robin join him. Boring.

accomplishment is making

Maximum Carnage look like a

masterpiece. To be avoided.

Rating: *

Big Sky Trooper
Publisher: JVC
Developer: LucasArts
It's difficult to pin down exactly

what genre this game falls into, but

it's some kind of combination of

action, RPG (role-playing game),

puzzle, and trading games.
However, considering how cute

Big Sky Trooper attempts to be—
the hero's spaceship is shaped like

a big, floppy-eared dog, his (or her)

battlesuit looks like nothing so

much as an upright canister

vacuum cleaner, and the main

enemy consists of a race of

conquering intergalactic slugs—

Super NES

GREEN

The use of rendered

graphics gives the game an

interesting gloss, but it

also leaves it looking

somewhat flat and sterile,

without Square's signature

lustiness (above). However,

it is nice to see at least

one RPG where the

characters aren't horribly

superdeformed (right)

Secret of Evermore
Publisher: Square Soft

Developer: Square Soft

Square Soft is practically synonymous with Japanese RPG, but

here's their first title developed in the United States, and

specifically for an US audience. Secret of Evermore centers,

naturally, on a young boy and his dog, trapped in an artificial

dimension created by a team of scientists. At 24Mbits, the

adventure is as sprawling as any Square title, and Evermore itself

is broken into a number of different fantasy worlds, giving the

game a great deal of variety. The magic system is certainly new,

based on alchemy, requiring you to find end utilize ingredients in

different combinations, rather than spell points.

It's a fine effort, and a great game, but it's also a first

effort for a new team, and that shows in a number of small but

important ways. Combat is handled through action instead of

combat screens, as in Square's own Secret of Mana, and while

that's good, here it's often more of a challenge than it needs to

be. The storyline takes a while to get going, and meanders

aimlessly at times. Perhaps most tellingly, the central character

is never joined by anyone (besided his dog, who doesn't say

much), remaining a loner for most of the running time. This may
be a reflection of American "pioneer spirit" vs the more Japanese

group mentality, but it also leaves less chance for interaction and

character development.

It's possible that if this had come from anyone but Square,

we wouldn't be so critical. Evermore is lighthearted and

extremely enjoyable, and as a debut title for a new team of

designers, it points to a rosy future — but it does leave us mostly

wanting to see what comes next.

Rating: ••**
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it's also incredibly large and

surprisingly complex. What exactly

this game's intended audience is

supposed to be, we can't figure out,

but it deserves at least a small one.

Goofy, fun, and reasonably

challenging — and marred only by a

clunky menu system and a series of

Yes, It's not quite like anything

else out there, but it works, and

it's called Big Sky Troopers

needlessly complicated mazes —
Big Sky Trooper is worth a look.

Rating: ***

The Mask
Publisher: THQ
Developer: Black Pearl

Now here's a surprise: a side-

scrolling action game based on a

good film. Go figure. If the movie's

strength was a well-animated Jim

Carrey, the game's biggest strength

is easily a well-animated Mask.

Cartoonish to the extreme, it's

also incredibly fluid and very funny,

using many of the character's

powers from the film, plus a few

others, integrating them well into

the gameplay. Control is slick, and

while the level mazes are, at

times, too convoluted for their own
good, they're certainly inventive.

Half of the fun is just discovering

what parts of the background The
Mask can use to get around,

getting sucked through vents and

so on. The title could have used

some difficulty tweaking, and it

lacks any sort of save or continue

feature, but overall it's a solid,

enjoyable surprise.

Rating: •**

Mechwarrior 3050
Publisher: Activision

Developer: Tiburon

Entertainment
This came out about a year and a

half ago for Genesis. A three-

quarter view perspective shooter,

Mechwarrior 3050 is clearly

inspired by EA's Desert Strike

series, only instead of flying a

souped-up Apache, you're walking

around in one of Fasa corp's

Battlemechs. The game looks

good, in fact, it looks much better

than the previous Genesis version,

although this version had

noticeably clunky animation —
your 'mech doesn't walk as much
as shuffle and bounce around —
and it's worth pointing out that

there was better control on

Genesis as well.

Nonetheless, if you like your

games challenging, you can't beat

this one. there are so many
enemies who come at you from all

sides, it sort of makes you wonder
what sort of military genius

decided to send in one guy.

Rating: ***

Mechwarrior 3050 is nothing if

not frenetic— how m
can you deal with at once?

NHL '96
Publisher: Electronic Arts

Developer: High Score/Tiburon

One thing you can say about EA's

NHL series is that they just keep
getting better. You can also say

that the Super NES version never

stacks up against Genesis'.

This time around however, EA
has come very close, managing a

trick or two over Genesis. The

graphics are predictably sharper,

with small, but noticeable extra

bits of animation, like ice spraying

from a player's skates when he

stops short, and the addition of

the Super NES control pad's extra

top buttons makes controlling the

action a little easier.

If you can choose between the

two, the Genesis version still has

smoother gameplay and seems to

have better computer Al, but look,

they brought the rights back in

both versions, and this is an

excellent alternative.

Rating: *+•••

Delayed for nearly two years, the

long awaited Speedy Gonzales

game is finally here, oh God...

animated arthritis, as he's

generously given perhaps two or

three frames of animation per

action, on top of which, he's

saddled with a momentum that

makes you feel as though you're

controlling a large walrus, rather

than a mouse. In other words, this

is a darn bad game.

Rating: *

NHL '98 looks good, and for once, a Super NES EA sports title conies close

to its Genesis counterpart in gameplay. This series continues to get better

Using many of the strange character's strengths from the film of the same
name, The Mask spotlights strong gameplay and fluid animation

Speedy Gonzales in Las
Gatos Banditos
Publisher: Acclaim
Developer: SunSoft

Let's just take all the "side-

scroll i ng-game-based-on-a-l i censed-

character" spiel as already read in

to the text, shall we?
Stop us if you've heard this

before: A group of cats has

kidnapped all the mice in Mexico
and taken them prisoner around

the country, so Speedy has to

rescue them. It would seem that

the main advantage to being "The

Fastest Mouse in all Mexico" is

that it entitles Ml' ol' Speedy to rip

off most of his level design and

play mechanics from Sonic the

Hedgehog— all he's really lacking

is a spin dash.

However, perhaps as

punishment, Speedy also seems
stricken with some kind of

Weaponlord
Publisher: Namco
Developer: Namco
Once again, this nifty little 2D
brawler rises above the pack,

thanks to its emphasis on weapon
combat, inclusion of moves and

countermoves, parries, and

weapon breakers. It's the sort of

game Samurai Shodown wishes it

could be, and if you're a devotee,

you'll be studying it for years.

The Super NES makes the

game look great, although the

choppy animation from the Genesis

version still bugs us. The only

other downside is the relatively

small number of fighters, seven,

but with gameplay this deep (and

muscles this ripped — even the

female warriors weigh in at 200
plus pounds, with zero fat) it

almost doesn't matter.

Rating: ***+



TO ORDER CALL 818-819-8755 DEALER WELCOME

YOUR #1 CHOICE FOR VIDEO GAMES!
TOMMO INC. SUPER STORE E-Mail Address
18521 E. Gale Ave.

City of Industry CA. 91 748

7710 Melrose Ave.

Los Angeles, CA. 90046
For Latest Title-Release Date"

TOMM03@aol.com.
(TomM6 )



rating arcade

Zoop
Publisher: Viacom New Media
Developer:

Hookstone/Panelcomp

It all started with the nice and

simple game Tetris, and then

things got complicated.

Zoop isn't ad that difficult to

grasp — you fire a central triangle

at a series of shapes encroaching

from the sides of the screen. If

your triangle is the same color as

the oncoming shape, the shape

disappears and the triangle moves
to hit the next shape in the row. If

the triangle hits something that's a

different color, the triangle and the

shape exchange colors and the

triangle bounces back. Get it?

Anyway, this very quickly leads

to extremely complicated

strategies for clearing the screen,

especially since all sorts of special

items can appear for you to "grab."

These items can do things like

clear whole colors and whatnot.

Aw hell, just look at the picture.

It's not bad really, but the idea

isn't that intuitive, and once you

get past the learning curve it lacks

the addictive quality this kind of

game needs. We think we're

starting to see diminishing returns

on this whole "puzzle" thing.

Rating: **

Arcade
Speed Racer
Publisher: Namco
Developer: Namco
This conversion of this cartoon

follows the standard driving

formula, adds special weapons for

each character, and enables you to

be Speed himself. But, if you're

over your "Speed" phase, then

you'll probably pass this up.

You can drive as Speed in the

Mach Five against old enemies like

Ninja, Kabala, Snake, and even

Speed's long lost brother, Racer

X. You can also drive as any one
of these other guys as well.

The three courses are made
tolerant only by the walloping

amount of trickery you inflict upon

your enemies, and vice versa, up

to the very last inch of runway.

But despite the use of Speed,

lots of tricks, and sounds, like

Tricksy's gasping voice, this is

good kiddy gaming, and no more.

Rating: **

Viper Phase 1
Publisher: Fabtek
Developer: Seibu Kalhatsu

At this point of overhead shooting

games, we can safely say a

shooter is a shooter is a shooter.

What differentiates them is found

entirely in the details.

Viper is made up of beautiful,

multi-level backgrounds, digitized

explosions, and streams of

bullets, missiles, and bombs; and

its nine levels increase in difficulty

as you acquire weapons. But, like

all shooters, unless your hand-eye

coordination is really solid, the fun

will pass you right by.

Rating: *•*

SORRY!
No new games
were made
available

for review this

month on the
following system

Virtual Boy

Arcade

TAKEDOWN
WWF Wrestlemania
Publisher: Williams Bally/Midway
Developer: Williams Bally/Midway
With the multitude of fighting games flooding the arcade floors and even

more pouring into the homes of anxious gamers, most people will be

able to scratch their fighting itch this holiday season with few problems.

But with the foresight that there are too many fighters in the market

right now, Williams has issued WWF Wrestlemania in the hopes to catch

people falling off the glutted fighter train.

WWF Wrestlemania is no Mortal Kombat; it's not meant to be as

serious, nor as bloody (in fact there's no blood in Wrestlemania), but it

uses techniques that made Mortal Kombat the success it is today. And,

it's really a much better, albeit very similar, game than WWF Raw.
Cleanly digitized characters from WWF Raw include Bam Bam Bigelow,

Lex Luger, Brett Hart, Yokozuna, and others, who react faster, and use

an adequate arsenal of tricks, special moves, and special throws to

keep your interest up. Bouncing off the

ropes, leaping from the corners, and

exercising the throw moves are particularly

cool, especially since each character's

moves satisfy that wrestling urge in unique

ways. Of the eight wrestlers, Doink the

Clown's Joy buzzer is charming but is too

easily read; Razor Ramon's Slice 'N' Dice

slash is powerful, but his Rug Slam works
better; but special note should be made of

Bam Bam Bigelow's Neck Breaker,

Yokozuna's pin, Lex Luger's inverted scissor

kick, which removes large amounts of

energy from the opponent.

Playing Head-to-Head is best, but

Cooperative has its qualities, too. Gameplay
is quick, full of corny fun — like when you hit

Yokozuna, for example, hamhocks, cabbage,

and fish fly out from behind his belly — lighthearted, and simultaneously

fierce. You'll be sure to have fun and get in some good fighting at the

same time. Just don't expect it to be Mortal Kombat.

Rating: **•

^-"^"^^^aa^a^**

The best part about

Wrestlemania is picking your

opponent up and slamming
him (top). Choose your

favorite wrestler (above)

Is this three on one? Nah, it's two-on-two Cooperative play wherein

you can throw your team member right out of the ring by mistake.

The clean digitized characters make use of the ring's depth (above)



special promotion

NG Picks for
Once a month the experts at NEXT Generation team up with

Electronics Boutique to bring you a list of the very best titles that

gaming has to offer. These are the games every gamer must own to

consider their home libraries complete. If you're looking for the

latest games at reasonable prices, with great selection and customer

service as an added bonus, don't hesitate to check out the helpful

staff at your local Electronics Boutique. Here's this month's lineup...

Sponsored by ^J^'ivP
Nov '95

PlayStation
Wipeout (Psygnosis) — Wipeout's long-term payability shoots it

into top spot this month above last month's Platinum Pick,

Destruction Derby. With cut-scene quality graphics in gameplay

and racing action that will leave you white knuckled and bleary

eyed, this has everything a futuristic racer should have —
including a bevy of awesome power-ups. For more fun, add another

TV and another PlayStation and test out the link-up mode.

Rating: ••••*

Saturn
Virtua Fighter Remix (Sega) — Sega's stunning graphic

makeover of Virtua Fighter
(
VF 1.5?) breathes new life into the

first 3D fighter and offers a tantalizing taste of what we can

expect from VF2. With all the combos moves and action of the

original arcade game, the new texture-mapped graphics make
playing this one hard to forget.

Rating: •••••

Jaguar
Power Drive Rally (Time Warner Interactive) — This excellent

third party Jaguar title offers a top-down view of racing. The

control is excellent, you have an incredible variety of tracks and

road conditions to experience, and there's even a co-pilot to help

you navigate the curvy tracks. For fans of rally racing, this one

can't be beat. One of the strongest Jaguar titles yet.

Rating: •••

3D0
Slam 'N' Jam (Crystal Dynamics) — Slipping to second position

this month (see our Platinum Pick for the number one 3DO title),

Slam 'N' Jam is the sports game that gets even nonsports fans trash

talking and slam dunking. Fast-paced action, in-your-face graphics

and plenty of realistic basketball statistics will keep your hands

glued to the controller and your eyes glued to the screen.

Rating: ••••



special promotion

Take

$30 off
any November NEXT Generation pick with the trade in of three Sega
Genesis (excluding Sega CD), Super NES, 3D0, Saturn, or Jaguar

games* with this coupon.

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY AT

>t^
Games must include boxes and instructions. Games without boxes, subtract $2 each.

articipating stores only. No dealers please. Offer may be withdrawn without prior notice.

See sales associates for complete details.

Offer expires 11/30/95.

PC
Mortal Kombat 3 (GT Interactive) — The title that shows the PC

can stand up against the next generation machines as a gaming

platform. Smooth animation, excellent graphics, and every fatality,

hidden move, and background of the arcade version (and a couple

of new surprises) provide a rare action treat for PC gamers. The

best fighting game yet made for home computers.

Rating: ••••

Genesis
NHL '96 (EA Sports) — The most playable hockey game ever

made. All NHL players and teams are here with amazing statistical

accuracy in white knuckled action that's sure to please any fan. New
features in this year's revision include tougher opponents, spin-a-rama

moves, and power-stops, plus the game's already impressive shooting

and skating routines. Possibly the best sports game ever made.

Rating: ••*••

Super NES
Civilization (KOEI) — An excellent remake of Microprose's PC
classic for the Super Nintendo. Players take on the role of an

all-powerful monarch as they guide their people from cavemen to

nuclear physicists and help them take over the world. KOEI has

done a great job of bringing all of the gameplay and fun of the

original without cutting any corners or losing any of the epic

flavor of the title. One of the most addictive carts ever made.

Rating: ••••

Platinum Pick
Wing Commander III: Heart of the Tiger (Origin) — The 3DO
version of this interactive masterpiece is the best yet, especially

when coupled with the 3DO FlightStick from CH Products. A space

combat game at its heart, what's impressive about WCIII are the

awesome interactive cut-scenes, featuring the acting of such

celebrities as John Rhys-Davies and Mark "Star Wars" Hamill.

Rating: •••••
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14 functions.

Programmable

when used with the

Pro Throttle.

20 programmable

functions. Makes other

standard joysticks

programmable as well.

Available for Mac and PC.

4 button joystick

t
12 programmable

functions

20 programmable

functions

Oh. so the F-16 Series of conffollefs from CI Products costs

a couple bucks more man the cheap stuff. But this is mar. and

o foiled flight controller means sudden death. The F-16 Series

and Throttle Line deliver the the excitement of a real Falcon

cockpit, they're made to stay in the fight long after others

have bought the farm. II three gear warranty proves it.

The F-lli FighferSfick offers easy point-and-clich program-

ming. Add the Pro Throttle to the CombafSfick, and you can

fight Willi both hands without ever touching the keyboard.

trailers, too. Plus, they improve the game play of your favorite

robot, combat, space or flight sim software.

So fly on over to your computer retailer and grab onto the

most advanced and sensitive controls you'll ever use. Or get

accustomed to getting missiles up your tailpipe.

970 Park Center Drive Vista. CA 92083
Phone 619 598 2518 Fax 619 598 2524
Internet address
HTTP:.'WWW.CHPRODUCTS.com
America OnLine: CHProducls@AOL..con
CompuServe: GO CHProducts
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CAREERS IN GAMES
Interactive Development is a recruitment company that

specializes in finding the best career opportunities for Game
Programmers across the United States. If you want to talk to

the big Conglomerates, or if you want to see what opportuni-

ties there are with small start up companies, you should talk

to us. Here's a selection of what we're currently looking for:

'C Programmer: Seattle

3D Programmer: Los Angeles

'C RISC and Assembler: Texas

Tools Development: San Francisco

'C Programmer: Illinois

If you're interested in finding out further information about

any of the above positions, please contact Sean Lord @:

1433 Norm Cole Place

Hollywood CA 90028

Tel: 2 1 3-464-4900
Fax:213-464-5400
Net: Seanlord@aol.com

m
•Is the world's leading independent software

developer, developing for Saturn, Sony
PSX, PC CD-ROM, VR, & COIN-OP.
We are looking for creative and talented peo-

ple for the positions of. .

.

V
3-D Artists, Animators, .Games and Tools Programmers,

Producers/Designers if you have some combina-

tion ol^&me and atpertutee, in any of these

areas, we want to get to know you. Be sure to

send appropriate samples, and/or history,

when applying.

Sculptured can offer an attractive

compensation and benefits package,

and best of all. it is located in beautiful

Salt Lake City, Utah.

Sculptured Software. Inc.. Human Resources Dept..

2144 S. Highland Drive, 2nd floor. Salt Lake City. Utah 84106,

Fax: 801 467-2905, Ph. 801 486 2222
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We are! We're Electronic Arts, the #1 producer of interactive

home entertainment. Our mega success didn't just happen by

accident. It's the result of a carefully executed game plan.
- I

novation, product

tic team of talented individuals to create

g titles. It's tough at the top. Not everyone

has what it takes to take on the challenges. But if you like play-

-fC-^'L

ing to win, we'd like to talk to you.

It's our game. It's your move.

Senior Software Engineer

I
nr iii Liil 'it ii 1 1 jBBflpHB
leadership required. Attn. HR-NG-SSE.

Games Engineer
loping high-end ei

Networking Games Engineer

with networking (both Lan and Wan) pro

Graphic Artist
Develop 2D and 3D

high-e

J ELECTRON 1 '

3D Graphic Artist
Create original high-end int<

Technical Manager

Mutm^mmwrnrnmimm

Art Director

!?*>

i
;nt products. Attn. HR-NG-AD.

Graphic Tools Engineer
""D and 2D graphics tools (o

, or PC) used in the develop-

with animation, modeling, rendering,

image processing. Attn. HR-NG-

GTE.

Product Marketing

Manager
Be the marketing product cha

i product

i

Attn.HR-NG-3DGA. ^M mri_m
kM »

^L-M
Positions available in San
Mateo, California; Vancouver,

British Columbia and Austin,

Texas.

M

ateo, CA 94404, Attn: Human Resources. FAX: (4 1 5) 513-7160. Principals only, no phone



SQUARE L.A.

SQUARE is one of the most successful games developers

in the world. Our Final Fantasy series of RPG games has

sold over 10 million copies world wide.

Now SQUARE is opening up a graphics research facility

in Los Angeles. This new facility will help redefine the

intensity and scope of the interactive gaming experience

of the future.

We are looking for talented, highly motivated

professionals with experience in the following areas:

Senior 3D Animators

• 3D animation (min. 3 yrs on high end software)

• 3D Character Animation * Nurbs modeling
• Motion Capture • Shader writing • Particles

Software Engineers

• Real-time graphics programming
• Open GL • Performer • Open Inventor

• Artificial Life " Parallel Processing

Send resumes and demo reels to: Square LA,

22647 Ventura Blvd, Woodland Hills, CA 91364

FAX: 818-224-3006

Educational opportunities

phic design

Study at The Art Institutes International and develop

your talent in the fields of graphic design and

computer animation. Learn the foundations of drawing,

perspective, color and composition under

professional instruction.

Explore typography, design,

computer graphics and

2- and 3-D animation.

Financial aid is avail-

able for those who

qualify. Seven locations

to choose from: Atlanta, Dallas,

Fort Lauderdale, Houston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Seattle.

AI The Art Institutes International*
300 SIXTH AVENUE, PITTSBURGH. PA 15222

1 (800) 592-0700

Wrong place
Right career
The multidimensional challenges at

Viacom New Media mean that multimedia

maniacs like you will never be bored!

Lead Artists Game Designers

Audio Programmers Programmers (all levels)

Animators Game Tasters

You'll work on entertainment programs that

are too cool for reality. And educational titles

that are reality-based.

You'll be encouraged to power up your best

ideas and plug into breakthrough projects in

different multimedia venues.

You'l! hook up with other fun people in a relaxed

environment. And live in the Chicago area where
there's always something going on.

Address: 1000 Asbury Drive, Suite 15
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089

E-mail: taboism@icomsim.com Fax: 708-520-2528

An equal opportunity employer



You can bUy

Interactive TV Tools and

Applications

Design and implement

multi-player games for interac-

tive television. Requires 3+

years Windows® programming

in C/C++ with experience in

video games, multimedia

applications high-end graphics

development, animation, ray-

casting or distributed applica-

tions. Win32 experience and

knowledge of OLE/Component

Object Model preferred.

Games SDK
Design and develop new

high-performance graphics API

and drivers for Windows 95.

Requires 3+ years commercial

development in C/C++ and

experience with Intel x86

assembly language. A back-

ground writing Windows device

drivers or with graphics

hardware preferred.

Consumer Division

Work with internal groups and

third parties to investigate

current technologies and

ensure top level design for

Microsoft consumer products.

Responsibilities may involve

preparing schedules and

resource requirements;

managing daily operations of

the development team; and

working with 3D artists and

speech pathologists to

determine facial movements

made when forming different

sounds in the English

language. Requires 3+ years

software development in

C/C++ and experience with the

complete lifecycle of a product.

Some positions also require

experience with 3D animation.

Knowledge of games, network-

ing and real-time programming

preferred.

Or you i

uild
iem

A Bachelor's degree in Computer Science or other

relevant discipline is preferred for all positions.

Relocation to the Seattle area will be required.

Please mail your resume, indicating position of interest, to:

MICROSOFT CORPORATION

Attn: Recruiting, Dept. Ac|4hl-1195

One Microsoft Way, STE 303

Redmond, WA 98052-8303

or email your resume In ASCII text format to:

y-wait@microsoft.com

(Indicate Dept. Aq4hl-1195 in the subject header.)

For additional information about Microsoft

and our job opportunities, look to

http://www.microsoft.com

We are an equal opportunity employer and support

workforce diversity- Microsoft and Windows are

registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.

Microsoft



SAY YOU KNEW US WHEN. .

.

Senior/Junior Programmers

3DArtists/Animators

Game Designers/Producers

Cyclone Studios is a high-energy video game
developer and computer animation/special-

effects company based in Mcnlo Park.

We're seeking outstanding individuals to

fill the above listed positions. Wc offer a

very competitive salary and benefits

package. Send your resume and samples to:

Cyclone Studios

3515 Edison Way.

Menlo Park. CA 94025

Attn: Human Resources

Fax (415) 568-1810

If

qaihP Ipwlippr
Wizards of the Coast, maker of the hit trading card game Magic: The Gathering™, is looking for energetic, enthusiastic people to

support its game development staff. If you are experienced in object-oriented design or development, are a good Magic player, and

are looking for a different sort of career, then we have an opportunity for you!

lg^»'««»)A-UJi5?.'j\

The ideol candidate will have the following qualifications:

-.. • At least I year of experience in object-oriented design

ji\ • Open-minded

4i\
* Extensive and var 'ed 9ame P' av experience

\\ • Critical thinking and clear communication skills

• Team player

This is not a computer programming position, but our salaries are competitive

with the software industry.

Salary DOE/Excellent benefits. Qualified applicants should send a resume,

cover letter, and technical writing sample to

:

I Wizards of the Coast

PO Box 707

I Renton, WA 98057-0707^

Equal Opportunity Employer



It's not just fun and games...
It's an amazing career opportunity, it's creative freedom, it's a chance to learn

on state-of-the-art equipment, and there's plenty of free coffee!

Join Konami Computer Entertainment (KCE), a new R&D subsidiary of

Konami Co. Ltd., an industry leader in electronic entertainment for the last 25

years.

KCE's mission is to gather the most talented individuals on the planet to

create the best video games for the American market. We are actively hiring:

Programmers
Designers

Sound Designers

Programmers and designers must have PC or game platform experience.

KCE is located in a spacious northwest Chicago suburb. Relocation packages

will be available. Plus, we offer great benefits including competitive salary,

401(k), medical/dental plans and, most importantly, a great place to work.

To find out more about the growth opportunities at KCE, please send resume

with salary history to:

Konami (America) Inc.

Human Resources, Dept. NEXT
900 Deerfield Pkwy.

Buffalo Grove, IL 60089

Voice mail: 708-215-5100x242

Fax: 708-215-5242

Konami is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Konami® is a registered trademark of Konami Co., Ltd.

©1995 Konami (America) Inc. KONAMI
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Say something! And make it good. Write to Next Generation letters, Imagine Publishing, 1350 Old

Bayshore Highway, Suite 210, Burlingame, CA 94010. Fax: (415) 696-1678; or e-mail: ngonline@imagine-

inc.com. We're sorry that we can't reply to all correspondence, but everything is read and recycled

t*%f J41—«...

Mtet&ZJ **&
Write where you belong. Send your thoughts to NEXT Generation

PH have a Jag & 3DO and

will most likely get the

^^^ Sony PlayStation. But the

quantity of the output devices

exceed the capacity of my input

systems. Do you know of any

type of switchbox thingy (many

inputs and one output with a

A/B/C switch) either in

composite and/or stereo RCA
plug or S-video plug format? This

would make my cabling

nightmare go away. Thanks,

Dave
daveth@boi.hp.com

You can get an RCA-style

switchbox at any Radio Shack, or

high-end electronics store.

mm am extremely concerned

with the trend that has^™ been established in the

early goings of 32-bit gaming. It

seems that the minute I pick up a

controller, the ending credits

begin to roll; I'm lucky to get

more than 30 minutes out of

my gaming experience. Unlike

the early goings of 1 6-bit where

games did nothing to utilize the

hardware, I feel the early crop of

32-bit games are graphic and

technical masterpieces.

Unfortunately, this is where the

problems arise. With the mind

numbing power these new
systems possess, developers are

able to present us with

astounding artwork and

incredible 3D. Such

sophistication lends itself to

many late nights for the

programmers; what once took

six months to develop might now
take a year as the artist is

presented with the means to

deliver Disney-quality visuals.

Imagine the time consumption in

making a Super Metroid with Astol

quality art.. It's a scary thought,

and the way I see it now, it will

only remain a dream unless

developers want to take the time

to bring us not only astounding

visuals but also substance and

length. But this is the '90s and, of

course, company profit takes

precedence over my gaming

enjoyment. Hmm... Eight-bit

Castlevania with 32-bit visuals. A
guy can dream, can't he?

CLESTLDZN@aol.com

I Astal, a platform game on Sega
Saturn, shows the strong use of

colorful graphics In 32-bit games

The art in 32-bit games is indeed

astounding, but what's important

to remember is that there are

also new tools, like Adobe

Photoshop, 3D Studio, and

Debabol'izer that make doing the

art for games far easier than the

days of hand-pixeled sprites

designed on graph paper. As for

gameplay, with some of the early

32-bit titles you may certainly

have a point — gameplay

sometimes discouragingly takes a

back seat to looks, but we have

also seen some new gameplay

elements in products like Jumping

Flash'., Destruction Derby, and even

to a degree in Bug! that lead us

to believe that radical shifts in

the gameplay paradigm — for the

better — are coming.

ou guys at NG are my

favorite, but you're

starting to leave Jaguar

behind with the 16-bit units. 1

am disappointed in the lack of

Jaguar coverage and am mad at

the nasty comments about

Jaguar. PEOPLE, JAGUAR DOES
NOT SUCK.JUST BECAUSE IT'S

MADE BY ATARI DOESN'T
MEAN IT SUCKS!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Please start covering Jaguar

more, or just like EGM, I'll just

toss 'em all in the trash, OK?
Kevin Anderson

TEKKEN2@aol.com

We review every Jaguar title that

ships and preview jaguar titles

whenever applicable. The Jaguar

was on the cover of NG 4 and

we interviewed Atari's President.

SamTramiel. in NG 7. We would

argue that NEXT Generation's

coverage of Atari is the most

comprehensive in the industry.

PVW hen you refer to a game

kvi having 60 FPS like

Daytona USA, do you

really mean 60 frames per

second or do you mean 60 fields

per second? Television

broadcasts are at 30 FPS (frames

per second), which means they

are actually running 60 fields per

second. A standard television

interlaces 30 negative and 30

positive fields one after the

other, hence the 60 fields per

second or 30 total frames per

second. One field is only 50% of

the total frame.

So, are you saying that

Daytona USA (arcade) is actually

running at 1 20 fields per second?

I don't see why, because the

human eye can't detect any

flicker after 22 frames per

second (or 44 fields per second).

It kinda seems like a waste of

processing power.

Sean
SeanM2@ix.netcom.com

FPS mean frames per second.

However, we should note that

often arcade monitors are not

interlaced. Interlacing TV images

is a hold-over from the early

days of TV, when electron guns

were too slow to draw the

whole screen in one pass.

Ieveral people are under

the belief that the Ultra

64's delayed release in

the US is due to the weak value

of the dollar. I strongly disagree

with this assumed position.

I think that a far more

probable reason would have to

do with hardware delays (despite

Nintendo's claim to be on time).

First, if Nintendo was concerned

with the value of the dollar

hurting sales, it would be much

more logical for NOA to sell the

system on time, hold funds in the

US until the dollar gained

strength, then convert it to yen.

This is common practice for

many multinational companies.

To simply wait until April and

base its bet on the economy is a

little more than a gamble. What
if the dollar sank further? Not
only would Nintendo lose money

on a weak currency, but it would

also incur costs due to

warehousing and systems unsold,

as well as lose out on the

technology life-cycle.

Jim deVos

via the Net

There are many reasons for the

delay of the Ultra 64, including

hardware and software delays;

sorting out the storage medium

of the system (nothing is etched

in stone yet); putting the finishing

touches on publisher and

developer rights; and, maybe even

most importantly, not cutting

into Super NES' holiday sales.
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nt seems that no matter

where I look, you guys

always have something

bad to say about Sega and all of

Sega's products, particularly its

newest machine, the Saturn.

Nobody can deny that

Daytona USA is the most

enjoyable racing game to ever hit

the home market, and despite

what everyone says, the polygon

redrawing isn't really that bad.

My friend and I are convinced

you guys are being paid off

by Sony US.

So what's the deal?

Steve Williams

Fitzgerald GA

I While Daytona USA for the

Saturn has excellent gameplay,

its draw-in speed Is very slow

We're not getting "paid off" by

anyone, and we have no

particular pro or anti biases

against companies. We judge

each product on its individual

merits — Sega has stumbled

badly with the 32X and Sega CD
and we have rightfully taken it to

task for them. The Saturn has

great, currently unrealized

potential, and we are as anxious

as anyone else to see software

that lets it perform to its

i abilities.

MM was just reading NG 8

(letters) in which a

^^^ reader wrote in and said

that he called USA-SEGA and the

folks there told him that Killer

Instinct was coming out for

Sega systems. You called in and

claimed you were told the same.

Well, how come when I called

they told me different?

Second, let me start by

saying that throughout the whole

article on the Saturn in NG 8

(Now Read the Facts) you said

nothing good about it and you all

you did was bash Sega. What's

wrong, didn't Sega advertise

enough in your "not-so-cool" mag?

Third, Killer Instinct is made

by Midway, alf that Nintendo did

was pay to have its stupid name

on the game. So, in actuality,

there could be a chance this

Mortal Kombat wanna-be could

come out for the Saturn,

although it's a slim chance.

And last but not least, who
are you to speak for 1 00,000

gamers out there? And as for

anyone being called a "liar,"

people in glass houses should not

throw stones.

Jamie Bertucci

Burbank, IL

Jamie, the day Killer instinct ships

for the Saturn, we will fly to

Burbank and personally build you

your very own glass house.

ram beginning to notice a

disturbing trend in your

magazine. Many

magazines compare Virtua Fighter

and Tekken or [Bottle Arena]

Toshinden to give a stark contrast

in fighting games and to show the

supposed advantages of the

PlayStation. However, this is an

unfair comparison. First of all,

it is similar to comparing Daytona

USA to Pole Position — the

former is built on the precepts

and success of the latter, to

which it owes gratitude.

Magazines should be

comparing Tekken and Toshinden

to Virtua Fighter 2, yet I haven't

seen any do so without admitting

that VF 2 is a better game. But

what, you might respond about

the fact that Tekken or Toshinden

will be available to the home

systems earlier than VF2? Well, if

you plan on waiting for the best

game, VF2 is only coming out a

few months after Tekken, and if

you've waited the five months

after VF was made available, then

waiting a little longer for quality

shouldn't upset you.

People are so anxious to

jump on the Sony bandwagon

that they don't stop and think

what they're saying.

All I ask is that you

compare comparable games and

try not to commit such

noticeable logical flaws. You've

fought well against becoming an

all-hype magazine. Please don't

cross the line you are narrowly

beginning to approach.

David Goranson
Pocasset, MA

until VF 2 arrives on the Saturn,

comparisons wilt bo made
between VF1 and Toshinden

Last time we checked, comparing

first-generation, home 32-bit

fighting games to other first-

generation, home 32-bit fighting

games (or racing games to other

racing games) was not exactly a

flaw in logic, just because Pole

Position came out before Daytona

doesn't mean we can't look at

them and say Doytono is better

than Pole Position. If Namco had

come out with Poie Position for

PlayStation, we would be well

justified in saying that Sega's

hardware looked better based on

the software that was out

And while we're sure that

fighting games better than Tekken,

Toshinden, or VF2 will ship

eventually on both Sega and Sony

platforms, following that logical

stream would lead us to

conclude that we should never

buy or play any games, because

better ones will someday be out.

Thanks, but we want to play now

I just finished NEXT
| Generation #7. The

I magazine is truly for the

thinking gamer. Right now I am
in the Marine Corps Boot
Camp. My job when I graduate

will be electronic repair.

No one around here knows

the answer to this question. Can

you help out? What are the

technical differences between

the Panasonic and Goldstar

3DOs? By the way, is there any

treatment for extended

videogame withdrawal?

Recruit Sean Graham
Paris Island, SC

The differences between the two

3DO hardware manufacturers,

Panasonic and Goldstar,

remaining on the market are

entirely cosmetic — in terms of

technical specifications, they are

the same. And in response to

the best treatment for

videogame withdrawal? It's

NEXT Generation, of course.

Ml creen burn-in. What's

^- the story? It is common
knowledge that if you

leave any still image on your

screen for a good length of time

you can/will burn the image into

yourTV/CRT. However, is it

possible to suffer burn-in on
yourTV from normal

gameplay? Many games

maintain a constant status screen

for points, life, etc. Will these

status bars affect the monitor?

Gary Swerski

Lake Parsippany, NJ

The cheaper and older the

monitor, the more likely the

screen is to experience burn-in,

which happens when the cathode

rays in a picture tube burn the

phosphor from the inside of the

tube. None of the TVs we have

at NEXT Generation have

ever experienced a problem. In

general you only see burn-in

these days on ATMs and old

arcade machines that display the

same images for literally

hundreds of hours at a stretch.

Unless you have a

projection TV, which can burn-in

from normal game use, and you

don't leave a game on your

screen for 24 hours a day weeks

on end, you should have no

problems from status bars and

other static images.

nhave been an avid game-

player since the 2600

inception. However, I

think it's time for the

industry to stop and take a

breather. Initially it was simple

to decide on a game system. I

first owned a 2600, then an NES.

Both easy choices considering

the competition. Then came

Genesis, and things began to get

complicated. After the Super

NES there were two equally

successful competing systems for

the first time in the industry.

Things were still pretty simple.

Now however, we are faced with

Atari vs. 3DO vs. Sega vs. Sony

vs. Nintendo vs. Apple (!?), not to

mention the PC. What we have

is the most confusing market in

an industry in recent history.

Not only that, but the turr
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rate in the industry is getting

ridiculous. I mean, 3DO came

out in 1993 and we are being

sold the upgrade that apparently

will take it beyond the

PlayStation and Saturn, just two

years later. I am now more than

ever a firm believer in the 3DO
concept of a "standard" game

platform, or barring that, fewer

competitors. I suppose that it all

equals out eventually, but the fact

that the new systems are

(approximately) on equal footing

performance-wise and that many

third party games are now multi-

platform, has me seriously

questioning where the industry

will go, and if it will survive. Do
you guys have any opinions?

Curtis Naus
West Grove, PA

You bring up some good points,

but it's important to note that

things were never quite so

simple. Back "in the old days,"

there wasn't just the 2600; there

was the Bally Astrocade, the

Fairchild Channel F, the Odyssey

II, the Vextrex, the Intellivsion,

and the Colecovision, to name a

few. All looked like serious

contenders at one point. The

latter two, along with the Atari

5200, 7800, and the Sega Master

System also fought with the NES
for dominance in the "second

wave." And who can forget die

great also-ran of the 1 6-bit era,

NEC's TurboGrafx 16? There

have always been a lot of players,

we just tend to remember that

the winners were the "obvious

choice" when it came time to

buy a system.

Most industry insiders feel

there are more systems available

or coming than can be supported

by the market and that a

shakeout will take piace over the

next year or so, leaving two

systems dominant in the industry,

with perhaps one as a distant

third, and the rest scrambling for

leftovers. Currently, many

insiders consider the Ultra 64

and PlayStation as the strongest

contenders, although that is likely

to change many times before we
know who the real winners are.

n enjoyed Marcus Webb's

Arcadia in NG 7.

However, the analogy

comparing the film to home video

relationship with the arcade to

home videogame relationship is

flawed. Seven billion is not

"missing" from the arcade

industry— it was never there.

The adversarial relationship

between the arcade industry and

the home game industry can't be

compared to the profitable,

mutually beneficial relationship

enjoyed by the film industry and

home video sales and rentals.

I manage a small arcade and

often see patrons spend hundreds

of dollars during the course of a

few months on one or two of

their favorite games.The movie-

goer may see a good movie twice,

perhaps three times, but

videogame players may piay a

popular game two or three times

a week for months. The kid who
loves Alortol Kombat 3 and the

Mortal Kombat movie wiil spend

significantly more at the arcade

than at the theater. And he [or

she] will do so at home. The

home video will cost $29; the

home videogame will debut at

$60. Consumer expense for

arcade and home videogames is

greater for afficionados than the

expense for film and home video.

Because of the higher cost

for the "complete" videogame

experience (to play in the arcade

and at home) and the longer time

involved in games versus movies, I

would suspect that there are

significantly fewer avid videogamer

players then avid movie goers. I

also suspect that there are

significantly fewer casual gamers

than casual movie-goers. And it's

specifically the casual market,

those people only willing to spend

a few dollars at one time, that

makes up the bulk of the market.

If the above is close to the

mark, then the demand for the

videogamer's dollar often must pit

the arcade game against the home
game, because both experiences

are moderately costly, but the

movie goer can easily afford both

home and theater experience.

Beyond economy, however, the

experience of watching a movie at

home, even in a home theater, can

never equal the true, larger than

life theater experience. In

contrast, the arcade video

experience has been very closely

duplicated by the home consoles.

The purpose and public

perception of the different forms

of entertainment also greatly

influence why the theater to

home video market is

complementary, but the arcade to

home game market is

competitive. A film's replay value

comes from how well a story is

told; you can't see the story again

in the theater when you want to,

because movies have a limited

play run. The only way to see the

story again is to rent the video or

wait for it to hit TV. In general a

videogame's purpose is not to tell

a story. Some game designers

might like you to think that the

story is important to the game,

but few patrons at my arcade

have particularly enjoyed the

story sequences in MK /// or Kilter

Instinct. I have yet to fathom why

videogame makers insist on

creating "plots" for an

entertainment form that is not

necessarily a story, but must

always be a game. It is the

gameplay that is important to a

game, and that is sadly lacking

from many arcade and home
games. The videogame industry

I Stories in fighting games like

NIK, are not key for success, but

they do add depth and intrigue

markets home games while the

arcade games are still popular, so

it's no wonder that home
videogame sales directly affect

arcade game revenues. If home

videos were released while films

were still in first run theaters, you

would see home video sales

affect box office revenues, too!

Is $7 billion missing from this

industry? I think the question

should be,"Will the arcade

industry and the home videogame

industry ever create revenue for

each other, or continue to create

competition for themselves?" In

an attempt to answer this

question positively, we can use

the film to home video analogy.

The game industry ought to

enlarge the score of the arcade

experience, the same way the

theater experience is larger than

the home video experience.

Marcus Webb suggests that the

industry is changing the scope of

the arcade experience through

high-end simulations and chip

updates that keep games fresh.

But the videogame industry must

resolve its "identity crisis." A film

is a story. Consumers know

what they're getting ahead of

time. It is not clear what what

videogame designers are

attempting to make videogames

become. Games need not

incorporate a story in order to

be successful. Often, the "story"

is a poor substitute for engaging

gameplay. It seems the coin-op

industry has had few "pure"

games in recent years, and it is

gameplay, as any die-hard gamer

will tell you, that is the key to the

game's success. However, a few

arcade and home games have

truly innovative and fun gameplay.

The videogame industry must

design games for varied markets.

Markets, I feel, must evolve like

organisms and up-to-now the

arcade industry did not feel the

pressure to evolve. But soon,

very soon — a monumental

change must occur, or the

business will eat itself out of this

form of existence. Seven billion

is not missing from the industry;

but, if the industry is willing to be

creative and take some chances,

then there may be ways to make

the arcade and home markets

complement each other. Maybe

not $7 billion dollar's worth, but

then again, maybe more.

Roger Pugh
Carbondale, IL

Thanks for the excellent letter

Some would argue that the

evolution of the arcade

experience into something larger

than stand-up TVs has already

started with games like the eight-

player version of Daytona USA

(complete with hydrolic motion),

which simply cannot be duplicated

in the home. It's clear that if the

arcade industry wants to get its

hand on the "missing" $7 billion

Marcus Webb discussed.it needs

more than just another r»%o
Street Fighter clone. [ij



IF YOU'UE

BEEN TO

HIE WONT TO

HEHH ABOUT

Crystal Dynamics, the creators of Off-world

Interceptor Extreme™, and NEXT Generation

magazine have a contest that will brutalize you as

much as the game itself. Drudge up the past, bring

back a painful memory, and tell us about your

ROAD TRIP FROM HELL! Were you the unlucky co-

passenger of a car-sick Great Dane on your way to

a wedding? Or maybe you traveled to the bottom

of the Grand Canyon on a donkey-with dysentery?

Or maybe you drove a Pinto? The nastier the story,

the better your chance of WINNING.

One winner will receive huge, ass-kickin' 4x4 Off-

world Interceptor remote control car featuring:

•4wheel drive with tandem motors

• 2-channel digital proportional steering

• Remote control console with removable

crystals for frequency adjustment

• Rechargeable battery

Ten winners will receive

Off-world Interceptor

Extreme games in their

choice of format (3DO,

PlayStation, Saturn)

llmi ftizi

Twenty-five winners will receive

official Off-world Interceptor

Extreme T-shirts!

Contest Rules

To Enter: Submit your legible story on 8 1/2" x 11 " paper

and send it to: Extreme Came Contest Imagine Publishing, Inc., 1350 Old Bayshore

Hwy, Suite 210, Burlingame, CA 94010. Stories should be no longer than 250 words.

One entry per person. Entries must arrive no later than 12/29/95. Be sure to include

your name, address and phone number.

Eligibility: The contest is open to U.S. residents 18 years of age or older, except employees and immediate

family members of Crystal Dynamics and Imagine Publishing, Inc, their affiliates, subsidiaries, sales

representatives, distributors, advertising agencies, promotional agencies, printers, and anyone who claims to

have lived on another planet.

Selection: Winners will be selected by 1/15/96 and notified by mail or phone.

And while you're waiting to find out if your revolting story

brings tears to our eyes and wins you a prize, check out

the game that promises a hellacious driving experience

every time you get behind the wheel.

Off-world Interceptor Extreme gives you

• Two Views: switch on the fly between

cockpit and chase views

• Six Alien Worlds: guaranteed crime-busting,

boss-blasting, stomach-wrenching

excitement

• New Level Layouts: wind-out your engine

and grab serious air

• Two-player Action: vertical, split-screen

driving at its best

• Power Ups: customize your car

to optimize performance

• Weapons: choose from multiple

implements of destruction to

build up your arsenal
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Amass power.

Destroy your enemies
Make millions doing it.

Yes, it's the 80's all over again.

C'MON, ADMIT IT.

YOU'D JUST LOVE TO

STRAP ON THOSE

SUSPENDERS,

SLATHER ON THE HAIR GEL, AND PLAY A GOOD

OL' FASHIONED GAME OF LEVERAGE BUYOUT.

WELL, TAKE HEART, THOSE KINDER,

GENTLER DAYS MAY BE GONE, BUT THEIR

spirit lives on with arcade

Classics on Game Boy'and
\

Super Game Boy" All your

favorite

80'S

gameSKIui

(HOSTILE *
TAKEOVERS

ASIDE) ARE BACK. NOW

IN TWO-IN-ONE GAME PAKS.

ASTEROIDS'" TOGETHER WITH MISSILE COMMAND'

centipede*

with millipede" galaga"

and Galaxian
8
" Defender*'

and joust?" And, of course,

the quintessential 80's

classic: space invaders" so

those pinstripes,

dust off that gold

watch, and*;

you're at it, buy

up all the arcade

Classics you can get

your hands on.

after all, greed is good.

'9 l995AlanCalp 'Missll'Command '-'1981 1995A1anCoro.3Cenlioade . 19&2. 1995 AtanCorp.4 Miltipede' : 1983. 199SAtarlCoip DevelopedbyAccdlade.lnc.LlcepsedloNmleado. Aslerpids Missile Command Cert.pedeandMilOpeddale

legjstoeddadCTSlilisolAvanCiip.iGaiaoa and . l98l,1995NamcoLld eGatata-apdil979, 1995NamcaLld AJRiojusReseNEd.UMflsedloNinteddo 7De!enda'afKlE1989. iggsWIfemseecnDracGaneslncBJousI aid - 193?. 1 995 WfeElearonK; Games uk. All R^hls

p^r*m1ix-eiraedlomei*id.DeieMdef Jau.siandV^^
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RETRoVnACS
Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines

from years gone by, before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to everyone who makes this possible.

Starting with the original writers and editors,

to all the people involved in acquiring and

digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out,

in whichever way possible.

Either by donating magazines, scanning,

editing or helping in the distribution,

visit us as www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving magazines

which are published prior to the year 2000.

We have no desire, nor intent to profit

from these scans in any way.

So please,

if you come across people trying

to sell these releases,

PO NOT SUPPORT THEM!

THANK YOUI
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